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CHAPTER 1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
HIGHLIGHTS 
This dissertation is concerned with models that can describe the elements of 
ultrasonic nondestructive evaluation (NDE) flaw measurement systems. Specifically, both 
ultrasonic beam models and flaw scattering models are considered. There have been a 
number of important contributions made in both these modeling areas. 
Beam Modeling 
A multi-Gaussian (MG) beam model is one of the most computationally efficient 
models currently available for modeling the wave fields generated by ultrasonic NDE 
transducers. In the MG model a small number of Gaussian beams are summed to simulate the 
beam of sound produced by a commercial transducer. Since the propagation and 
transmission/reflection laws of a single Gaussian beam can be defined analytically, a number 
of authors have shown previously how a MG beam model can treat in principle the 
interactions of transducer beams with complex geometries. However, most previous studies 
have considered only relatively simple cases with multi-Gaussian beams since the algebraic 
complexity of the Gaussian beam model formulation becomes unwieldy as the number of 
media and interactions grow. In Chapter 2 it is shown that by the use of A, B, C, D matrices 
to define the beam interactions a highly efficient and modular MG beam model can be 
practically developed to model a transducer beam even after it has been reflected or 
transmitted at multiple curved interfaces between isotropic, elastic materials. 
Multi-Gaussian beam models have also been developed by other authors for 
anisotropic materials. Because of the added material complexity in these cases it is even 
more difficult to consider other than relatively simple interactions and special anisotropics. In 
Chapter 3, it is shown that by the use of slowness coordinates to describe the propagating 
Gaussian beam in conjunction with the same A, B, C, D matrix approach used for isotropic 
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materials it is also possible to formulate a practical MG beam model for the propagation and 
reflection/transmission of a transducer sound beam in multiple, general anisotropic media. In 
Chapter 4, a number of examples are given where this MG beam model approach is applied 
to anisotropic media. A key ingredient to making the MG beam model effective for 
anisotropic materials is to have an efficient way to extract the needed properties of the 
slowness surface in the beam propagation direction. Chapter 4 also gives a new and simple 
expression for evaluating the curvatures of the slowness surface needed for a MG beam 
model in anisotropic materials. 
Scattering Modeling 
Solving for the ultrasonic waves scattered by flaws in elastic solids is a difficult 
boundary value problem that can consume enormous computational resources. Thus, 
approximate scattering methods like the Kirchhoff approximation and the Born 
approximation are attractive alternatives. Both of these approximations have been 
extensively used for NDE applications but it is shown in Chapters 5 and 6 that there remains 
much that we can learn about these approximations and that there are still significant 
extensions of those approximations possible. 
In Chapter 5 we have conducted a parametric study of the range of validity of the 
Kirchhoff approximation by comparing that approximation to more exact scattering 
solutions. Conventional wisdom says that the Kirchhoff approximation should only be valid 
for strongly scattering flaws such as pores and cracks for large frequencies/sizes 
characterized by kb »1 where k is the wave number and b a characteristic flaw dimension. 
Also, previous studies have suggested that the Kirchhoff approximation for flat cracks is only 
valid in a relatively small angular range near normal incidence. However, the comparison 
studies conducted in Chapter 5 show that there are actually two key parameters that play an 
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important role in determining how well the Kirchhoff approximation works - the kb 
parameter and the bandwidth of the ultrasonic system. Furthermore, Chapter 5 defines the 
range of applicability of the Kirchhoff approximation in terms of these two parameters and 
shows that provided the bandwidth is sufficiently large the Kirchhoff approximation can 
work well for both volumetric flaws (pores) and for cracks at normal incidence for kb values 
down to approximately kb = 1. Chapter 5 also shows that the Kirchhoff approximation for 
the pulse-echo response of cracks can remain valid at even relatively large angles (50-60 
degrees) from normal incidence provided that the system bandwidth is sufficiently large. 
Finally, Chapter 5 also extends the Kirchhoff approximation to anisotropic materials where it 
is shown that both the early time "leading edge" response for the pulse-echo scattering of a 
volumetric flaw and the full pitch-catch response of a flat elliptical crack in a general 
anisotropic material can be obtained in explicit forms. The leading edge response expression, 
in particular, is the first simple analytical expression we are aware of for the scattering of a 
volumetric flaw in a general anisotropic material. Since for isotropic materials this leading 
edge response normally is the largest part of the flaw signal, it appears that this new 
expression for anisotropic materials is a significant result. 
The Born approximation has also been frequently used in NDE modeling to consider 
both direct and inverse scattering problems in solids. Unfortunately, as a direct scattering 
model the Born approximation quickly loses accuracy when the material properties (density, 
wave speeds) of the host and flaw materials are not nearly the same. Recently, a simple 
modification of the Born approximation, called the doubly distorted Born approximation 
(DDBA) has been proposed to try to extend the range of the validity of the Born 
approximation to scatterers with stronger material contrast from the host material. Although 
the DDBA does improve somewhat on the Born approximation, it stills retains some 
amplitude errors and also contains some discrepancies in the time-of-arrivals of the predicted 
waves. In chapter 6, a new modification of the Born approximation, called the modified Born 
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approximation (MBA) is developed for modeling the pulse-echo responses of both strong and 
weak scattering inclusions. By making comparisons with the exact separation of variables 
solution for a spherical inclusion, it is demonstrated that the MBA accurately predicts the 
amplitude of the scattered response as well as correcting the time-of-arrival errors of the 
DDBA. Furthermore, it is shown that the simple form of the MBA remains valid for 
anisotropic as well as isotropic media, suggesting that the MBA has a wide range of 
applicability for NDE problems. 
GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Modeling is a very important tool in ultrasonic nondestructive evaluation (NDE) flaw 
inspection since model-based research can be used to improve inspections and data 
interpretation methods and also helps to increase the reliability of the inspection technique. 
Many modeling methods have been used to predict the response of a wide range of flaws and 
to provide physical insight into ultrasound generation, propagation, scattering, and reception. 
In fact, it is now possible to use an ultrasonic measurement model to simulate all the 
elements of an ultrasonic NDE system and predict the measured output voltage signal [1], In 
this measurement model the frequency component of the output voltage is a product of a 
beam propagation term, a flaw scattering amplitude term, and a system "efficiency" factor 
which accounts for all the effects of the pulser/receiver, cabling, and transducers. The system 
efficiency factor can be measured experimentally in a reference calibration setup but the 
other two terms in the measurement model require the use of an ultrasonic beam model and 
flaw scattering model, respectively. The beam model describes how the ultrasound generated 
by a transducer propagates and reflects/transmits into the media involved while the scattering 
model describes the interaction of the ultrasonic beam with various types of flaws such as 
cracks, voids, and inclusions. Both ultrasonic beam models and flaw scattering models are 
the subject of this thesis. 
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Beam models 
A number of methods have been used to model the propagation and 
transmission/reflection of an ultrasonic beam. In discussing those models it is convenient to 
separate them into two groups. The first group is based on the paraxial approximation while 
the second group of models is based on more exact models that do not rely on the paraxial 
approximation. The paraxial approximation assumes that waves are propagating 
predominantly in a given, fixed direction. Since the beams generated by most commercial 
transducers used in ultrasound inspections are well collimated the paraxial assumption is 
satisfied in many NDE testing cases. However, the paraxial approximation can become 
inaccurate in some specific testing situations, an issue that will be discussed later. Models in 
the second category have the capability of returning a more exact solution than the paraxial 
models, but they are also usually much more computationally expensive. However, these 
more exact models are important for verifying the accuracy of the paraxial models and for 
dealing with those special inspection cases where the paraxial models do break down. 
The paraxial transducer beam models currently available include boundary diffraction 
wave (BDW) models, Gauss-Hermite models, and multi-Gaussian beam models. Schmerr, 
Lerch, and Sedov [2], [3] developed a boundary diffraction wave model to simulate the wave 
field generated by a piston planar transducer in a fluid radiating into an isotropic solid. Later 
Rudolph [4] extended that model to treat sound beam radiation into a general anisotropic 
medium. In a BDW model, the beam generated by the transducer can be decomposed into 
two parts: (1) a direct plane wave that travels normally from the transducer surface, and (2) 
an edge wave that radiates from all the points on the transducer rim. BDW models can easily 
treat planar transducers of an arbitrary shape but they currently cannot model focused 
transducers. However, an exact (i.e. non-par axial) BDW model has been developed for a 
spherically focused piston transducer radiating into a single fluid medium [5]. Paraxial BDW 
models also cannot handle beam propagation through curved interfaces of a focusing type 
because of the presence of singularities in the model. 
Based on the work of Cook and Arnoult [6], Thompson et al. [7, 8], developed a 
paraxial Gauss-Hermite beam model to simulate beam radiation through a curved fluid-solid 
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interface into an isotropic solid. In this model the ultrasonic beam is represented by the 
superposition of a set of orthogonal Gauss-Hermite functions that have Gaussian profiles 
multiplied by Hermite polynomials. Later, this model was extended to consider the radiation 
through a fluid-solid interface into an anisotropic medium [9, 10]. Gaussian-Hermite models 
can treat focused/unfocused transducers and curved interfaces. However, these models have a 
requirement that the plane of incidence - the plane that contains both the central ray of the 
incident wave and the normal to the interface at the point where the central ray strikes the 
interface - must coincide with one of the principal planes of curvature of the interface. This 
restriction limits the Gauss-Hermite models to specific testing configurations. 
The most efficient paraxial model available to date is the multi-Gaussian beam model 
which represents the transducer beam in terms of a superposition of coaxial Gaussian beams. 
The basis for most multi-Gaussian beam models is a paper by Wen and Breazeale [11] where 
they demonstrated that by the superposition only 10 Gaussians one is able to accurately 
predict the sound beam of a circular planar piston transducer radiating into a fluid. The 
importance of Wen and Breazeale's result lies in the fact that one can analytically propagate 
a Gaussian beam through multiple media and analytically transmit/reflect a Gaussian beam at 
multiple interfaces, making it possible to generate a very general ultrasonic beam model 
capable of handling most NDE testing situations. A number of authors have examined 
Gaussian beam behavior for a number of different propagation and interaction conditions. 
Thompson and Lopes [12], for example, examined the transmission of a Gaussian beam 
through a curved fluid-solid interface into an isotropic solid, having the plane of incidence 
aligned with one of principle planes of curvature of the interface. Later, Minachi et al. [13], 
studied the propagation of a Gaussian beam incident in a plane not containing the principle 
radii of the curvature of the interface. Thompson and Newberry [14] also studied the 
transmission of a Gaussian beam into an anisotropic solid and showed the effects of the 
anisotropy of the material on the propagation of the Gaussian beam. Gaussian beam 
propagation in both isotropic and anisotropic media has also been examined by other authors 
[15-18], 
Besides the need to use very few Gaussians in order to model transducer wave fields, 
multi-Gaussian beam models have the important property that they remain non-singular 
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under all propagation and transmission/reflection conditions. This property and their 
numerical efficiency have made a multi-Gaussian beam model the model of choice for many 
NDE applications [19-22]. In summary, multi-Gaussian beam models can be used to simulate 
the wave fields of planar/focused transducers radiating into either isotropic or anisotropic 
media. In addition, there is no requirement that the orientation of the plane of incidence be 
aligned with a principle curvature plane of the interface when using a multi-Gaussian beam 
model to transmit/reflect at curved interfaces. In addition a curved interface can be either of a 
focusing or defocusing type. Although the multi-Gaussian beam model was originally 
developed for a circular piston transducer, it can also be extended to model the wave fields of 
an elliptical or rectangular piston transducer [23-24], 
Although a multi-Gaussian beam model is a very powerful tool for simulating the 
wave fields from transducers found in NDE inspections, in multiple media problems where 
many interactions of the beam with interfaces can be present, the analytical expressions that 
describe a Gaussian beam become very complex. Chapter 2 shows that for isotropic materials 
it is possible to analytically define the propagation and transmission/reflection of Gaussian 
beams after they have interacted with multiple curved interfaces in terms of A, B, C, D 
matrices which are analogous to the scalar A, B, C, D terms used in Gaussian optics [25]. 
Global matrices that represent the combined effects of propagation and multiple interface 
interactions can be simply obtained by multiplying the individual A, B, C, D matrices 
involved. In this approach, a multi-Gaussian beam model for even complex beam interactions 
has a simple analytical form and all the elements needed to define the wave field can be 
obtained in a highly modular manner. 
Multi-Gaussian beam models can also model the wave fields of transducers radiating 
into anisotropic media. Again, as in the isotropic case, the propagation and 
transmission/reflection relations that govern the Gaussian beam can be defined analytically 
but the anisotropy makes the algebraic complexity of these relations a major obstacle to the 
effective implementation of the multi-Gaussian approach. Norris [18], for example, uses a set 
of mixed, non-orthogonal coordinates to describe Gaussian beams in anisotropic media while 
Spies [22] uses a set of fixed Cartesian axes. In both cases, the Gaussian beam expressions 
the authors give for even relatively simple cases of anisotropy are very complicated. In 
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Chapter 3, it is shown that the use of slowness coordinates allows one to model the 
propagation and transmission/reflection of a Gaussian beam in a general anisotropic medium 
in a very simple form. Furthermore, it is shown that by forming A, B, C, D matrices in these 
slowness coordinates it is also possible to efficiently model ultrasonic beam propagation in 
multiple anisotropic media with curved interfaces. In the approach of Chapter 3 the 
anisotropy of the materials present enters the A, B, C, D matrices in the beam model via the 
slowness, the slopes of the slowness surface (group velocity components in the slowness 
coordinates), and the curvatures of the slowness surface, all measured for a given 
propagating ray direction. Thus, an effective beam model for anisotropic materials must also 
have efficient waves for calculating these slowness surface parameters. While there are a 
number of well-known methods for calculating the slowness and the slope of the slowness 
surface (group velocity) [26, 27] the determination of the slowness surface curvatures has 
seen much less attention. Chapter 4 presents a new, explicit expression for these curvatures 
and gives many examples for wave propagation in anisotropic media using this expression 
and the modular multi-Gaussian beam model for anisotropic solids developed in Chapter 3. 
These examples show that this beam model is computationally efficient and versatile, 
capable of modeling very general NDE inspections. 
A multi-Gaussian beam model relies on the paraxial approximation and as mentioned 
previously, this approximation may fail in certain cases. Thus, users must be aware of the 
situations where this approximation may lose accuracy. This happens, for example, if the 
paraxial approximation is used to model a very tightly focused transducer such as found in an 
acoustic microscope. The approximation can also break down when the curvature of an 
interface varies too rapidly over the transducer beam or when the angle of incidence is at a 
high angle or near grazing incidence to the interface. The paraxial approximation also loses 
accuracy when the angle of incidence at an interface is close to a critical angle where the 
transmission coefficient changes rapidly. However, a recent study shows that this type of 
error might be compensated partly by applying an average transmission coefficient [28]. 
Fortunately, since many NDE inspections do not include these situations, multi-Gaussian 
beam models are very useful for simulating beam propagation for a wide range of NDE 
problems. 
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The second category of beam models we will discuss are not based on the paraxial 
approximation. These beam models include point source superposition models, angular plane 
wave spectrum models, and other numerical methods like the Finite Element Method (FEM) 
and Boundary Element Method (BEM). 
Point source superposition models describe wave fields of a transducer by 
superimposing a large number of point sources over the face of the transducer (i.e. a 
Rayleigh-Sommerfeld type of integral [1]). In some implementations this type of model gives 
rise to multiple integrals over both the transducer face as well as interfaces being considered. 
These integrals are normally evaluated by numerical integration. Lerch et al. [3, 29], for 
example, developed an edge element model that is more computationally efficient than direct 
2-D numerical integration methods. The edge element model divides the transducer face into 
small elements and makes a linear approximation to the phase term of the integrand while 
assuming the amplitude of the integrand as a constant on each element. In this way the 
surface integral over the transducer face can be reduced to two finite summations over only 
the edges of all the elements. Spies et al. [30-34] eliminated the need to perform multiple 
integrals over any interfaces present by evaluating those integrals asymptotically with the 
method of stationary phase. However, this approach leads to singularities in the wave field 
for focusing type of interfaces. Point source superposition models are suitable for modeling 
wave fields generated by circular/non-circular, planar/focused transducers. Even though the 
remaining surface integral over the transducer face can be estimated by various methods, the 
need to use many point sources makes these types of models inherently much less efficient 
than paraxial models. 
Roberts [35, 36] developed a method to represent the transducer wave field as a 
superposition of plane waves at the transducer surface. Later Rudolph [4] extended this 
approach to model wave fields of a transducer in a fluid radiating into a general anisotropic 
solid. This model is suitable for modeling the beam interaction with a planar interface since 
the reflected and transmitted plane waves can be computed analytically. However, the 
evaluation of the integral over many plane wave components is computationally expensive. 
In addition, it is not valid for curved focusing interfaces since it leads to singularities. 
However, it has been found that this model is very useful to verify paraxial beam models [4], 
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Another category of the non-paraxial approximation employs direct numerical 
methods. The Finite Element Method (FEM) has been used to compute wave fields in 
anisotropic solids [37-39]. Generally there are no inherent limitations of this model. The 
FEM beam model can handle complex geometries where analytical approaches break down, 
but the computation is very time consuming particularly when a full 3-D solution is required. 
Another numerical approach is the Boundary Element Method (BEM). Goswami et al. [40] 
applied the boundary element method to model the beam transmission through a curved 
fluid-solid interface into an isotropic solid. Guo and Achenbach [41] extended the method to 
simulate radiation of an ultrasonic beam into an anisotropic solid. Like the finite element 
method, the boundary element method also requires intensive computer resources. Two other 
numerical methods that have been used for calculating ultrasonic wave fields numerically are 
the finite difference method [42, 43] and the elastodynamic finite integration technique 
(EFIT) [44, 45]. The finite difference method directly approximates the equations of motion 
while EFIT approximates an integral form of the equations of motion to solve very complex 
wave fields in general inhomogeneous, anisotropic solids. Like finite elements and boundary 
elements, finite differences and EFIT are computationally expensive techniques which 
severely limit their use for conducting parametric studies. 
Scattering models 
In the ultrasonic measurement model discussed previously the received voltage also 
depends on the flaw present through a scattering amplitude term. This term can be obtained 
by solving for the wave scattered by the flaw into the surrounding material. The method of 
separation of variables (SOV) is an analytical approach for obtaining these scattered waves 
exactly, but this method can only be used to determine the scattering amplitudes of either 
spherical or cylindrical scatterers in an isotropic elastic solid [46-55], The same numerical 
methods discussed for beam modeling - Finite Differences [56], Finite Elements [57], 
Boundary Elements [58, 59], and the Elastodynamic Finite Integration Technique [60] - also 
are able in principle to predict responses of very complex flaws in complex media. However, 
they are computationally intensive in these applications and except for boundary elements 
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they suffer from the necessity to approximate all the surrounding material of the flaw as well 
as the flaw itself. The method of optimal truncation (MOOT) uses basis functions similar to 
those in the method of SOV but can be used to model more complex flaw shapes than SOV 
[61]. Both "exact" SOV and MOOT solutions have been used to verify the accuracy of 
approximate scattering models [62]. Transform based methods have also seen application in 
solving scattering problems. Robertson and Mai [63-65], for example, obtained the pitch-
catch response of a penny-shaped crack in terms of Hankel transforms. However these 
solutions are only available for normal incidence and they also are computationally 
expensive. 
The computational inefficiency of numerical methods has led many authors to 
consider approximate wave scattering models such as elastodynamic ray theory [66, 67], low 
frequency expansions [68, 69], and the Kirchhoff and Born approximations [70-85]. The 
Kirchhoff approximation in particular has been found to be very useful and widely studied in 
the literature [70-74]. In the Kirchhoff approximation, each point on the directly insonified 
surface of the scatterer is assumed to reflect like an infinite plane with its normal locally 
coincident with the normal to the flaw surface at that point while on the remaining surface of 
the scatterer the total field is assumed to be zero. With this approximation one does not need 
to solve a complex boundary value problem to obtain the scattered waves and in fact for 
some simple scatterer shapes one can obtain analytical results. In Chapter 5, for example, it 
will be shown that the Kirchhoff approximation leads to simple, explicit expressions for the 
pulse-echo scattering response in an elastic solid of three canonical scatterers - cracks, 
spherical and cylindrical voids - and that these expressions are identical to the analogous 
scalar scattering problems in a fluid. 
Earlier studies have already shown that the Kirchhoff approximation works well for 
volumetric flaws when the size of the flaw is large compared with the wavelength (i.e. 
kb»l where k is the wave number and b is a characteristic dimension of the flaw) and that it 
works well also for flat cracks when both kb»l and the waves are scattered in a direction 
close to normal incidence on the crack where specular signals dominate the results [70, 71]. 
However, experiments of Gray [62] and recent experimental benchmark studies [75] have 
shown that the Kirchhoff approximation accurately predicts the pulse-echo response of a 
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circular crack at relatively high angles from normal incidence. Also, recent model-based 
benchmark studies [77-78] have suggested that the Kirchhoff approximation can work well at 
much lower frequencies/sizes where kb »1 is violated. In Chapter 5 it will be shown that 
this apparent disagreement of earlier and more recent studies on when the Kirchhoff 
approximation is valid can be explained by the fact that the accuracy of the Kirchhoff 
approximation depends on both the non-dimensional wave number kb and the bandwidth of 
the system. By comparing the Kirchhoff approximation for a spherical void to more exact 
SOV results, it is demonstrated that in fact the Kirchhoff approximation remains accurate for 
even kb = 1 if the bandwidth is sufficiently large. A similar Kirchhoff-MOOT comparison 
study in Chapter 5 for a circular crack also shows that the Kirchhoff approximation can only 
accurately predict the pulse-echo scattering of the crack at angles up to around 20 degrees 
from normal incidence for very narrow bandwidth system, which is consistent with the 
limitations of the Kirchhoff approximation seen in earlier studies. However, Chapter 5 also 
shows that the Kirchhoff approximation can remain accurate up to 50-60 degrees from 
normal incidence if the bandwidth of the system is sufficiently large. 
The Kirchhoff approximation can also be applied to wave scattering from a flaw 
embedded in anisotropic materials [79]. In most of these cases the Kirchhoff approximations 
leads to integrals that can only be evaluated numerically. However, in Chapter 5 it will be 
shown that in the Kirchhoff approximation one can obtain explicit analytical expressions for 
both the leading edge response of an arbitrary volumetric flaw in an anisotropic material and 
the pitch-catch response of a planar elliptical crack in anisotropic media. These are the first 
analytical scattering solutions we are aware of valid for a general anisotropic medium. 
Another well-know approximate scattering model is the Born approximation. This 
approximation is very attractive because of its capability of easily treating volumetric 
scatterers of arbitrary shapes. Unlike the Kirchhoff approximation, which is a high frequency 
approximation suitable for strong scatterers like voids and cracks, the Born approximation is 
formally valid only at low frequency and for weakly scattering inclusions. In the Born 
approximation, the properties of the inclusion are assumed to differ only slightly from those 
of the surrounding material and the field inside the flaw is assumed to be identical to that of 
the incident wave field. Gubernatis et al. [80, 81] used the Born approximation to solve for 
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the scattering amplitude of a flaw in an elastic solid. One of the nice properties of the Born 
approximation is that it separates the flaw response into two factors, one of which depends 
only on the material properties of the flaw and a "shape" factor that is an integral over the 
volume of the flaw [81]. This property has led to the development of the inverse Born 
approximation for sizing flaws from their measured responses [82, 83]. Unfortunately, as a 
direct scattering model the Born approximation is only accurate when the scattering is very 
weak, a situation not likely to be present in many NDE applications. Recently, Darmon et al. 
[84] have modified the Born approximation to try to extend its range of validity, leading to 
what they call the doubly distorted Born approximation (DDBA). The DDBA is a rather ad-
hoc modification of the Born approximation but it is simple to implement since it retains the 
same form as the ordinary Born approximation but replaces the host material wave speed 
appearing at a number of places in the Born approximation factors by the wave speed of the 
flaw. Compared to the Born approximation, the DDBA does improve the predicted amplitude 
of the flaw response. However, the DDBA still retains amplitude errors when calculating the 
responses of strongly scattering inclusions and it incorrectly predicts the time of arrival of the 
predicted waves. In Chapter 6 a new modification of the Born approximation has been 
developed for more accurately predicting the pulse-echo scattering responses of inclusions. 
Like the DDBA this approximation retains the overall form of the Born approximation but 
replaces the material factor by a plane wave reflection coefficient and changes the wave 
speed appearing in the shape factor from the host material to that of the flaw. This new 
approximation, which we have called the modified Born approximation (MBA), also 
introduces a phase factor that corrects the time of arrival errors present in the DDBA. By 
comparing the MBA to exact SOV scattering solutions for various inclusions, it is shown in 
Chapter 6 that the MBA retains its accuracy in predicting the scattering of inclusions even for 
very strong scatterers. 
In most previous studies of the Born approximation both the host and inclusion are 
assumed to be isotropic solids. There has been some work, however, where either the flaw 
material or the host material (or both) can be anisotropic. Ben-Menahem and Gibson [85], for 
example, applied the Born approximation to model the scattering of an azimuthally isotropic 
inclusion embedded in an infinite elastic isotropic solid. Radiation patterns for different 
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incident and scattered waves are also presented in their work. Most other studies on the Born 
approximation for anisotropic media have been for Geophysical (seismology) applications 
[86-88]. The study presented in Chapter 6 also considers the Born approximation and 
modifications of it for anisotropic materials. It is shown in that chapter that the form of the 
Born approximation for an anisotropic inclusion in a general anisotropic medium can again 
be expressed in terms of the product of a material coefficient and geometrical shape function, 
as found for the isotopic case. It is also shown that the material coefficient obtained for the 
pulse-echo response of a weakly scattering anisotropic flaw in an anisotropic medium is 
identical in form to the isotropic case. An explicit expression for the shape factor for an 
ellipsoidal inclusion is also obtained in Chapter 6. Finally, Chapter 6 shows that the MBA 
can be applied to the case of anisotropic flaw/host materials in the same fashion as done for 
isotropic materials, leading to a simple expression for the waves scattered by an anisotropic 
inclusion in a general anisotropic material. 
DISSERTATION ORGANIZATION 
This dissertation contains seven chapters consisting of a general introduction (the 
present chapter), five papers, and a general discussion/conclusion. References cited in 
Chapter 1 can be found in "General Literature Cited" section at the end of the thesis. 
The topics discussed in this work are contained in five papers that have been 
published or submitted for publication. The first paper (Chapter 2) describes a highly 
modular multi-Gaussian beam model that can be used to efficiently model beam interactions 
with multiple interfaces in isotropic media. This paper is a completed version of the work-in-
progress paper that first appeared in Review of Progress in Quantitative Nondestructive 
Evaluation, Vol. 23, and has been published in the journal Research in Nondestructive 
Evaluation, Vol. 16, No. 4, 2005 (143-174). The second paper formulates a highly modular 
multi-Gaussian beam model for general anisotropic media, and the third paper presents 
numerical results of the beam model developed in the second paper. Both of these two papers 
have been submitted for publication to the journal Research in Nondestructive Evaluation. 
The fourth paper, which examines the Kirchhoff approximation for both isotropic and 
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anisotropic media and shows our new findings of the Kirchhoff approximation, has also been 
submitted to the journal Research in Nondestructive Evaluation. The fifth paper investigates 
the Born approximation for both isotropic and anisotropic media and modifies the DD Born 
approximation to improve the early scattering response. This paper has been submitted for 
publication to the Journal of Nondestructive Evaluation. 
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CHAPTER 2. MULTI-GAUSSIAN ULTRASONIC BEAM MODELING 
FOR MULTIPLE CURVED INTERFACES - AN ABCD MATRIX 
APPROACH 
A paper published in the Research in Nondestructive Evaluation 
Ruiju Huang1, Lester W. Schmerr Jr.2'3, Alexander Sedov4 
ABSTRACT 
A multi-Gaussian beam model uses a superposition of Gaussian beams to simulate the 
waves radiated from an ultrasonic transducer. It is shown here that propagation and 
reflection/transmission laws for Gaussian beams in fluids and elastic solids can be written in 
the form of A, B, C, D matrices that are analogous to the A, B, C, D scalars used in Gaussian 
optics. This representation leads to simple expressions for a Gaussian beam even after that 
beam has been transmitted or reflected at multiple curved interfaces and produces a highly 
modular multi-Gaussian beam model that is also computationally very efficient. Some 
examples of the use of this model for both planar and curved interfaces will be given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In ultrasonic nondestructive evaluation applications it is often necessary to consider 
problems where the beam from an ultrasonic transducer must interact with a number of 
surfaces and interfaces. For example in a pulse-echo immersion inspection of a welded pipe 
(see Fig.l) the transducer beam must pass through the curved fluid/solid interface and may 
be reflected one or more times from the curved surfaces of the pipe before it reaches a flaw. 
To model such multiple beam/interface interactions in an efficient manner is a very 
1 Primary researcher and author 
2 Author for correspondence 
3 Major professor 
4 Visiting professor 
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Figure 1. Inspection of a weld in a cylindrical pipe geometry with multiple beam skips. 
challenging task. One general method that can be used for such problems is to model the 
transducer as a superposition of point sources over the face of the transducer (i.e. a 
Rayleigh/Sommerfeld type of integral [1]). The total wave field in a test specimen can be 
evaluated by superimposing similar point sources at all the interfaces present between the 
transducer and the point where the response is to be computed. The edge element model 
described by Lerch et al. [2] is one example of this type of method. However, this approach 
leads to multiple integrals of highly oscillatory functions over both the transducer face and 
the interfaces being considered and so is very computationally expensive. If instead one 
evaluates the interface integrals by asymptotic method such as the method of stationary phase 
then one can generate a more efficient beam model where integrations need to be done only 
over the transducer face. The point source superposition method of Spies [3] and the point 
source method used in the modeling software, Champs-Sons [4, 5] are examples of this 
approach. Unfortunately, the resulting expressions may become singular in cases where 
curved interfaces that focus the sound beam are present and the remaining numerical 
integration over the transducer face is still a significant computational burden. The 
singularities can in principle be removed by using higher order asymptotic methods, but the 
analysis quickly becomes very complex and difficult to implement in a general setting. 
A second approach to model the transducer wave field is to use a superposition of 
plane waves at the transducer face (angular plane wave spectrum model) [6]. Since plane 
waves can be analytically reflected or transmitted through planar interfaces, a model of a 
transducer interacting with one or more planar interfaces can be easily generated. However, 
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using this approach one is still faced with numerically integrating over many plane wave 
components and it too is not a viable method for curved interfaces because it also leads to 
singularities for curved focusing interfaces. 
A third alternative is to represent the transducer beam in terms of a superposition of 
Gaussian beams (multi-Gaussian beam model). This is a particularly attractive choice since it 
has been shown that it is possible to model an ultrasonic transducer wave field with as few as 
ten to fifteen Gaussians superimposed on the transducer face [7]. In addition, within the 
paraxial approximation it has been shown that it is possible to analytically define the changes 
in the Gaussian beams as they propagate and reflect/transmit at curved interfaces [8]. Thus, a 
multi-Gaussian beam model requires relatively few computations for even complex 
applications involving multiple interface interactions. As the number of surface/interface 
interactions increase, the analytical forms of the Gaussian beams also become increasingly 
complex. However, it is shown that the propagation law for a given medium and the 
transmission/reflection law for a single interface can both be expressed in terms of four (A, 
B, C, D) matrices. This representation is very useful since "global" A, B, C, D matrices that 
represent the combined effects of multiple interface interactions and the propagation in 
multiple fluid/elastic media can be obtained from matrix multiplications of these individual 
A, B, C, D matrices. In this manner, one can generate a multi-Gaussian beam model for 
multiple surface/interface interactions that has a simple analytical form and where all the 
elements needed to define the wave field can be obtained in a highly modular manner. 
Similar A, B, C, D scalar terms have been used in Gaussian optics to efficiently evaluate the 
influence of various optical elements (lenses, mirrors, etc.) on a propagating Gaussian light 
beam. The A, B, C, D matrices defined here represent the extension of those optical concepts 
to fluid and elastic media. 
Gaussian beams have been used in elastic wave propagation problems for a number 
of years [9-13] and the A, B, C, D matrices for elastic media have also been defined 
previously [8]. However, many of those applications have been for inhomogeneous and/or 
anisotropic media where the complexity of the media forces one to use methods that are more 
involved than needed for the treatment of ultrasonic Gaussian beams in fluid media and 
isotropic elastic solids. Thus, one objective of this paper is to outline the fundamentals of 
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Gaussian beam propagation and transmission/reflection for fluids and homogeneous, 
isotropic elastic solids in a simple, uncluttered form and to obtain the A, B, C, D matrices 
directly from those fundamental relations. It will be shown that all the laws governing the 
behavior of Gaussian beams in fluids and isotropic elastic media can be described in terms of 
a 2x2 matrix, M, its relationship to the A, B, C, D matrices, and plane wave transmission and 
reflection coefficients. We will demonstrate this formulation for several example problems 
involving both planar and curved interfaces. 
The specific problem we will analyze in this paper is a generalization of the 
immersion setup shown in Fig. 1 where an ultrasonic transducer in a fluid generates a sound 
beam that is then transmitted or reflected through multiple isotropic, elastic media. The 
interfaces involved can have general curvatures. We will show that very simple expressions 
can be obtained for a layered media geometry where the plane of incidences of all the 
interfaces are parallel to one another, a situation that is commonly found in ultrasonic 
inspection problems such as the one shown in Fig. 1. We will also outline how even this 
restriction can be removed. The transducer will be modeled as a piston (constant velocity) 
source since a piston model has been shown to adequately model many commercial 
ultrasonic transducers. This piston source in turn will be modeled as a superposition of 
Gaussians on the face of the transducer, each of which generates a Gaussian beam in the 
fluid. 
In the following sections we will obtain the propagation and transmission reflection 
laws that govern the behavior of a Gaussian beam in a multi-layered media and the A, B, C, 
D matrices for fluid and solid media. 
2. GAUSSIAN BEAM PROPAGATION AND THE PARAXIAL APPROXIMATION 
2.1 Paraxial equations for a fluid 
The Gaussian beam solutions in this paper are approximate paraxial solutions of the 
wave equation for a fluid medium or of Navier's equations [1] for a homogeneous, isotropic 
elastic solid. Stated in simple physical terms, the paraxial approximation assumes that waves 
are propagating predominantly in a given, fixed direction. Since an ultrasonic immersion 
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transducer operates at high frequencies and generates a beam that is well collimated and 
traveling primarily in a direction normal to the transducer face, it is reasonable to expect that 
the paraxial approximation should apply to an ultrasonic transducer radiating wave field, 
although there are also issues that one must address when a beam interacts with interfaces, as 
discussed in the Summary and Discussion section. 
There are at least two ways in which Gaussian beam solutions can be obtained in the 
paraxial approximation. One way is to consider a Gaussian beam as a high frequency 
solution to the governing equations of motion and to use paraxial ray theory to define how 
the properties of the Gaussian beam should change in amplitude and phase by considering the 
behavior of a bundle of almost parallel (i.e. paraxial) rays, all propagating in the vicinity of a 
given fixed ray direction [8]. Another way is to use a high frequency asymptotic 
approximation of the governing equations of motion to directly obtain a corresponding 
paraxial equation [14-16], A Gaussian beam can then be obtained as an exact solution of that 
paraxial equation. Here, we will use the second method. 
Consider now a harmonic wave (of exp(-w)time dependency) traveling in a fluid, 
where it is assumed that the wave is traveling primarily in the x3 direction. This wave must 
satisfy the scalar Helmholtz equation: 
where p  is the pressure in the fluid, k p - œ l  c p  is wave number and c p  is the wave speed of 
the fluid. We first write solutions ofEq. (1) at a point x = as: 
where P ( x v x 2 , x 3 )  is the amplitude of the wave. Note if P  were a constant, Eq. (2) would 
simply represent a plane wave traveling in the x3 direction. Substituting Eq. (2) into Eq. (1), 
we have exactly 
V 2 p  +  k 2 p p  =  0  (1) 
p(x, 69) = f (x,, X;, ) (2) 
(3) 
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with Pj=^- ' (i = 1,2,3) . 
We now wish to obtain an approximate high frequency solution for P where the wave 
is confined to a region in the neighborhood of the x3 axis. To obtain such a solution we 
consider a set of "stretched" coordinates, y, = yfcôx,, 7 = 1,2 and rewrite Eq. (3) in those 
coordinates [16]. We obtain 
+2%,% =0 
and keep only the terms with the highest power of CO. This gives 
+ 2;t/,=0 (4) 
The effect of the stretched coordinates is to drop the P33 term. This is equivalent to 
requiring d 2 P j d x 2  « d 2 P / d x 2  , d 2 P / d x l , d P / d x 3  which is how some authors define the 
paraxial approximation [14]. It can be easily seen that these conditions are satisfied for the 
propagation of a plane wave at a small angle to the x3 -axis [14]. Thus, we can view the 
paraxial approximation as an application of these same conditions to the quasi-plane wave 
form of Eq. (2). 
Reverting back to the original x,, x 2 ,  and x3 coordinate system, we then obtain the 
paraxial equation for pressure wave in the fluid: 
^+$^ + 2;%,^- = 0 (5) 
3 
Comparing Eq. (3) and Eq. (5) we see that the latter equation is equivalent to simply 
dropping the d2P/dx2 term in Eq. (3). We have used a more formal asymptotic method to 
arrive at the same result since this method also works for elastic media problems where the 
simpler method fails. For more details on the justification of dropping the d2P/dx2 term, see 
Siegman [14]. 
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2.2 Gaussian beam solution of the paraxial equation 
The paraxial equation, Eq. (5), has a number of possible solutions, including that of a 
plane wave where P = constant. Here, we will consider solutions of Eq. (5) in the form of a 
Gaussian beam propagating along the x3 -axis: 
Z  .  \  
P = P(x3)exp ^XTMp(x3)X , X = [x1,x2f (6) 
v 2 J 
where P ( x 3 )  is a complex-valued scalar, and M/; is a 2x2 complex-valued symmetric 
matrix. As long as the two complex eigenvalues of Mp, Am {m-1,2), satisfy Im{/lm) >0, 
where Im{ } indicates "imaginary part of', Eq. (6) will represent a wave which has an 
elliptical Gaussian profile with exponential decay away from the x3 axis and hence will be a 
localized beam traveling along that axis. Substituting Eq. (6) into Eq. (5), we obtain 
2^dP_ 
Cp 
• + P t r ( M ) + i a ) P X 7  
vS ^3 y 
x = 0 (7) 
In order to satisfy Eq. (7) for all X, we obtain 
2 dP 
+ Ptr(M ) = 0 (8) 
1 
+ - 0 (9) 
where tr(Mp) is the trace of the matrix Mp. In ray theory, Eq. (8) is usually called the 
transport equation [8]. Equation (9) is in the form of a non-linear matrix Riccati equation [8]. 
The solutions to both Eq. (8) and Eq. (9) can be obtained once those equations are rewritten 
as: 
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2^-+P-±-
c/x, dx3 
In (det[Mp']) = 0 (10) 
M"1 
——-cpl = 0 (11) 
ax. 3 
where I is the 2x2 identity matrix and det [ ] denotes the determinant. The details of the 
transformations needed to obtain Eqs. (10) and (11) from Eqs. (8) and (9) are given in 
Appendix A. The solution of Eq. (11) by integration then is given by 
=[C^M,(O)+I]M;'(O) 
If a Gaussian beam starts out with the complex eigenvalues ofMp (0), Am (0) 
(m = 1,2), that satisfy Im{Am (0)j >0, then during propagation the eigenvalues of M/; (x3 ), 
Am (x3), will also satisfy Im{/lm (x3 )J > 0 since Eq. (12) shows that only the real parts of the 
eigenvalues of M"1 ( and, hence, M;j ) are affected during propagation. Thus a localized 
Gaussian at x3 = 0 always generates a localized propagating Gaussian beam. 
Taking the inverse of both sides of Eq. (12) gives the corresponding solution for Mp : 
Mp(-^) = Mp(0)[l + cpx3Mp (0)] ' (13) 
which can be rewritten as 
M, (x, ) = i(M, (0)+^c, Idet[M, (0)]) (14) 
where 
A = 1 •+ (x3 cp ) tr [ Mp (0)] + (x3cp f det [ Mp (0)] (15) 
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The solution of Eq. (10) also follows directly, since we can write it in the equivalent 
form 
d< In p ( h )  
P( 0) 
• / dx3 - d In det 
M;'k) 
M;' (o) 
\ - 1 / 2  
/ dx. (16) 
where P(0) is the pressure at x3 = 0. Equation (16) can then be integrated to obtain 
P ( x ,)_ |det[M;'(0)] |del[M,(^)] 
P(0) "y det [M"1 (jc3 )] y det[Mp (0)] 
1 
(17) 
Vdet[l + VsMp(0)] 
Since the matrix Mpis complex, some care must be taken in evaluating the square 
roots in Eq. (17). One way to specify those roots if Mp is diagonal is to note that by writing 
Eq. (17) in terms of the eigenvalues of Mp, then one has 
P { x j )  _  ( -*3 ) (-*3) 
p( 0 ) =  v â w V Â W  
(18) 
Since the imaginary parts of these eigenvalues are always positive, the individual square 
roots in Eq. (18) also must have positive imaginary parts. If Mp is not diagonal, then both 
the real and imaginary parts can be simultaneously be diagonalized by a real transformation 
[17] and the square roots in Eq. (17) obtained in terms of this transformation and the 
eigenvalues of the real and imaginary parts so obtained. 
Equations (13) and (17) show that both the amplitude and phase changes occurring 
during the propagation of the Gaussian beam in a fluid are described by the changes in the 
Mp matrix. For a symmetrical Gaussian beam with phase curvature R0 and width w0 at 
x3 = 0, M (0) has the form: 
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Mp(0) = — h i I (19) 
In the optics literature the propagating Gaussian beam is often expressed in this same 
propagation laws (Eqs. (13), (17)) are then described in terms of these same parameters [14]. 
However, in ultrasonic problems when a beam interacts with multiple interfaces at oblique 
incidence (the type of problem we wish to consider here) a symmetrical Gaussian beam will 
not remain symmetric and it is very unwieldy to decompose Mp into these types of terms. 
Instead, we will work directly with the compact matrix forms of Eqs. (13) and (17). 
When examining the behavior of Gaussian beams at an interface, we will find it 
convenient to work with the velocity in the beam rather than the pressure. This is easy to do 
since from the equations of motion for the fluid we have, for harmonic waves, Vp = icop\p , 
where \p is the velocity in this pressure wave. Placing Eq. (2) into this relation and keeping 
only the high frequency leading term in the vicinity of the x, -axis, we obtain 
where /?is the density of the fluid, d is a unit vector in the x3 -direction, and 
2.3 Paraxial equations for an isotropic, elastic solid 
In a homogeneous, isotropic, elastic solid, the equations of motion are Navier's 
equations [1], which for harmonic disturbances of exp(-W) time dependency are given by 
symmetrical form in terms of a phase curvature and width(/?(x3), w(x3)) and the 
L-X^Mp(^)X exp(f^) (20) 
(21) 
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where w,. is the i-th component of the displacement of the wave, c and cs are wave speeds for 
pressure (P-) and shear (S-) waves in the solid respectively. If we consider a disturbance 
traveling at the P- wave speed in the x3 direction of the form 
w, = [/, (%, ) exp(z&p%, ) (22) 
and perform a formal high frequency asymptotic expansion of Navier's equations similar to 
what was done in the fluid case, to the lowest order we obtain U, = 0 (/ = 1,2) and find that 
U3 satisfies the paraxial equation for P-waves [16], i.e. 
where k - — is the wave number of the P-wave. Similarly, for a shear wave of the form 
ui = Ul(x[ ,x2,x3) exp(iksx3 ) (24) 
we find to the lowest order U3- 0 and the non-zero displacement amplitudes, U, ( / = 1,2), 
also satisfy the paraxial equation for S-waves [16]: 
^ + ^  + 2%,^p- = 0 (25) 
dx, ox2 ox3 
where k.=— is the wave number of the S-wave. 
Since both P- and S-waves in a homogeneous, isotropic elastic solid satisfy paraxial 
equations (Eqs. (23) and (25)), elastic wave Gaussian beam solutions can be written in vector 
form for both of these wave types as 
u'=^(^)d"exp|'—x^(^)xlexp(^) (a=p,j) (26) 
v 2 y 
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Here, u"is the vector displacement for a wave of type a and the polarization vector, dp, is a 
unit vector along the x3 -axis while d is a unit vector in a plane perpendicular to that axis. 
For harmonic waves the velocity of a wave of type a, \a, is given simply by v" = -ictA\a so 
we can also express the velocity of a Gaussian beam in an isotropic, elastic solid as 
v" =y"(^)d"exp|'—x^(^)xlexp(^) (e = 
2 y 
(27) 
where Va - -icoUa. In the elastic solid these Gaussian beam solutions of the paraxial 
equation also must satisfy transport and Riccati equations given by 
2 dVa 
+ Vatr( MJ = 0 (28) 
_Lf^ + MJ=0 
c„ dx. 
(29) 
-a 3 
Following exactly the same steps outlined for the fluid case, the solutions of Eqs. (28) 
and (29) are then 
M„(X,) = M„(0)[I + V,M„(0)J (30) 
v(o) \ 
det[M;'(0)] det[Ma(x,)] 
det[M;'(^)] \det[M„(0)] 
1 
(31) 
yjdet[l + cax3Ma(0)] 
2.4 Transmission and reflection of a Gaussian beam at a curved interface 
Having obtained the explicit solutions for a propagating Gaussian beam in either a 
fluid or isotropic elastic solid, we now must examine how a Gaussian beam is affected by 
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interaction with a surface or interface. In this section we will derive the laws that relate an 
incident Gaussian beam to the transmitted and reflected Gaussian beams at a general curved 
interface between two isotropic, elastic solids. A fluid-solid interface is then merely a special 
case of these relations. 
When an incident Gaussian beam strikes an interface, both transmitted and reflected 
Gaussian beams of various types will be generated. In Fig. 2 we show a Gaussian beam 
incident on a general curved interface E between two homogenous, isotropic media (solid or 
fluid) and a single transmitted Gaussian beam that will be used to represent any one of the 
refracted or reflected Gaussian beams generated. We will let the first medium be medium m 
and the second medium m+1. The wave speed of a Gaussian beam type a [a = p,s)in 
medium m and the wave speed of a Gaussian beam of type (5 (/? = p,s)in medium m+1 will 
be given by c"n,cfn+{ respectively, and the corresponding wave numbers by k"t,k^nl. The 
velocity amplitude and complex phase of a Gaussian beam of type a in medium m and of 
medium m 
Pm ' Cm ' C) 
oL 
medium m+1 
®m+1 ' Cm+1 ' Cm+1 
Figure 2. Interaction of a Gaussian beam at an interface showing an incident beam and a 
typical transmitted/reflected beam, where for a reflected beam the angle 0%+l is replaced by 
an angle 0%, where <9;f is the acute angle that the reflected beam makes with respect to the 
negative z3-axis. This means we must make the replacement cos 0^+x by - cos 0^ to convert 
all relevant expressions for a transmitted wave to a reflected wave. 
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type (3 in medium m+1 will be designated as V„,M"n and Vf+l, Mf+I, respectively. As 
shown in Fig. 2, the propagation direction of the incident Gaussian beam will be along the 
a, -axis in the (x,, x2, x3 ) coordinate system and the propagation of the generated wave will 
be along the y3 -axis in the ( yt, >'2, y3 ) coordinates. Unit vectors along both of these 
propagation directions are given bye^,ef+1, respectively, as shown. We will also use the z-
coordinate system shown at the interface , where the z3 -axis is along the unit normal, n, to 
the interface at point Qm where the central axis of the incident Gaussian beam intersects the 
interface, with the normal taken as pointing into medium m+1. The angles 0%,0%+l define the 
orientation of the incident and transmitted wave propagation directions with respect to the 
z3-axis. All the x-, y- and z-coordinates will be oriented so that the(xpx3), ( >',, >'3 ) and 
(z,,z3) axes lie in the plane of incidence (POI), which is defined to be the plane that contains 
both e% and n. The origin of the x-, y-, and z-coordinates used in the subsequent discussions 
of this section will all have their origins at point Qm . In Fig. 2, the origins of the x- and y-axes 
are displaced from Qm for clarity of illustration only. In relating the Gaussian beams at the 
interface it will be necessary to perform some coordinate rotations in three dimensions. Thus, 
we need to extend the definition of the 2x2 complex matrices involved to 3-D. We will 
denote the 3-D version of matrix as M"m, where 
with a similar definition for Mf+1. 
Using the notations just described, we will write the velocity components of the 
incident Gaussian beam in medium m as 
(32) 
0 0 0 
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=CW(<C).exP (33) 
Similarly for a Gaussian beam in medium m+1 : 
K+i)^. = W(^f+i).exp + z'&jLy^Ml, (%)y (34) 
where now X = (I1,X2,I3) and y = (>',, y2, >-3 ) are full 3-D coordinates. The common term 
exp(i(ût0) in both of these expressions corresponds to the time delay, t0, it has taken for the 
incident beam to reach point Qm on the interface. Point Qm is at x3 = y3 = z3=0 for all three 
coordinate systems, as mentioned previously. 
At the interface we will require that the amplitudes of the Gaussian beams present 
satisfy the continuity of velocity and traction at point Qm and that the phases of all the beams 
match approximately in a neighborhood about point Qm. Consider first the condition on the 
amplitudes. For this discussion it is convenient to express both Eqs. (33) and (34) in terms of 
a set of common fixed coordinates such as the z-coordinates of Fig. 2, and write 
we recall that , ef+1 are unit vectors along the propagation direction of the Gaussian 
beams in the two media, i.e. along the;c3 - and _y3 -axes, respectively. Then the conditions of 
velocity and traction matching at point Qm can be expressed in these coordinates as 
«) J = v :(z)«)yexp[m*. + »X • z + if, (z)] 
(35) 
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2X (e„)(<) = EC (&,)(<£,). 
y ^ f ^ 
<(<)/:(e„)+^ +iV-ir (36) 
where n = (0,0,1) is the unit normal to the interface at Qm and ci™', are the elastic 
constants for the two media. We have omitted all the phase terms in Eq. (36) since those 
phases will all be made common when we apply the phase matching conditions at the 
interface. The sums in Eq. (36) are taken over all the waves (incident, reflected, or 
transmitted) that are present of type y in medium m and type S in medium m+1. The 
conditions of Eq. (36) can be simplified by noting that the derivatives of the ( f ) f n f [  phase 
terms vanish at Qm since those phase terms are quadratic in the spatial coordinates. Also, 
since our Gaussian beams are high frequency paraxial solutions, we will neglect the 
derivatives of the Vj, V„f+1 terms with respect to the remaining first terms appearing in the 
square brackets of Eq. (36) as those first terms are both proportional to the frequency. Then 
Eq. (36) reduces to 
The boundary conditions of Eq. (37) are identical to those for the reflection and 
transmission of plane wave amplitudes at a plane interface. Thus, the solutions of these 
equations for the amplitudes of the Gaussian beams are just the plane wave transmission or 
reflection coefficients (based on velocity ratios) and we have 
2>,4? {€ ), [«: {< ), k (a, )]=2>4r" K, ), [<, (4, ), C, (a, ) 
r s 
(37) 
(38) 
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for any transmitted or reflected Gaussian beam of type /? due to an incident Gaussian beam 
of type a, where 7nf^+1 is the transmission (or reflection) coefficient for a plane wave of type 
/? generated by a plane wave of type a incident on the interface between medium m and 
medium m+1. If all the planes of incidence of the interfaces are parallel and the initial 
medium is a fluid where only P-waves can propagate, then only P- and SV-waves (vertically 
polarized shear waves) in the (zpz3) plane will be generated at each subsequent interface, 
i.e. a  and /? will take on values of ( p , s v )  only. The signs on the transmission/reflection 
coefficients in Eq. (38) depend on the directions chosen for positive polarizations for the 
incident and transmitted/reflected beams. Figure 3 shows the polarization directions for all 
the wave types present at the interface that we have used, a choice which is consistent with 
that found in many texts [1,8]. 
Now, consider the phase matching conditions at the interface. In Eq. (33) for the 
incident Gaussian beam the total phase in the vicinity of point Qm is: 
(39) 
waves 
reflected 
transmitted 
waves 
incident 
waves 
a 
Figure 3. Polarizations chosen in this study to define plane wave transmission/reflection 
coefficients at an interface. 
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It is convenient at each interface to perform the phase matching in the z-coordinates 
where, as mentioned previously, (zpz3) lie in the plane of incidence. We will assume that 
the (ipjCj) coordinates for the incident wave on the m-th interface already lie in the POI 
coordinates for the previous (m-l)-th interface and this is also a plane parallel to the POI for 
the m-th interface. In general this may not be the case, but we will make the assumption that 
all the interfaces have parallel planes of incidence for the present and discuss the more 
general case later. 
If we now transform to the interface z-coordinates (see Fig. 2) through x'j = G*zk, 
where the rotation matrix, Gz , is given by 
G = 
cos^ 0 sin^ 
0 1 0 
-sin 0% 0 cos 6% 
(40) 
we have 
<='•«,+< (z, sinC+z,cos<)+i"(l< (e„))e Gfifaz, (41) 
In the neighborhood of point Qm for a curved interface we have to second order 
Z3 WZ/Z; (42) 
where the summation over capital subscripts such as the I and J in Eq. (42) are only taken 
over the values (1,2). The components of the 2x2 matrix hu in Eq. (42) are the curvatures of 
the interface at Qm as measured in the z-coordinates, with z3 along the interface normal and 
z, in the plane of incidence. 
Placing Eq. (42) into Eq. (41), keeping only the terms which are at most quadratic in 
(z„z,)and using the fact that [M:(G^)L =[M:(^)L =[M:(6^)L =0(/ = l,2), Eq. 
(41) becomes 
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0) $: =:'d*o+ '% +'"y cos/9" z P z R  (43) 
In Eq. (43) all the capital subscripts take on the values (1,2) only so the matrix is the 
2x2 sub-matrix of M% and similarly the rotation matrices in Eq. (43) only involve 2x2 sub-
matrices of Gz, given by 
Gz = cos 6% 0 
0 1 
(44) 
Equation (43) is our final expression for the total phase of a Gaussian beam for an 
incident beam in medium m. For a transmitted wave in medium m+1 one can perform similar 
steps from Eq. (39) to arrive at 
<, = to0 + sin C + if (a, )) G'„G'U + hm (&, cos OL 
x 
m+1 zPzR (45) 
'm+1 J 
where 
G' = cos^, 0 
0 1 
(46) 
Equating the total phases in Eq. (43) and Eq. (45) to each other, we find, from the 
term that is linear in zx : 
sinC,_sm6% (47) 
"m+1 
which is just a statement of generalized Snell's law. From equality of the quadratic terms it 
follows that 
(Ml, (2„ ) ) „  G'„G'sj + hr, = K (0, ))„ G zp,Gl+hP R{Qm ) ^ f -  (48) 
Cm+1 Cm 
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or, equivalently 
(ML (a, ))„„ = [G;,J' K J1 (M; (A, ))„ G* G, 
1-1 r -1-1 . /_ x cos 6" cos 6. 
+[G;,J [G;„J hrt(Q„) 
f r-rsc aa aP \ 
m+1 
V m m+1 V 
(49) 
Equation (49) describes how the M matrix changes for a beam of type transmitted 
(refracted) from medium m to medium m+1. The same equation also applies to a reflected 
beam of type ft if everywhere in Eq. (49) we simply replace cfn+l by cfn and cos <9,f+l 
by-cos^, where 0^ is then the acute angle between the negative z3-axis and the 
propagation direction of the reflected beam. Taking the real part of both sides of Eq. (49) 
gives the transformation of the phase curvature of the Gaussian beam across the interface. 
That expression is the same as that found for wave front curvature changes from geometrical 
ray theory [8], The imaginary parts of Eq. (49) relate the beam widths of the Gaussians on 
either side of the interface in terms of their projections on the interface [8]. 
Equations (38) and (49) describe completely how a Gaussian beam is changed upon 
transmission through or reflection from a general curved interface. The derivation given here 
generally follows the procedures used by Cerveny [8] but we have presented the amplitude 
and phase matching conditions in a simplified manner and greatly unified the discussion. 
The propagation laws (Eqs. (13), (17) for a fluid, Eqs. (30), (31) for a solid) and the 
transmission/reflection laws (Eqs. (38) and (49)) taken together form the building blocks 
needed to consider multiple interface interactions. 
3. GAUSSIAN BEAMS INTERACTING WITH MULTIPLE INTERFACES AND 
ABCD MATRICES 
Consider now the general case where a Gaussian beam travels through or is reflected 
from M interfaces, as shown in Fig. 4. If we apply the propagation and 
transmission/reflection laws just derived to each medium and interface, the velocity of the 
Gaussian beam of type in medium M+1 is then given by 
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(50) 
or, equivalently 
(51) 
where sm is the distance the beam has traveled in medium m along its central axis and ym is 
the mode of the beam propagating in medium m that is being considered and ym+l is the 
transmitted or reflected mode after interaction with the m-th interface being considered. Note 
that at the m-th interface (.vm ) = IVF™ (Qm ) if sm is the distance the Gaussian beam has 
traveled in medium m to the m-th interface and (o) = M J;;1,1 (Qm ) since point Qm is at the 
starting point for the Gaussian beam in medium m+1. Thus, we can use either of these 
expressions interchangeably. 
Figure 4. Transmission or reflection of a Gaussian beam at multiple interfaces. 
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Both Eq. (50) and Eq. (51) are in relatively simple forms. There is a hidden 
complexity in these expressions as the number of interface interactions increase since 
multiple applications of the propagation and transmission laws lead to an increasingly 
complex structure forMf™. However, this complexity can be avoided by the introduction of 
A, B, C, D matrices which are analogous to the scalar A, B, C, D terms used in optics [15]. 
These matrices arise from the fact that both the propagation and transmission laws for M^" 
can be written in a common form. First consider the propagation law (Eq. (30)). From Eq. 
(30) it follows directly that in our current notation this law can be written as: 
where the p superscript in these A, B, C, D matrices denote they are for propagation and the 
ym superscript denotes either a P-wave or S-wave traveling in medium m. We find 
where O is the zero matrix. Now, consider the transmission law (Eq. (49)). That equation can 
be rewritten as 
M:- w=[D%rM:r w+qr (o)] (52) 
=%"=!, and(%*=0 (53) 
(54) 
+[G'j1h(a„) 'cos [Gc]rl '[[[G'J'G0]7 
which is also of the form 
Mis (&, )=[d,;-"m2- (e„)+<%-» ] [>y+bï 'mï (e„ )]"' (55) 
where the transmission matrices A%"'', '', C^"'', and D^,;( are given by 
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K"=[g' ] t \ [G c ]  
D^"1' =[G7]-1 GC = 
cosfff+i o 
cosC 
0 1 
0 
1 
Bir' =o 
Cy"' = ^cos^" cos%^ 
M 
"m+1 J 
[G'J'me,,)^]' 
'cosff- cos^;*;A 
PYM 
V m "m+1 y 
^1 1^2 
COS ^1 COS ^ COS^ 
^21 
cos^ 
^22 
(56) 
The equivalent A, B, C, D matrices for a reflected wave at the m-th interface can be obtained 
by replacing c^;;, by c^"1 and cos 6r^*[ by -cos^'" ' in all the matrices of Eq. (56). 
We have shown that both the propagation and transmission laws for a Gaussian beam 
can be expressed in the same form (Eqs. (52) and (55)) in terms A ,B ,C, and D matrices. 
This representation is important since if we propagate a Gaussian beam in medium m from 
sm - 0 where we have M2" (0) over a distance sm to the m-th interface where we have 
M2" (<2,„) and then transmit that beam across the m-th interface to obtain M^;+j ( Q m ) , the 
relationship between the M^'+j (Qm ) and Mf™ (0) after both types of interactions can also be 
written in exactly the same form as Eqs. (52) and (55), i.e. 
MI"! (a, ) = [DM!; (0) + c] [ A +BMJ,- (0)]"' (57) 
where the A, B, C, and D matrices in Eq. (57) are given by matrix products of the 
propagation and transmission matrices in the 4x4 matrix form 
A B A,Y syi 
C D P» rm,' 
_ m m J 
A:-" 
QY,„\P 
BIT 
jyr,„;p (58) 
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This result can be obtained directly by placing Eq. (52) into Eq. (55) and rearranging 
the result in the form of Eq. (57). Obviously, this process can be continued for any of the 
materials and interfaces present, so that, for example, in going from medium 1 to medium 
M+1 through M interfaces we can relate the M matrix in the final material at a distance sM+1 
from the Mth interface directly to the starting M matrix values in medium 1 in terms of 
"global" matrices AG,BG,CG,DG as 
Mfcl ($„„) = [DCM[' (0) + Cc][Ac+BcM;-' (0)]"' (59) 
where AG,BG,CG,DG are given by products of all the contributing propagation and 
transmission matrices, giving 
AG Bc 
CG DG 
Thus, all the M matrices appearing in either Eq. (50) or Eq. (51) can be obtained via 
the appropriate matrix multiplications of the type shown in Eq. (60). All one needs to 
compute the fields in the final medium are the propagation and transmission/reflection A, B, 
C, D matrices for a specified set of wave types and wave paths, the plane wave 
transmission/reflection coefficients, the amplitude, V" (0), and phase matrix , M" (0)of the 
Gaussian beam at the starting point in the first medium. 
It is no accident that the A, B, C, D matrices for both propagation and 
transmission/reflection appear in Eqs. (52) and (55) in exactly the same form as these 
equations are the consequence of some fundamental paraxial ray theory relations. To see this, 
consider, for example a wave front moving in space defined at a given time by the function 
r(x) = constant. A simple example is a plane wave traveling in the e-direction with wave 
speed c where T(x)  =  T 0  +e-x /c = T0 +p x , with T0 a constant and p = e/c the slowness 
vector. For a general curved wave front we can still define a slowness vector of the wave 
front where the slowness vector components are given by pt =dT / dx.. We also can define 
KYM+OP -BYMU<P 
A/+1 "M+1 
prM+i;p t\Ym^'P 
M+\ ^M+X 
Ar 
nru-J 
M 
"M 
A YM <P 
aM 
CYu'P 
B YM-P 
"M 
T\YM'.P 
M D[":p 
(60) 
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propagation, refraction, 
reflection, etc. 
/ fixed ray 
fixed ray 
(b) 
Figure 5. (a) A given "fixed" ray and a nearby paraxial ray undergoing some process such as 
propagation, reflection, refraction, etc., and (b) a specific example of propagation through a 
distance s along a paraxial ray path in the neighborhood of a fixed ray. 
curvatures of the wave front as the second derivatives, M i j  = d2T / dxidxj or, equivalently, 
M t j  =  d p i  / dxj. In a homogeneous medium rays are just straight lines along the slowness 
vector so we can examine a given fixed ray and some general process such propagation, 
refraction, reflection, etc. as shown in Fig. 5a. After such a process the slowness vector may 
be changed from to . On a nearby (paraxial) ray, defined by its displacement vector 
Ay relative to our fixed ray, both the displacement and slowness will change during the 
process under consideration from Ay^ to Ay'2' and p^+Ap^' to + Ap'2', respectively. 
Since we are considering small deviations in going from the fixed ray to the nearby paraxial 
ray, it is reasonable to expect that these changes are linearly related to one another, i.e. 
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(61) 
where A, B, C, D define the relationship. We also have to first order the changes in the 
slowness vectors related to changes in the displacement vectors through wave front 
curvatures M, giving 
Using Eq. (61) and Eq. (62) it then follows directly that these wave front curvatures are 
related through 
which has the same structure as Eqs. (52) and (55). Thus, our Gaussian beam relations can be 
thought of as the extension of ordinary paraxial ray theory relations for a real wave front 
curvature matrix to a complex-valued M matrix that defines a Gaussian beam and view our 
A, B, C, D matrices as the terms defining the paraxial changes of the ray parameters in Eq. 
(61). For example, for propagation at a wave speed c through a distance s along the x3 -axis 
as shown in Fig. 5 (b), it is easy to see that Ap'2' = Ap^ and Ay^ = Ay'1' +^c Ap^ , where 
Ap'1' = |Ap|'\ A/4'') and Ap(2) = {^Ap[2\ Apf j, and that this leads directly to the propagation 
A, B, C, D matrices of Eq. (53). Another more mathematical way to view the A, B, C, D 
parameters is to recognize them as components of a propagator matrix. See Cerveny [8], 
who defines such propagator matrices and discusses their properties in detail. 
One should note again that in computing the amplitude terms appearing in Eqs. (50) 
and (51) one needs to obtain the proper value for the square roots. This is easy for the 
expressions given since one can deal with all these square roots in the same manner as 
discussed previously. 
Ap'1' = MjAy'1' 
Ap'2' = M2Ay(2' 
(62) 
M2 = [DMJ + C] [BMJ + A]"' (63) 
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The relations of Eqs. (52) and (55) can also lead to a further simplification of the 
amplitude terms in Eq. (51), which can be rewritten in terms of propagation A, B matrices as 
^'(0 )«,), 
A/det[Aj:,+BJ:,Mj„(0)] 
M 
n 
m=l 
RT ,YM+\>YM 
m,m+1 
rexp 
M+1 
=1 c 
(64) 
To reduce this equation, we first use Eq. (55) and the fact that B^,;' =0 to show directly that 
[K;f (o)]=[a'+bx- ($,„)][*:-'J' (65) 
where 
1 
>
 
w
 1 
u
 1 1 
Q 
A Ym+i'P "DZ/N+i'P 
m+1 m+1 
pr,„+i;P T\Ym+i>P 
m+1 m+1 
Also, using Eq. (52) it follows that 
A'+BXT (fj] = [A" +B^'" (0)][A:r (0)] 
[A2' ' B^i 
Lc 
x= 
S 
-
A Ym\P 
m + B
r™'pM 
(66) 
(67) 
where AG,Bg are global matrices that combine the effects of propagation in media m and 
m+1 and transmission across the m-th interface, i.e. 
AG 
CG 
BC 
DG 
A Ym+i'P T)7/zi+i>P 
m+1 m+1 
nYm+iiP T\Ym+i>P 
m+1 m+1 
[A:-" B^l A:- B:-"" 
>
1 
1 
r<rm-,p y-m 
(68) 
Then from Eq. (65) and Eq. ( 67) we obtain 
[AI-f ' +BJ,r'MSS (0)] =[A° +B°MIr' (0)][AI-;" (°)T'[A»"]~' <69> 
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Now, examine two successive amplitude square root terms in Eq. (64) for medium m 
and m+1, i.e. 
/ = 1 1 
Vdet[A^fP +Bm';+i ;pM£{ (o)] ^det[Ay+B^M:" (0)] 
(70) 
Placing Eq. (69) into Eq. (70) we find 
/ = V<kt[Ay] 
^det[AC + B cM^;p(0)] 
(71) 
Since this same process can be repeated for all the other pairs of amplitude terms in Eq. (64), 
that equation reduces to 
(v«+i )j ~ 
^det[AC + B cMf'(0)] 
exp 
M +1 c *i icoÊ~ ï t + i ^ y T M i + i ( s M + i ) y  
m=\ 
(72) 
where AG,Bg are now the global matrices going from medium 1 to medium M+1 and 
M , 
t „  =n«"Vdeti/y] (73) 
This product of plane wave transmission/reflection coefficients can also be written in terms 
of reciprocal coefficients, defined as [8] 
fr,„-,r„M /Pm+\cm+\ cos@m+j' (74) 
where pm is the density of the m-th medium. Then in terms of these reciprocal coefficients 
Eq. (72) becomes, finally 
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where 
M 
T„ =IIT»"« (76) 
M=1 
Equation (75) is in the form identical in structure to that of a Gaussian beam 
propagating in a single medium. Thus, use of the ABCD matrices can simplify our multiple 
media problems to an equivalent single medium expression. However, to use Eq. (75) one 
must be able to correctly evaluate the square root of the amplitude in that equation and at 
present we do not have a direct way to do that evaluation. The difficulty lies in that 
AG,Bg are no longer positive, real, diagonal matrices as they are for a single medium, so that 
the signs of the imaginary parts of the terms in the square root are affected in unpredictable 
ways. Cerveny [8] uses a continuity argument to specify this square root, but such an 
approach is only effective if one is following the evolution of the amplitude term point by 
point along the path of the Gaussian beam. This type of process, which is necessary for 
inhomogeneous medium problems, is obviously not efficient for homogeneous media 
problems of the type considered here. Thus, the forms in either Eq. (50) or Eq. (51) appear to 
be needed in actual calculations. 
If the planes of incidence of the interfaces are not all parallel, then the analysis just 
given needs to be modified in two ways. First, the amplitude relation of Eq. (38) must be 
replaced by an equivalent matrix relationship involving both amplitudes and polarizations of 
the form 
where T;f;"+I are 3x3 matrices containing as elements different combinations of scalar 
transmission/reflection coefficients for P-waves and both SV- and SH- waves and 2-D 
rotations from the incident and transmitted/reflected wave coordinate directions to plane of 
(77) 
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incidence coordinates. A convenient choice is to make the transmitted/reflected wave 
coordinates to have the same rotation angle relative to the plane of incidence as the incident 
wave coordinates, a choice that Cerveny [8] calls a "standard" selection. Second, before the 
phase matching of the phase terms can be done in plane of incidence coordinates, the same 2-
D rotations are needed. This will result in a transmission law that is identical in form to Eq. 
(49) but where the rotation matrix terms in that equation will be modified to include the 
additional 2-D rotations present. Thus, the A, B, C, D matrices for transmission will also 
remain in the same form as given previously but also contain those extra 2-D rotations. 
Details of these changes and definitions of the Tf ;"+1 can be found in Cerveny [8]. Thus, in 
the most general case our final result for velocity of a Gaussian beam wave field becomes, 
for example, in the form of Eq. (50): 
4. MULTI-GAUSSIAN BEAM MODEL 
When coupled with the ABCD matrix approach, Eq. (50) gives an efficient model of 
a single Gaussian beam interacting with multiple curved interfaces. This model can be used 
directly to also simulate the interactions of the beam from typical ultrasonic immersion 
transducers. For example, Wen and Breazeale [7] have shown that it is possible to accurately 
synthesize the beam of a circular planar piston transducer radiating into a fluid by simply 
superimposing the fields of ten Gaussians with known V" (0) and M" (0) values. Other 
authors have extended this approach to model elliptical and rectangular piston transducers 
and spherically focused or bi-cylindrical focused probes [18], [19]. These models have been 
shown to give accurate wave field predictions for all locations in the fluid except in the very 
near field. Since piston transducers often can represent the behavior of real commercial 
(78) 
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ultrasonic probes, these multi-Gaussian beam models can be used for many practical 
ultrasonic inspection problems. By combining the multi-Gaussian beam model with the 
ABCD matrix approach for multiple curved interfaces, one has a very powerful simulation 
tool for modeling beam propagation in complex geometries. 
For example, consider a circular planar piston transducer, which will be the type of 
transducer used in all the examples discussed in the next section. Wen and Breazeale 
obtained a set of ten Gaussians on the face of a circular transducer of radius a that accurately 
simulated the wave field of the piston transducer. These ten Gaussian were defined in terms 
of complex coefficients An,Bn in = 1,..10) that Wen and Breazeale tabulated [7]. The Wen 
and Breazeale coefficients correspond to ten values in our notation of 
where v0 is the uniform velocity on the transducer face. Thus, a complete multi-Gaussian 
beam model for the velocity field of a circular planar piston transducer in our complex 
geometry becomes 
(79a) 
2/6. (79b) 
(80) 
where M^"" is the M matrix resulting from using the appropriate set of A, B, C, D matrices 
together with the starting values of Eq. (79b). 
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5. MODEL SIMULATIONS 
An ABCD-based multi-Gaussian beam model has been implemented in MATLAB. 
Here we will evaluate some ultrasonic wave fields of a piston transducer simulated by this 
model. Waves generated by a piston transducer immersed in the water propagating through 
different kinds of interfaces at different angles of incidence are discussed, but only one type 
of piston transducer is considered in this paper. It has a radius of 6.35 mm (0.25 in.) and a 
frequency of 5 MHz. In all simulation examples the water path length is 20 mm, and the 
beam profiles are only shown for the solid layers throughout this paper. 
Figures 6(a), (b) shows a 2-D beam profile of a P-wave generated in water refracting 
through parallel planar water-brass - steel- aluminum interfaces and reflected from the free 
bottom surface of the aluminum layer. The angle of incidence of the beam at the water-brass 
interface is 5 degrees. The depths of three solid layers are 30 mm, 30 mm, and 60 mm, 
respectively. In each layer transmitted and reflected P-waves and S-waves are possible due to 
mode conversion. However, only the transmitted P-waves in the three solid layers and the 
brass 
aluminum aluminum 
(a) (b) 
Figure 6. Beam profile for a P-wave generated by a 5MHz, 6.35mm radius planar transducer 
in the water radiating through planar water-brass-steel-aluminum interfaces considering only 
the transmitted P-waves in each medium and (a) only the reflected P-wave in the aluminum, 
and (b) both the reflected P- and S- waves in the aluminum. 
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reflected P-wave and S-wave in the aluminum are shown. Because of this, in Figs. 6(a) and 
6(b), there appear to be discontinuities in the beams at the interfaces. Fig. 6(a) shows the 
interference between the incident and the reflected P-waves only in the fourth layer while 
Fig. 6(b) shows the interference between the incident P-wave and both the reflected P- and S-
waves in the aluminum. 
Beam propagation through planar interfaces is relatively simple to model, but in the 
inspection of components with curved interfaces, such as pipes, the interactions of the beam 
with the interfaces is much more complicated. The curvatures can cause the beam to be 
focused or defocused and there are no simple expressions to evaluate such effects. With our 
multi-Gaussian beam model, however, one can directly evaluate the focusing/defocusing 
properties of general curved interfaces as long as the curvatures are not too severe so as to 
invalidate the paraxial approximation. As an example, consider the immersion inspection of 
layered cylindrical interfaces as shown in Fig. 7. Two cases are shown in that figure. Case I 
is for a set of cylindrical defocusing interfaces while case II is for focusing interfaces. For 
comparative purposes we will let the properties of the materials be the same brass, steel, and 
aluminum considered previously. In this example we will let the plane of incidence contain 
one of the principal planes of curvature of the cylinder. Figure 8 shows the on axis P-wave 
response of a 6.35 mm (0.25 in.) radius, 5 MHz. planar transducer at 5 degree incident angle 
radiating through the cylindrical water-brass-steel-aluminum interfaces with positive (case I), 
negative(case II) and zero (planar interface) curvatures. Only the magnitude of the 
normalized velocity vpm /v0 for the transmitted P-waves is plotted. As can be seen by 
Case I Case II 
Figure 7. Inspection of a layered cylinder with the plane of incidence aligned with a 
principal plane of the cylinder. 
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Figure 8. On axis response of a 5 MHz, 6.35 mm radius planar transducer radiating a P wave 
at 5° angle of incidence through cylindrical water-brass-steel-aluminum interfaces. The radii 
of the cylindrical interfaces are 101.6 mm, 76.2 mm, and 50.8 mm in sequence for positive 
curvatures (case I), and for case II, the radii are 50.8 mm, 76.2 mm, and 101.6 mm 
respectively. The depths of brass and steel are 25.4 mm for planar interfaces. 
comparing to the planar interface case, case I does indeed have a defocusing effect while case 
II has a focusing effect. 
In addition to being able to simulate an ultrasonic beam for the case when the plane of 
incidence contains one of the principal planes of the interfaces, the multi-Gaussian beam 
model is also able to consider the more general case where the plane of incidence does not 
contain any principal direction of the interface. Consider a single cylindrical interface, for 
example, and let r)inc be the angle between the axial plane of the cylinder and the plane of 
incidence as shown in Fig. 9. For this configuration, consider beam propagation through a 
single water-steel interface (with positive curvature). The radius of the cylindrical interface is 
taken as 50.8 mm (2.0 in.). 
Plotted in Fig. 10 is the on axis response for a 5 MHz, 6.35 mm (0.25 in.) radius 
planar transducer radiating a 45 degree P-wave through a cylindrical water-steel interface for 
three different values of angle r]inc given by ?]mc = 0°, 45°, and 90°. In the first and last cases 
the plane of incidence is aligned with a principal direction but not in the intermediate 45° 
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case. The water path is 20 mm (0.78 in.). It can be seen that the intermediate non-aligned 
case shows a transitional behavior between the two extreme aligned cases. 
Figure 9. Incident angles for cases where the plane of incidence does not contain a principal 
direction of the cylindrical interface. 
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Figure 10. On axis response of a 5 MHz, 6.35 mm radius planar transducer radiating a 45 
degree pressure wave through a cylindrical water-steel interface into steel for three different 
values of angle rjinc. The radius of the cylinder is 50.8 mm. 
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Figure 11. A 5 MHz, 6.35 mm radius planar transducer radiating a 45 degree shear wave 
through a cylindrical water-steel interface into steel. The radius of the cylinder is 50.8 mm. 
Results are shown for on axis values for three different values of angle r\mc. 
Figure 11 shows similar results for the on axis response for a 5 MHz, 6.35 mm radius 
planar transducer radiating a 45 degree S-wave through a cylindrical water-steel interface for 
the same three values of the angle r]inc. The same transitional behavior is again observed 
between the aligned and non-aligned cases. 
6. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 
A multi-Gaussian beam model has been developed that can efficiently model the 
propagation of the beam of an ultrasonic transducer in multilayered media. A, B, C, D 
matrices have been given explicitly that define the propagation of individual Gaussian beams 
and their transmission or reflection at curved interfaces between isotropic elastic solids. It is 
only necessary to superimpose ten of these individual Gaussian beam solutions in order to 
synthesize the wave field of a circular planar piston transducer. Thus, the remarkable 
simplicity of this model makes it possible to handle very general transducer-geometry 
interactions. The method is also capable of modeling the wave fields of rectangular piston 
transducers, and to incorporate spherical or bi-cylindrical focusing. The examples given 
show only a small fraction of the potential this method has for conducting complex ultrasonic 
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simulations. We have not compared this multi-Gaussian beam model numerically to other 
beam models or to experiments in this paper. However, the model has been used elsewhere 
[20], [21] where such comparisons have been made for single interface problems with very 
good results. 
The ABCD based multi-Gaussian beam model does rely on the paraxial 
approximation so that one must be aware of the limits of that approximation. The paraxial 
approximation inherently loses accuracy in the very near field of the transducer (generally in 
a region closer than a transducer diameter). Also, the paraxial approximation may be 
inaccurate for very tightly focused transducers. When transmitting or reflecting from 
interfaces near critical angles or at high (grazing) angles the assumption made here that the 
beam is affected only by the plane wave transmission/reflection coefficients as calculated for 
the central ray path of a Gaussian beam may be invalid. Also, since the Gaussian beam in this 
model is only affected by the interface curvatures at the point where the central ray of the 
Gaussian beam strikes the interface, the model may be inaccurate for highly curved 
interfaces. All of these limitations, however, are for rather special cases that may not be 
present in many applications. Thus, the ABCD-based multi-Gaussian beam model is a very 
powerful simulation tool for many practical problems. 
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8. APPENDIX 
To obtain Eq. (11) from Eq. (9) we start by differentiating the identity 
MpMp' = I with respect to x,. We obtain 
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(dMp / + M (dMp1 /dx3} = 0 (Al) 
If we use Eq. (9) in this result and pre-multiply by Mp , then Eq. (11) follows directly. 
To obtain Eq. (10) from Eq. (8), we pre-multiply Eq. (11) by Mp , giving 
M,=-M ,« /&, )  (A2) 
Using 
M
, = K f  =  adj(M;') 
det(M;') 
(A3) 
in Eq. (A2) yields 
M„ =• vadj(M (A4) 
where adj[ ] denotes the adjoint. Taking the trace of both sides of Eq. (A4) and the general 
matrix relationship [22] 
d det(M"/)' 
dx. 
= tr[adj(M -;)(m-;idx,)_ <A5) 
it follows that 
tr K ) = -
d [det(M;'); 
dx-, det(Mp') 
rf{ln[det(M;')]} 
dx. 
(A6) 
Placing Eq. (A6) into Eq. (8) then gives Eq. (10). 
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CHAPTER 3. MULTI-GAUSSIAN BEAM MODELING FOR MULTI-
LAYERED ANISOTROPIC MEDIA, I: MODELING FOUNDATIONS 
A paper submitted to the Research in Nondestructive Evaluation 
Ruiju Huang1, Lester W. Schmerr Jr.2'3, Alexander Sedov4 
ABSTRACT 
A model is developed for the propagation and reflection/transmission of Gaussian 
beams in multi-layered media where the layer materials can be general anisotropic, 
homogeneous elastic solids and the layer interfaces can be curved surfaces. It is shown that 
the Gaussian beams can be simply described in a set of slowness coordinates and that the 
complications arising from the multiple layers can be efficiently addressed through the use of 
an ABCD matrix approach. A multi-Gaussian beam model for an ultrasonic piston transducer 
radiating into very complex media is then developed by superimposing a small number of 
these propagating Gaussian beams. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Modeling the beam of sound generated by a transducer in an ultrasonic 
nondestructive evaluation (NDE) inspection is a very difficult problem in elastodynamics, 
particularly if the material and inspection geometry are complex. Numerical models such as 
finite elements and boundary elements can handle such complexity in principle but are 
limited in practice by their necessity to use elements that are a fraction of the wavelength in 
dimensions. High frequency, ray based methods, while they are numerically efficient, contain 
singularities due to focusing and caustics that cause those methods to fail in ways that are 
difficult to handle systematically. However, methods based on the paraxial approximation 
1 Primary researcher and author 
2 Author for correspondence 
3 Major professor 
4 Visiting professor 
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that model the transducer wave field with a superposition of Gaussian or Gauss-Hermite 
beams are both computationally efficient and well-behaved. As a consequence, these paraxial 
methods have been very successful in constructing ultrasonic NDE transducer beam models 
that are very versatile. Thompson and Lopes [1], for example, developed a Gaussian-
Hermite (GH) beam model to evaluate the ultrasonic wave fields from a planar or focused 
piston transducer radiating into an isotropic solid through a planar interface. Newberry and 
Thompson [2] generalized that GH beam model to treat ultrasonic radiation through a planar 
interface into an anisotropic solid. Most transducer beam models that use a superposition of 
Gaussian beams rely on a seminal paper of Wen and Breazeale [3], [4] who showed that the 
wave field of a circular piston transducer radiating into a fluid could be accurately 
synthesized by as few as 10 to 15 Gaussians. Spies [5] used such a multi-Gaussian (MG) 
beam model to simulate ultrasonic beam propagation in homogeneous layered transversely 
isotropic solids. Spies [6] also extended this result to model the wave propagation in an 
inhomogeneous weldment and in more general anisotropic media [7]. Many authors, 
although they have not used Gaussian beams to simulate an ultrasonic transducer, have 
studied the propagation and reflection characteristics of individual Gaussian beams. Norris 
[8], for example, considered the propagation of Gaussian wave packets (which are closely 
related to "ordinary" Gaussian beams in a piecewise homogeneous, anisotropic elastic solid 
including the reflection and refraction of the Gaussian packet. For seismology applications, 
Cerveny [9] has studied in depth the modeling of Gaussian beams in both anisotropic and 
inhomogeneous media. 
Although a considerable literature exists on Gaussian and Gauss-Hermite beam 
models, all of the formulations presented become very complicated when material anisotropy 
exists or when curved interfaces and multiple media are present. Recently, Huang et al. [10] 
presented an ABCD method that has made it more practical to calculate transducer wave 
fields in cases involving multiple isotropic media and curved interfaces. Here we will show 
that a multi-Gaussian beam model for multi-layered anisotropic solids can also be developed 
in a form that is both algebraically simple and computationally efficient. This model relies on 
the combination of two key ingredients. The first ingredient is the use of slowness 
coordinates to describe both the Gaussian beam itself and the characteristics of the slowness 
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surface properties needed. The second ingredient is to handle the interactions of the beam 
with multiple curved interfaces by the ABCD method, as done for isotropic materials. By 
combining these two ingredients it will be shown that one can produce a very general MG 
beam model that is also practical to implement. This MG beam model will be developed and 
discussed in two papers. In this paper, the modeling foundations of the model will be 
considered while in the second paper we will describe practical methods for extracting the 
parameters needed for the model and give a series of parametric numerical studies that 
demonstrate the behavior of ultrasonic beam characteristics in anisotropic media and at 
interfaces. Some foundations for this work were laid in the unpublished thesis of Rudolph 
[11] where an angular eikonal approach was used to develop a MG beam model for 
anisotropic media. However, the model presented will not use an angular eikonal. Instead we 
will develop the MG beam model directly from the laws of paraxial wave propagation of 
Gaussian beams in anisotropic solid, as given in slowness coordinates, and use those laws in 
combination with the ABCD method to generate a highly modular and efficient beam model. 
2. THE EIKONAL EQUATION, THE TRANSPORT EQUATION AND SLOWNESS 
SURFACES 
In this section we will outline the governing equations for high frequency waves 
propagating in an anisotropic elastic solid and demonstrate the important role that the 
slowness surface plays in these problems. Although all of these results are well-known, it is 
necessary to describe them here briefly to establish the basis for the Gaussian beam model 
presented in the following sections. 
The equations of motion for a homogeneous, anisotropic elastic medium are given by 
<v§Hs> 
where Cijkl are the elastic constants, p is the density, and ul are the displacement components. 
Einstein's summation convention on repeated subscripts is assumed in Eq. (1) and will be 
used in subsequent equations in this paper. Also, a convention that we will follow in the 
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remainder of the paper is that a repeated lower case subscript, as found in Eq. (1), for 
example, will be assumed to range over the values (1,2,3) while a repeated upper case 
subscript will only range over the values (1,2) . This convention will be necessary to 
distinguish when we are dealing with 3x3 matrices or only their 2x2 matrix subcomponents. 
In the next section we will examine Gaussian beam solutions of Eq. (1), but here we 
will consider a more general propagating wave (of which a Gaussian beam is a special case) 
of the form 
u, = U, (x)exp[z'<y(r(x) -1)] (2) 
where co is the angular frequency, Ui are the components of the amplitude of the wave and 
T(x)-t = 0 defines the propagating wave front. 
Placing Eq. (2) into Eq. (1) gives 
-co C ^ U ^ ^ - p U ,  
-ijki^ k dx, dxj + l(D 
f drdtA _3 
iJkl dxj dx, tjU dxj v 
U, dr_ 
dx. i y 
+ C, m dxfaj 
k _ = 0 (3) 
If we assume Eq. (2) represents a high frequency disturbance we can neglect the last 
term in Eq. (3) and set the remaining two terms individually equal to zero to obtain 
dT dT 
'
jkl k dx, dx . 
C::Mh PUi — 0 (4) 
and 
/ 
iJkl dxj dx, ijkl dxj y 
£/, 
dT 
dx, 
= 0 (5) 
i y 
Equation (4) is called the eikonal equation, and Eq. (5) is the transport equation. If we 
let the amplitude U,(x)-U(x)dk, where dk are the components of of the polarization vector 
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of the wave and define the components of the slowness vector, , of the wave front as 
si - — Eq. (4) becomes 
dx. 
(6) 
and if we multiply Eq. (5) by dt it becomes 
2 CijklSjdidk — + U — ( Cijklsldidk ) = 0 (7) 
Equation (6) is a set of nonlinear first order differential equations for the wave front 
T (x). A common way to solve such a system is by the method of characteristics. In this case 
the characteristic curves of Eq. (6) (also called rays) are given by [12] 
dx. 
~dt~C' 
A = o 
dt 
(8) 
where t = T + T0 ( T0 is an arbitrary constant). The quantity 
c, = (9) 
is the group velocity and ajJkl = Cijkl/p . Equation (8) shows that high frequency disturbances 
of the type given by Eq. (2) travel along ray paths that are in the group velocity direction and 
that the slowness vector is a constant on these rays. 
Equation (6) is called Christoffel's equation. This equation is in the form of an 
eigenvalue problem where if we let st = sej for a given unit vector direction, ei, there are 
three slowness values and polarizations ^dk'P\dk's>\dkl"2>)j 
corresponding to the existence of quasi-?, quasi-S 1 and quasi-S2 waves (qP, qSl, qS2) in a 
general anisotropic media. If the orientation of the unit vector, g,, is varied and the slowness 
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values are plotted as a function of the orientation, three slowness surfaces are generated. An 
explicit expression for these slowness surfaces can be obtained by multiplying Eq. (6) by di 
to yield, for each solution, the surface 
S^(s) = -1 = 0 (m = ,9^1,*S2) (10) 
where . As might be expected, these slowness surfaces play a key role in the 
propagation, reflection, and transmission of waves in anisotropic media. From Eq. (10) and 
the definition of the group velocity (Eq. (9)) it follows that [9] 
which shows that the group velocity vector is normal to the slowness surface. For economy 
of notation we have not placed a superscript on the quantities in Eq. (11) to indicate the 
particular slowness surface being considered, as done in Eq. (10). Generally, we will follow 
this same convention except in cases where it becomes necessary to indicate the specific 
wave type [qP, qSl, qS2) involved. 
If we multiply the group velocity expression of Eq. (9) by si and using Eq. (10) it 
follows that 
s•c = 1 (12) 
which shows that the group velocity is always greater or equal to the phase velocity, v, 
where v = 1 Is. 
Figure 1 shows the cross-section of three slowness surfaces for an austenitic steel 
where the cross-section is the xi-x3 plane and this steel has an axis of symmetry that lies in 
the X3 direction. The qP-wave slowness surface can be shown to be always convex and does 
not cross or touch the other surfaces. In contrast, the quasi- shear wave slowness surfaces can 
be either concave or convex and can touch or cross each other as seen in this example. 
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-0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 
St,//s/mm 
Figure 1. Slowness diagram in /ti/mmfor austenitic steel in the X1-X3 plane whose xg-axis 
aligned with the material axis of symmetry. 
Once the eikonal (Christoffel's) equation has been solved for the slowness values and 
polarizations, one also needs to solve the transport equation (Eq. (7)) for the amplitude, U. If 
we use the expression for the group velocity (Eq. (9)) in Eq. (7) this transport equation can be 
written more compactly as 
2c,^ + C/^- = 0 
ox, dxj 
(13) 
3. GAUSSIAN BEAM PROPAGATION IN SLOWNESS COORDINATES 
A Gaussian beam is a particular form of Eq. (2). Since such a high frequency 
traveling wave must travel along a group velocity direction in an anisotropic material the 
Gaussian beam can be easily expressed in local group velocity coordinates (ql,q2,q3) as (see 
Fig. 2) 
= C/(D)d, exp[;Xo/co + AMa)%9,/2-f)] (14) 
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Figure 2. Propagation of a Gaussian beam along a ray where the q3 -axis is along the group 
velocity (c) direction and (ql,q2) are in a plane perpendicular to the ray. The 
( , y2, y3 ) coordinates are slowness coordinates where the y3 -axis is in the slowness vector 
(s) direction. 
where c0 is the group velocity along this central ray (the q3 -direction), D is the propagation 
distance along the central ray, and (D) is a 3x3 complex symmetric matrix of the form 
M(9,(D): 
0 0 0 
(15) 
The real part of the non-zero 2x2 submatrix of M^(Z)) matrix is a symmetrical 
matrix and the imaginary part is a symmetrical, positive definite matrix. Physically, the real 
part represents the curvature of the Gaussian beam wave front and the imaginary part 
represents a Gaussian amplitude profile of this beam in the plane perpendicular to the group 
velocity direction. 
In order to describe the propagating Gaussian beam in an explicit fashion, we need to 
determine how both the amplitude, U , and the matrix, M^', depend on the distance, D, 
along the central ray. Along the central ray in these group velocity coordinates (q%, qa, qs) 
= (0,0,c0) it then follows that 
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Mmcm = 0 (16) 
Equation (16), however, is also true if we express the M matrix and cin other coordinates as 
well. 
While it is convenient to express the Gaussian beam in local group velocity 
coordinates, this is not the most efficient coordinate system to use to describe the changes of 
this beam during propagation. Alternatively, one can use a set of fixed Cartesian coordinates 
but these, too, lead to complex propagation expressions [13]. We will show that by using a 
set of local slowness coordinates ( yl, y2, y3 ) to describe both the Gaussian beam (see Fig. 2) 
and the slowness surface properties that control the behavior of the Gaussian beam it is 
possible to obtain relatively compact and simple expressions for the beam even when it 
propagates in a general anisotropic elastic solid. In these slowness coordinates the _y3 -axis is 
taken in the direction of the slowness vector, and _y, and y2 are in the plane perpendicular to 
the slowness vector. As shown in Fig. 2, the origin of this yt -coordinate system is taken to 
be moving along the direction of the group velocity vector at a speed equal to the group 
velocity. In these slowness coordinates, then our Gaussian beam expression of Eq. (14) 
becomes 
w, =[/(DX,expMD/co+M^(D)y,y,/2-f)] (17) 
On the face of it, Equation (17) appears to be more complicated than Eq. (14) because in 
transforming from group velocity to slowness coordinates the matrix will have nine 
components that are non-zero in contrast to the only four non-zero terms present in M(<?). 
However, from Eq. (16) we also have 
Mwcw = 0 (18) 
where = (cjy\<4^,l/1s,0)is the group velocity expressed in slowness coordinates. Thus if 
we examine Eq. (18) and use the fact that c3 = v0 = l/s0 (see Eq. (12)), we find 
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Figure 3. A given fixed ray having group velocity and slowness vectors given by (c0,s0), 
respectively and a nearby paraxial ray with group velocity and slowness vectors (c,s), 
respectively. 
M^=-— 
7° (19) 
where, as mentioned previously, by convention capital subscripts such as (/,/) will range 
over the values (1,2) only. The relations of Eq. (19) show that the 3x3 matrix in 
slowness coordinates is completely characterized by its sub-matrix components Mffl, that 
form a 2x2 matrix that will be designated henceforth as (i.e. without the carat). 
Therefore, in slowness coordinates we only need to define how the 2x2 matrix depends 
on the distance, D, along the central ray. 
To derive how varies along a ray, it is convenient to first consider the more 
general propagating wave given by Eq. (2). As shown in Fig. 3 let R be a point on a given ray 
and let R' be a point on a nearby ray that is close to the given ray and almost parallel to it 
(i.e. a paraxial ray). We will let (s0,s) be the slowness vector on the given and nearby rays, 
respectively, and let (c0,c) be the group velocity on the given ray and the nearby ray (see 
Fig. 3). Then in the slowness coordinates ( ^ , y2, ;y3 ) we have approximately 
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r(/?,) = r(^) + s(y)(^).y + -yrM(y)(^)y (20) 
where Û\p (R) = d
2r 
. 4 " ) ( R )  =  
dr 
and since we are working in slowness 
coordinates ( R )  -  s0 = (0,0,50). Similarly we have approximately 
s { y ] ( R ' )  =  s 0 + M { y } ( R ) y  W, (21) 
where sw> = — . Since the two rays are assumed to be nearly parallel we have to first order 
R' 
( R )  =  ) where s\y> « s0 . We could then invert Eq. (21) to give 
y = 
~Mw(fl)j'(sW-s0) (22) 
which gives, for the (1,2) slowness coordinates 
h = M ~ * > \ R ) s y  (23) 
We can use Eq. (23) as follows. In a neighborhood of a given ray, on nearby paraxial rays the 
point y on those rays can be parameterized by the slowness values , i.e. 
y = y , s2^ ) • From Eq. (23) then 
= m;Ïm(R) (24) 
But along the paraxial rays we have from Eq. (8) 
& L  -  c ( y )  
dt ' 
(25) 
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Differentiating Eq. (25) with respect to ss and using Eq. (24) we find 
(26) 
or, equivalently, 
dD e» 
(27) 
where are the components of M ( y )  
how the 2x2 matrix m\^ (i?) 
. If we can solve Eq. (27) we can determine 
changes during propagation. Thus, this equation 
defines the propagation law for the components in the paraxial approximation. Up to 
now we have considered this matrix as real (see Eq. (20)). For a Gaussian beam, however, 
the corresponding 2x2 matrix is complex but we will still require that the propagation law of 
Eq. (27) apply. 
Since Eq. (27) is written entirely in slowness coordinates it is possible to express the 
right side of that equation easily in terms of the properties of the slowness surface in those 
coordinates. To see this we first express the magnitude of the slowness vector (for a given 
wave type) in the neighborhood of a given ray as [11] 
5 = S 
5(0,0) + ds 
a,;?) (0,0) 
1 a=,s 
+ 
a=s 
+ 
(0.0) 
1 a=,s 
(0,0) 2 (a^ 
2 (a^ 
[4"f 
tiwf 
(0.0) (28) 
(0.0) 
= s „ + À4'1+44"'+c„ tf'T+c,2 W+c22 tl'T 
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where s0 is the magnitude of the slowness along the given ray. The parameters Â, and Â, are 
related to the deviation of the group velocity from the slowness direction and hence 
determine the beam skewing. The parameters Cu , C12, and C22 define deviations of the 
curvatures of the slowness surface from the case of an isotropic material and cause beam 
stretching or compression. These effects will be demonstrated explicitly with numerical 
examples in the second part of this two-part paper. Since in the 
paraxial approximation it can be expanded approximately to second order, giving 
5^ = s0 - (fs^']2 + )/2.s0 . Using this approximation and Eq. (28) we then obtain the 
following quadratic approximation to the slowness surface in slowness coordinates: 
M S  ~ S 0  -  _  Â S 2  
-(c„-1/2^)[Î],'i]2-Ci,Î](',4') -(Ch -I/2%)[4'iJ (29) 
= 0 
2 
Since the group velocity is normal to the slowness surface we have 
>)„ (30) 
fts/ds^ds/ds^ lv,sl 
But in our parameterization of the surface we have dS / ds^ =1 and from Eq. (12) we have 
SM , ç[ y )  _ i  so we find 
Cj=WVo=i (31) 
and we can express the group velocity explicitly in terms of the slowness surface as given by 
Eq. (29), i.e. 
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Equations (29) and (32) determine the group velocity explicitly in a neighborhood of 
a given ray so they are all that is needed to obtain the group velocity derivatives appearing in 
Eq. (27). To see this place Eq. (29) into Eq. (32) to obtain the group velocity in the form 
c(') =-v„[Â, +2(C„ 4 +2(C„ -1/2^X^+4^, -l] 03) 
Note that the group velocity along the given ray (where M _ „(>•) s"2" = 0 ) is 
coy) -vo(~A>-A>'l) (34) 
Equation (34) shows that the constants (ÂpÂ^are indeed directly related to the deviation of 
the group velocity from the slowness direction, which here is along the y3 -axis. Now, using 
Eq. (33) to obtain the derivatives of the group velocity we find 
(35) 
where the matrix, given by 
: ( y )  _  .  Vo-2Cn 
—c. 12 
-Cl2 
v0 — 2 C22 
(36) 
is just a constant along the ray. Thus, Eq. (27) can be integrated directly along the ray from a 
starting position (D = 0) to some final distance, D. As in the isotropic case, the result can be 
expressed in terms of propagation ABCD matrices that will allow us to handle easily 
multiple media [10]. Specifically, we find 
M I (D) = M"1;M(0) +—S D w 
(37) 
BpMw(0) + Ap D"M(r,(0) + C rM i -1 
where 
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A" = 
cp = 
1 0 
0 1 
0 0' 
0 0 
Bp = — 
D P _ 
-C.,D 
-CUD (v0-2 C22)D 
1 0~ 
(38) 
0 1 
and M'y' is the 2x2 sub matrix of the 3x3 matrix MUJ. This result is for the inverse of M 
but it also implies that 
( y )  i ( y )  
MW(D)=MW(O) I + —S(y)M(y)(o) 
-1 
(39) 
For an isotropic material Â, = \ = Cn = C12 = C22 = 0 so that there is no beam skewing and 
since c0 = v0 Eq. (39) then reduces to 
M { y ) ( D )  =  M { y ] ( 0 )  I + c0DM(y)(0) r(>) i 
-I (40) 
which is a result that can also be found by solving the isotropic case directly [10]. 
In terms of the slowness surface parameters Eq. (27) gives 
d M - ' M  1 ,,,, 
dD 
• = — (41) 
We know M = I so that 
M -!;(,) ^M
(y) | dM"1;(y) 
dD dD 
M(y) = 0 (42) 
Pre-multiplying this equation by M'}' and using Eq. (41) gives 
d M ( y )  1  1 
dD c, 
+—M(y)SwMM =0 (43) 
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which shows that satisfies a non-linear Ricatti equation. 
Equation (39) defines how the phase term varies along the ray. We also need to solve 
the transport equation (Eq. (13)). Along the given ray that equation can be written in 
slowness coordinates as 
2c^u v % y 
= 0 (44) 
Using Eq. (32) we have 
a<?M 
di>. 
a<f a^ 
% 
= VN 
a^ a^w 
af)a^ % 
(45) 
However, in our approximate form of the slowness surface (Eq. (29)) in the neighborhood of 
a given ray all second derivatives of S containing an -component vanish. Therefore 
% 
= v, 
a^ a^) 
"a^^w ay, 
(46) 
a^ Applying Eq. (29) and using the fact that -1 
% 
-Mj/y)(/?)wefind 
ad") 
% 
= = fr(s (y)MW) (47) 
so the transport equation reduces to 
2c0 —+ [/fr(sWMW) = 0 0 z/n v / dD (48) 
Equation (48) is in a form very similar to the isotropic case [10]. Using the Ricatti 
equation and following the same steps outlined in [10], Eq. (48) can be reduced to the 
equivalent form 
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dD 
(49) 
which then can be integrated directly to obtain 
U ( D )  =  U ( 0 )  
det M { y ] ( D )  
det M M (°)] 
(50) 
Equation (50) is identical to the isotropic material case [10]. 
Having both the propagation law for (Eq. (39)) and for the amplitude (Eq. (50)) 
we can obtain an explicit expression for a propagating Gaussian beam given in terms of its 
starting amplitude, U (0), and phase, (0), namely 
"-
=y(0Hi$p||exp ICO (51) 
where the solution forM^ (£>) (Eq.(39)) can also be expressed in ABCD matrix form as 
Mw(£>)= DpMw(0) + Cp BpMu,(0) + A r(>) I -1 (52) 
In a multi-layered media problem, the ABCD matrices depend on both the media 
involved and the wave type so it is necessary to explicitly indicate these parameters in the 
matrix elements. The propagation of a Gaussian beam of type a [a = qP, qSl, qS2) traveling 
a distance Dm in medium m can therefore be described by the ABCD matrices 
Ap„ = 
-
1 0 
0 1 
"0 0" 
0 0 
Bp = — 
D 
-
2(c=r" D (53) 
Df 
1 0 
0 1 
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4. TRANSMISSION AND REFLECTION OF A GAUSSIAN BEAM AT A CURVED 
INTERFACE BETWEEN ANISOTROPIC MEDIA 
In the previous section the propagation laws of a Gaussian beam traveling in a 
homogeneous, anisotropic solid were obtained. This section will examine how a Gaussian 
beam interacts with a smooth, curved interface separating two homogeneous, anisotropic 
media. When an incident Gaussian beam strikes an interface generally there will be three 
converted Gaussian beams on both sides of the interface (reflected qP, qSl, and qS2 beams 
and transmitted qP, qSl, and qS2 beams). To describe these beams we first need to know 
their slowness vectors and polarizations. From Eq. (9) it follows then we can also determine 
the group velocity of these beams, and hence the ray paths these beams take. Second, we also 
need to know the transmitted/reflected beam amplitudes. These will be obtained, as we will 
see, in terms of ordinary plane wave transmission or reflection coefficients multiplied by the 
incident wave amplitude. Third, we also need to know the M^ matrix of the transmitted and 
reflected beams. With these three types of information the properties of the 
transmitted/reflected beams will be completely determined. Since many of the steps needed 
have been described in detail in the literature or are identical to the case of 
transmission/reflection at an interface between two isotropic media, which was covered in 
[10], we will briefly outline those steps here only for the transmission. 
4.1 Determination of the slowness vectors and polarizations 
Since the incident Gaussian beam is assumed to be given explicitly, the polarization 
and projection of its slowness vector on the plane tangential to the interface at the point 
where the central ray of the incident Gaussian beam strikes the interface are known. By 
Snell's law, the projections of the slowness vectors of all the reflected and transmitted waves 
on the tangent plane of the interface are equal to the projection of the slowness vector of the 
incident wave. To determine the remaining unknown slowness vector components normal to 
the interface one must solve for the roots of a sixth order equation and choose the appropriate 
roots. The appropriate roots are determined by requiring that the direction of the energy flow 
(group velocity) of a transmitted wave must point into the second medium while the energy 
flow of a reflected wave must point back into the first medium. Once the appropriate 
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Figure 4. A Gaussian beam at a curved interface, 2 , representing either the incident 
Gaussian beam or any of the transmitted/reflected Gaussian beams. The point Qm is where 
the central ray of the incident beam strikes the interface and the coordinates ( x l , x 2 , x 3 )  are 
chosen so that the plane of incidence lies in the (xt, x3 ) plane and the x3 -axis is normal to the 
interface. The angle 0 is the angle that the slowness vector of the beam being considered 
makes with respect to the x3 -axis, where the slowness vector is taken to be along the y'3 -axis 
(or, equivalently, the y3 -axis). 
slowness vectors of the transmitted/reflected waves are determined from this requirement, the 
polarizations can be obtained by solving Christoffel's equation. A detailed discussion of all 
these steps can be found in [14]. 
4.2 Determination of the transmitted/reflected beam amplitudes 
When an incident Gaussian beam strikes a curved interface, 2 , between two 
anisotropic solids, all the waves at the interface can be described by Eq. (51). But here we 
must identify the medium, m, we are working in and the beam type, a. Thus, the 
displacements of all the waves can be written as 
to ), - c (d;, ), exp[i®(r- - <)] (54) 
Since the tractions and displacements must be continuous at the interface, this leads to 
six equations for the six reflected/transmitted wave amplitudes, U"n , and phases, 7™ . 
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Consistent with the paraxial approximation one matches the amplitude parts of the boundary 
conditions for these waves only at the point Qm where the central ray of the incident wave 
strikes the interface (see Fig. 4). The phase terms, however, are matched to second order in 
terms of the distance from that point [10]. In the next section we will discuss the phase 
matching while here we will only consider the amplitude matching conditions. Since all these 
Gaussian beams are high frequency solutions of the equations of elastodynamics, one can 
neglect a number of terms in the amplitude parts of the boundary conditions. The remaining 
terms, however, are identical to the terms one finds if all the incident and transmitted waves 
were plane waves, so the solution for the Gaussian beam amplitudes only involves the 
corresponding plane wave transmission and reflection coefficients. The details are identical 
to the problem discussed in [10] for isotropic materials so we will omit the details here. Also, 
as shown in [10] if the plane of interfaces of the waves in a multi-layered media are all 
parallel, then the solution for the becomes particularly simple and one finds, when going 
from medium m to medium m+1 
ULUL) = T%,KUL) (55) 
where Ufn+l (Q'n) is the displacement amplitude of a transmitted/reflected wave of type /? 
( / ?  =  q P , q S \ , q S 2 )  in medium m+1 and U"n (Qm ) is the displacement amplitude of the 
incident wave of type a (a = qP, qS 1, qS2) in medium m .  Under the same conditions, Eq. (55) 
remains true for anisotropic media as well. The points (Qm,Q'm) are both at the location 
where the central ray of the interface strikes the interface, but Q'm is on the 
transmitted/reflected side of the interface while Qm denotes the same point but on the incident 
wave side. The quantity Tf'"+] is the plane wave transmission/refection coefficient (based on 
displacement or velocity ratios) for a wave of type due to an incident wave of type a. Since 
in many NDE problems involving multiple media the conditions of parallel planes of 
incidence is satisfied, we will retain that assumption here and use Eq. (55). As discussed in 
[10] and in more detail in [9] one can remove this restriction, if necessary, where the scalar 
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relationship of Eq. (55) is replaced by a vector relationship involving transmission/reflection 
matrices [9], [10]. 
In order to use Eq. (55) we need to obtain the plane wave transmission/reflection 
coefficients. Since the plane wave reflection and transmission coefficients at an interface 
between two anisotropic media have been widely studied [14-16], we will not discuss their 
determination here. 
4.3 Determination of the transmitted/reflected beam matrices 
In order to discuss the phase matching of the Gaussian beams at a curved interface, Z, 
between two anisotropic solids we will examine the behavior of a generic Gaussian beam as 
shown in Fig. 4, which will be used to represent any one of the beams present (incident wave 
or a reflected/transmitted wave) at the interface. This generic Gaussian beam is taken to be 
propagating along the q3 direction which is coincident with the direction of the group 
velocity vector. The point Qm is the point where the central ray of the incident beam strikes 
the interface E and is also the point where the central rays of the reflected or transmitted 
waves leave the interface. The x3 -axis is taken to be the normal to the interface Z at point 
Qm and the x, - x3 plane is taken to be the plane of incidence which is defined as the plane 
containing both the slowness vector of the incident wave and the normal to the interface. By 
Snell's law the y'3 -axis, which is along the slowness vector of the wave also must lie in the 
plane of incidence and the slowness coordinates ^ y [ , y ' 2 , y ' 3 )  are oriented here so that the 
y[ - y'3 plane also lies in the plane of incidence. The angle 6 is the acute angle of the 
slowness vector for this generic Gaussian beam with respect to thex3 -axis. This angle can be 
6?, 6r, and 0t for the incident, reflected, and transmitted waves respectively. 
Note that the slowness coordinates ( y [ ,  y ' 2 , y3 ) have an origin fixed at point Qm on 
the interface. To discuss the phase matching at the interface it is convenient to use this fixed 
set of slowness coordinates rather than the ( y,, y2, y3 ) axes which move with the group 
velocity and have their origin at point R (Fig. 4). Thus, we need to transform the phase of our 
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Gaussian beam expression in the ( y1, y2, y3 ) coordinates to the ( , y \ ,  y 3  ) coordinates. From 
Eq. (17) the Gaussian beam phase term can be expressed as 
r(y„;y2,:y,) = r0 + D/c0+iyrMw(D)y (56) 
where y T  = (y,, y 2 ,  y3) and we have added a constant phase term, T 0 , to account for the time 
it has taken for the wave to have arrived at point Qm. The distance D is the distance traveled 
from Qm along the group velocity ray direction (see Fig. 5). If we express the Gaussian beam 
at a point x in the fixed ( y[, y'2, y'3 ) coordinates such the distance y'3 is taken to be from Qm 
to point R along the slowness direction so that then x lies in the y, - y2 plane then in Eq. (56) 
we must set y3 - 0 to give 
(57) 
But from the geometry (Fig. 5) we have 
% 
y 2 
Figure 5. Geometrical relationship between { y v y 2 ,  y3) slowness coordinates that move 
along the ray and a fixed set of slowness coordinates (yj, y2, yj) at the interface. 
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r=^+r' (58) 
Co 
where 
r' = yrf 
and the e*. ( 7 = 1,2,3) are unit vectors in the slowness coordinate directions. However, recall, 
in slowness coordinates we have 
c0 = el3,1 = -v0A„e! + v0ej (60) 
so using Eqs. (58)-( 60) we find 
 ^ (61) 
y , = y II+^LD = yiI+AIy'3 
co 
which, when used in Eq. (57) gives the phase term in the fixed slowness coordinates as 
T(y\,y'^)=T^ y,j y'M+Mfy'j+À.y'ù (62) 
By using Eq. (19) we can also express this phase in terms of the 3x3 M^' matrix as 
T ( ?;. y;. >•; )=+J; > + \ «  {î (  y ' 3  )  ? ; > • ;  ( 6 3 )  
This will be the form we use to discuss the phase matching at the interface. 
In the neighborhood of point Q m ,  the curved interface can be expressed to second 
order in the x -coordinates as 
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1 , 
^3 (64) 
where hu are the curvatures of the interface in the plane of incidence coordinates, (x,, x2 ). 
Since y\ = x, sin 6 + x3 cos 0 on the curved interface, the phase can be rewritten as 
sin <9 1 
r=r0+—x1+-hux,xJ 
Vo 2 
(65) 
However the slowness coordinates can be expressed in terms of the (x,, x2, x3 ) coordinates as 
y'k - GjkXj where the 3x3 coordinate rotation matrix, G, is 
G = 
cos 6 0 sin 6 
0 1 0 
-sin# 0 cos # 
(66) 
Then the phase becomes a function of the (xvx2,x3) coordinates only as 
v0 2 
(67) 
If we retain terms only up to second order in x, and x2 in the neighborhood of Qm, we have 
G»Gt,M il1 (Qm)xtx, = G,KGJmMl:> (a, ) *,*, ( y ) i  
= C,A„MW (Qm)x,x, +GnG,„M\'J (&,)*, ( y )  
W, 
(68) 
Using Eq. (19), Eq. (68) reduces to 
G l f i l . M ^ ( Q m ) x l x J = ( G l l i - G „ c J v ) M <J> (2„)(G,„- G J s c „ / v ) x , x ,  
= G^M[«Gf„x,x1 
(69) 
where 
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GA = (cos<9-sin<9c,/v0) -sin#c2/v 
0 1 
(70) 
or, in terms of the A, 
GA = |cos 0 + Âj sin Âg sin 5 
0 1 
(71) 
Then the phase on the curved surface is 
r(x)=T„ + sin 5 1 X, H— 
Vn 1 2 
cos 6 
+G?Mïg;„ (72) 
This result is valid for any type of wave on both sides of the interface, including the 
incident, reflected, and transmitted waves. In a multilayered media problem if we let Of be the 
wave type for an incident wave traveling in medium m at the interface between medium m 
and medium m+1 we can write the displacement of that incident wave as 
(73) 
where the phase is 
RPM _ JM\A , S^n , J_ 
va 2 
h. 
" V? 
+(GrL(MW-(e„))m(G,r)„ (74) 
and where 
i A;a _ 
0 
'"sin#:) AT'sin6^ 
1 
(75) 
Similarly, the displacement of a transmitted/reflected wave of type /? at the interface 
traveling in medium m+1 (note: for a reflected wave medium m+1 = m) can be written as 
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(76) 
The expression of the phase T™+x is of the similar form as Eq. (74), namely 
where 
j.m+1 _ j,m +1;/? SHlC7m+1 1 
v?M X'+2 
K ),, (M,'»" (e;„ )L K ). 
V Vm+1 
'JM 
(77) 
= 
(cos<, + À",;" sin <, ) À;"" sin <, 
0 1 
(78) 
We now require that the phases of all the Gaussian beams must match at the interface 
to second order in the interface coordinates. Matching the constant terms shows that 
nrm\Gt rpm+\\/3 n-> 
'0 ~~i0 — 'o 
i.e. all the waves have the same time delay. Matching the linear terms gives 
sin eLx _ sin^ (79) 
which is just a statement of generalized Snell's law. Finally, matching the quadratic terms 
gives 
(c£f)„(wL(iz;))„(c5r)„+^f2^.(cr)„(":(e.)L(<eL*s,£^ 
"m+1 
(80) 
Writing Eq. (80) in matrix form we have 
(81) 
v: m+1 V„ 
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where H = /Zjl hy 2 
Jh.\ ^22. 
is a matrix of curvatures. 
Solving for the transmitted/reflected (Q'm ) matrix in terms of the corresponding 
incident matrix we find 
m;*'(e:Hey' «*+GrMS**(a.)(cr)r (c%)' (82) 
with v : 
V < K m  +  1  y  
Equation (82) is the transmission/reflection law that tells us how the matrix 
changes at the interface. Like the propagation law this transmission/reflection law can be 
written, after some algebra, in the ABCD matrix form 
v ivrM;" V ivrM;" i -1 (83) 
where the ABCD matrices A'm ,B'm, C'm ,andD'H are given by 
A' = 
(cos C+Â,™ sine;) 
(cos@l+À""'™C) 0 
AT" sin 6», - kr sin < (cosC + Â™ sin C ) 
B' =0 
CL = v 
(cos C + À"« sin < ) (cos <£, + À"" Sin ) 
c c V11 v12 
r' r" 21 '-'22 
with 
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c;, = A, - KK"'"™ Cl - ÀT sin (Çfa2 - KA " s i n  < ,  )  
C,'2 = (cos C + Â'™ sin C K - MT'1' SIN C ) 
Ci, = fa, " MT sin C)(cos<, + À,'""» sin <, ) 
c;2 = 'Um< + ÀrsinCjtcosC.+Àr^ sinC) 
D' 
(cosC+À-^sinS^,) 
m+1 (cos 6% + ÂT" sin ^  sin ^  sin ^  
0 (cos^+Â^sm^) 
(84) 
The expressions in Eq. (84) are rather complex because of the beam skewing terms. 
For isotropic media all of these beam skewing terms vanish and Eq. (84) reduces to the much 
simpler expressions 
A' =• 1 
cos#" 
COS eL +1 
0 
0 
cos#? 
B'_ =0 
C' = v 
cos ^  cos 
K &12 cos^  
^2 cos cos#, p m+1. 
D'„ = 
cos#f+i 
cos 6% 
0 cos#f+, 
(85) 
which are the same results obtained previously for isotropic media [10]. 
5. GAUSSIAN BEAM PROPAGATION IN MULTI-LAYERED ANISOTROPIC 
MEDIA 
Using the results of the two previous sections we can determine explicitly the 
expression for the displacements of a Gaussian beam after it has been transmitted/reflected at 
M interfaces between M+1 different anisotropic media. We find 
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uM+l(M) = £/f(0) Vdet[M^+f
Mtl ipTM+l )] 
Vdet[M^f-(0)] Af+1 
M pj y?wn 
M=1 m;m+l 
Vdet[M!:ta-(D:-)] 
VdetNFW] 
•exp 1(0 
F M+\T)Y 
ytjn 
Zj r, \m=l vm 
•+^yr [M(^T"+1 (% )1 y -1 
(86) 
where indicates the type of the Gaussian beam traveling in the mth medium, D^" is the 
distance traveled along the ray path in the mth medium, d^;1, is the polarization unit vector 
in the final (M+l)th medium, and U(' (0) is the displacement amplitude of the starting 
Gaussian in the first medium. Equation (86) is written in slowness coordinates moving along 
the group velocity direction in the final medium and the terms (0) = ( Q'm ) is the 
starting value for the M matrix of the beam in the mth medium. 
The ABCD matrices defined earlier make it rather simple to determine all the M 
matrices that appear in Eq. (86) directly from the starting value in the first medium. This is 
because the form of the propagation and transmission/reflection laws given by Eq. (52) and 
Eq. (83), respectively, remain valid even after a Gaussian beam has undergone propagation in 
multiple media and been transmitted/reflected at multiple interfaces. For, example, consider 
M i n  t h e  f i n a l  m e d i u m .  W e  h a v e  
M{^ R TEI' ) = [DGMF' (0) + CG ][BCMF (0) + AG ]"' (87) 
where the "global" (AG ,BG ,CG ,Dg) matrices are obtained as matrix products of all the 
propagation and transmission ABCD matrices as: 
AG BG 
CG DG 
Ap 
c p  M +1 
BL, 
DL, 
Al, B^ A: B% 
CPM D PM 
Af Bf 
CF Df 
(88) 
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All of the other M matrices appearing in Eq. (86) can be obtained in this same fashion 
by using the appropriate subset of ABCD matrices in Eq. (88). The proof of these ABCD 
relations is identical to that for the isotropic case [10] so we will not give them here. 
As shown in [9, 10] it is possible to also use the global matrices of Eq. (88) to write 
the Gaussian beam in a form that almost identical to that of a Gaussian beam in a single 
medium, namely, 
However, we will use Eq. (86) rather than Eq. (89) since we believe it is not possible 
to correctly extract the square roots of the complex terms appearing in the amplitude part of 
Eq. (89) without considerable effort but it is possible to easily extract the square roots in Eq. 
(86). We will discuss this point in the next section. 
6. GAUSSIAN BEAM MODEL IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES 
In order to use Eq. (86) one must be able to evaluate properly the square roots 
appearing in that expression. In many applications of Gaussian beams, the M matrices are 
diagonal matrices of the form 
so that we have simply 
u^|(x,f) = C/r(0)^ 
M /  I — \  
n &î"Vdet[A«] 
m=1 ' 
^det[AG+BGM['(0)] 
(89) 
y /de t [M (91) 
and since the complex values (M1,M2)have positive imaginary parts (in order to have this 
M matrix represent a Gaussian beam with real exponential decay from the central axis of the 
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beam) the square roots can also be unambiguously obtained by requiring that they also have 
positive imaginary parts. This type of situation occurs frequently, for example, in the use of 
Gaussian beams for modeling laser problems [17]. However our case is more complex 
because even if we start with diagonal M matrices to begin with in group velocity 
coordinates, our transformation to slowness coordinates and the propagation and 
transmission/reflection laws change the matrices in Eq. (86) into more general forms. 
However, one can show that the symmetric matrices always have an imaginary part that 
is positive definite. Thus, consider what this means for a typical amplitude term in Eq. (86) 
which we write simply as 
det MW(D) 
det MW(0) 
(92) 
Matrix theory [18] shows that it is always possible to define a generalized eigenvalue 
problem where a real 2x2 transformation matrix, T, can be found that simultaneously 
diagonalizes both the real and imaginary parts of M^ . With a knowledge of this 
transformation matrix we can then form up the term 
det TR(P)M'»(P)T(P)] 
det TR(0)MW(0)T(0)] ^M,(0)^M,(0) 
(93) 
and calculate the complex Mm (0),MM  (D) terms in these diagonalized matrices. The square 
roots on the right side of Eq. (93) can be found in the same fashion as done with Eq. (91). 
Then in terms of the remaining real determinants, we find 
Vdet ~MW(D)~ _ Jdet=[T(0)] 
Vdet MW(0) 
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In this manner all the ratios of square root terms appearing in Eq. (86) can be 
calculated properly. In contrast, we do not have at present a similar direct way to calculate 
unambiguously the square root appearing in Eq. (89). Cerveny [9] presents a continuity 
argument for determining the square root term in Eq. (89) for inhomogeneous, anisotropic 
media, but this requires one to evaluate this term at many points along the ray, which is not 
computationally efficient for piece-wise homogeneous problems as considered here. 
7. A MULTI-GAUSSIAN BEAM MODEL FOR MULTI-LAYERED ANISOTROPIC 
MEDIA 
Equation (86) models the propagation and transmission/reflection of single Gaussian 
beam in a multi-layered geometry with anisotropic media. An ultrasonic NDE transducer 
does not typically generate such a Gaussian beam, but comparisons with experiments 
indicate that a piston probe model can accurately describe many commercial NDE 
transducers and Wen and Breazeale [3] have shown that superposition of only 10 such 
Gaussian beam solutions is able to generate a model that can accurately reproduce the wave 
field of a circular planar or focused piston transducer radiating into a fluid. Wen and 
Breazeale gave explicitly the starting values for the Gaussian beam at the transducer surface 
in terms of ten complex constants ( An,Bn ), where, in terms of the model of Eq. (86) we have 
[MF1 (0)j = — — 1  and - (0)]); = Anvl0, where I  is the unit matrix , v(0is the constant 
velocity on the face of the transducer, and a is the radius of the transducer. Thus, combining 
Wen and Breazeale's results with Eq. (86) the velocity wave field of an immersion piston 
transducer radiating into a multi-layered anisotropic medium is given by 
v^-O-v^A, VdetKs,.l(0)l Vdet[M^.(0)l (95) 
f M+l 1 r 1 
E-r+;/[M LylT"+1 te1 )l,y-i •exp ico Ym ' ^ v L M+1 \— M +1 Un J t 
V m=l Cm J 
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where v^'+j (:x, t) = -iam)^ (x,t). 
Equation (95) defines a multi-Gaussian beam model for an immersion inspection but 
it also can be used in more general settings to describe contact probes, angle beam 
inspections, etc. So, it is a very general result. 
8. SUMMARY 
The formulation of a multi-Gaussian beam model for modeling the wave field of an 
ultrasonic NDE transducer in a multi-layered anisotropic media has been given. It has been 
shown that through the use of slowness coordinates to describe a Gaussian beam combined 
with an ABCD matrix approach to handle the beam changes associated with propagation and 
transmission/reflection one can obtain a relatively simple, modular model that is applicable 
to very complex media. The key interface geometry parameters appearing in the model are 
the interface curvatures - h2],h22 ) and the key anisotropic material parameters in the 
ApAjjand (Cn,C12 = C21,C22 J terms. As shown, these material parameters 
are related to the slopes and curvatures of the slowness surface. In part II of this paper we 
will discuss ways in which these material parameters, in particular, can be obtained 
efficiently for general anisotropic media. Part II will also give a series of numerical 
examples that demonstrate the effects of these model parameters on an ultrasonic beam. By 
combining the procedures discussed in part II with the general model developed in this paper 
one has a simple and computationally efficient ultrasonic beam model that can be easily 
evaluated on a personal computer. 
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CHAPTER 4. MULTI-GAUSSIAN BEAM MODELING FOR MULTI-
LAYERED ANISOTROPIC MEDIA, II: NUMERICAL EXAMPLES OF 
SLOWNESS SURFACE AND GEOMETRY EFFECTS 
A paper submitted to the Research in Nondestructive Evaluation 
Ruiju Huang1, Lester W. Schmerr Jr.2'3, Alexander Sedov4 
ABSTRACT 
A multi-Gaussian beam model is used to simulate an immersion transducer radiating 
into an anisotropic solid through a curved fluid-solid interface. It is shown that the 
characteristics of the beam as it propagates in the solid are controlled by the properties of the 
slowness surface and the interface geometry. Methods are discussed for efficiently extracting 
the slowness surface properties including the development of an explicit expression for the 
curvature of the slowness surface. A number of numerical examples are presented to 
demonstrate the effects that both the slowness surface and interface geometry have on an 
ultrasonic beam. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the first part of this two part study, a multi-Gaussian beam model was developed 
for simulating the sound beam of an ultrasonic transducer radiating into multi-layered 
anisotropic media [1], It was shown that the complications arising from the multiple layers 
can be efficiently addressed through the use of an ABCD matrix approach where the effects 
of propagation and transmission/reflection of a Gaussian beam in each layer is described in 
terms of four matrices (A, B, C, D) which then can be appropriately multiplied together to 
1 Primary researcher and author 
2 Author for correspondence 
3 Major professor 
4 Visiting professor 
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form the Gaussian beam parameters after the beam has propagated in multiple anisotropic 
media. Similarly, it was shown that the complexity of the model due to material anisotropy 
can be significantly reduced by the use of slowness coordinates to describe the propagating 
Gaussian beam. By using these slowness coordinates to describe the ABCD matrices a highly 
modular and algebraically simple Gaussian beam model was developed for very general 
multiple media problems. Following an approach originally developed by Wen and Breazeale 
[2], the sound beam of a planar piston transducer was then modeled by adding up a very 
small number (10 to 15) of Gaussian beams, producing a multi-Gaussian (MG) beam model 
for multi-layered anisotropic media. In this MG beam model the interfaces between the 
layers can be either planar or curved. As in this case of beam propagation in multi-layered 
isotropic media [3] the interface curvatures for multi-layered anisotropic media can cause 
focusing and defocusing of the sound beam. However, in anisotropic solids the anisotropy 
also causes additional effects such as beam steering/skewing and material-based beam 
stretching/shortening. As is well known, beam steering/skewing in anisotropic media is 
caused by the difference of the phase velocity and group velocity vectors [4], However, it is 
less known that anisotropic solids produce stretching/shortening effects that are controlled by 
the curvatures of the slowness surface along the propagation direction. 
In this paper, the wave field of a transducer radiating through a fluid/solid interface 
into an anisotropic solid is modeled by a MG beam model that uses the ABCD matrix and 
slowness coordinate approach described in [1]. Since the properties of the slowness surface 
play an important role in the wave propagation in anisotropic media, methods that are able to 
extract these properties efficiently are discussed. Two methods to obtain the curvatures of the 
slowness surface using a fitting method and an explicit expression [5-8] are given. Numerical 
simulations will be presented to show explicitly how the material anisotropy and geometry of 
the interface affect the properties of the beam in this problem. 
2. MULTI-GAUSSIAN BEAM MODEL 
Figure 1 shows an ultrasonic immersion setup where a planar piston transducer is 
used to inspect a general anisotropic material. As shown in the first part of this paper [1] the 
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normalized velocity, \a/vt0 , in the solid for a wave of type a (a = qP,qSl,qS2)is given, 
using a MG beam model, by the expression: 
YaM f Vdet[M a2(P2)]n ^det[M,(A)l 
v,0 6 12 ^det[Ma2(0)\ Vdet[M,(0)]n (1) 
- d" expf ic!- + ^  + - YtM"(D2 ) Y 
< 2 
• ex  IÛ/—    T ^ 2 ) Y -t 
J 
\ 
The various terms in Eq. (1) are as follows: The quantities [co,t) are the circular 
frequency and time, respectively. The velocity, vt0, is the velocity on the face of the 
transducer, which is assumed to behave as a piston source. The distances (Dj,D2) are the 
distances the beam has traveled in the fluid and solid, respectively, along a central ray from 
the transducer. In the fluid, the wave speed along the ray is v,, the compressional wave speed 
of the fluid. In the solid, the ray is along the group velocity direction for a wave of type a, 
where the group velocity vector is c" and c" is its magnitude. The polarization unit vector 
for the wave in the solid is d". The term Tl2 is the plane wave transmission coefficient (based 
on velocity ratios) for a plane wave of type a traveling along the central ray in the solid due 
to an incident compressional wave in the fluid. The point x is a point in the solid at which the 
Figure 1. A piston transducer radiating into an anisotropic solid through a curved fluid/solid 
interface. 
Pi.i 
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velocity is evaluated. Here we use slowness coordinates with an origin at point P where 
x-(yv y2,0)and the vector, Y, in Eq. (1) is just the 2-D vector Y = (y15 y2). The constants, 
An, are the amplitude coefficients obtained by Wen and Breazeale [2] to model a piston 
transducer by the superposition of ten Gaussian beams. Similarly, the 2x2 matrices, 
[M,(0)]n, are given by [M,(0)]n =-^yI, where Bn are phase coefficients defined by Wen 
and Breazeale, a is the radius of the circular, piston transducer, and I is the 2x2 identity 
matrix. The three additional matrices appearing in Eq. (1) can be obtained for this problem in 
ABCD matrix form as: 
M, (Z>.) = [C, +D,M, (0)][A, +B,M, (O)J 
M° (0) = [C +D'M, (D,)][A' +B'M, (£>, )]" 
M? ( D, ) = [C, + D2M? (0)][A2 +B2M? (0)] 
(2) 
As shown in [1], the ABCD matrices appearing in Eq. (2) are given in slowness 
coordinates as: 
A , =  
C , =  
1 0 
0 1 
0 0 
0 0 
Bj = A V, 0 
0 v, 
Di = 
1 0 
0 1 
(3) 
A ' = •  1 
cos 6, 
(cos <9^ + Â, sin 6" ) 
A, sin d2 
0 
cos 6. 
"0 0" 
, B' = 
0 0 
C'= v 
cos 9t (cos 0" + Aj sin 0" ) 
hi ~ sin 9" cos 0i (/Zj2 - sin 0")  
h2l (cos 0" + Aj sin 0" ) h22 cos 0t (cos 0" + A, sin 0" ) 
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A2 = 
C2 = 
D = 
1 0 
0 1 
0 0" 
0 0 
(cos <9^ + Aj sin 8")  
cos 8t - Aj sin 6" 
0 (cos 0" + Aj sin 0" ) 
- D2 
"(vr-2c,j -C, 12 
—G 12 (v?-2Ca) 
D, 
1 0 
0 1 
(4) 
(5) 
The terms = KvKi) are the curvatures of the interface in plane-of-incidence 
coordinates and the angles (^-,<9") are the incident angle in the fluid and the refracted angle 
in the solid, respectively. These angles are related through generalized Snell's law, i.e. 
sin 8t _ sin 8" (6) 
where v" is the magnitude of the phase velocity in the solid for the central refracted ray. The 
term, v, appearing in Eq. (4) is given by 
v -
f cos 8t cos 8" X 
v vi 
(7) 
^2 y 
The parameters A, and A2 in Eq. (4) are related to the slopes of the slowness surface along 
the refracted ray. These parameters, therefore, are also related to the group velocity vector, 
c2 . In fact, we have, in slowness coordinates [1,8]: 
c2 - v"(_ A' ~ A' i) (8) 
which shows that the (À,,^)parameters also can be interpreted as the deviations of the 
group velocity from the slowness vector direction. Finally, there are terms (CU,C22,C12j 
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which appear in the propagation ABCD matrices of Eq. (5). These parameters are related to 
the differences of the curvatures of the slowness surface from that of an isotropic material 
and also are defined in slowness coordinates [1]. Note that since the and 
(CU,C22,Cn) parameters also depend on the particular slowness surface under consideration 
we should, in principle, write these parameters as ) and ^C",C"2,C^ to be 
consistent, but for economy of notation we will not use the a superscript on these quantities 
but always indicate separately the slowness surface under consideration. 
Equations (l)-(8) show that to model beam propagation in both isotropic and 
anisotropic media the same basic geometry parameters are needed. These include the incident 
angle of the beam in the fluid, the wave speeds (or, equivalently slowness values) in the fluid 
and solid, and the curvatures of the interface. For an anisotropic solid, however, both the 
slowness, s" = 1 / v", and the polarization, d", are functions of direction so that we need to 
solve explicitly for the values of ^",(1") associated with the refracted ray in the particular 
case (incident angle and materials) under consideration. Also, the refracted ray direction for 
an anisotropic material is along the group velocity direction, not the phase velocity direction 
so that it is necessary to know the group velocity, c", as well as the phase velocity. As Eq. 
(8) shows, we can obtain the group velocity once we know the phase velocity (or, 
equivalently, the slowness) and the ( Â,, ) parameters. Finally, Eq. (5) shows that for an 
anisotropic solid we also need to know the (CH,C22,C12) parameters. The ( À,, À2 ), and 
(cn,C22,Cx2^ parameters are all material properties that depend on the behavior of the 
slowness surface of the material along the refracted ray. Thus, it is necessary to be able to 
efficiently evaluate these parameters, an issue that will be considered in the next section. 
3. PROPERTIES OF THE SLOWNESS SURFACE 
The slowness surfaces for an anisotropic material are solutions of Christoffel's 
equation, which can be written as [9]: 
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=0 (9) 
where ,s\ = .se are components of the slowness vector in the e{ -direction and aijkl =Cijkl/p 
where Cijkl and p are the elastic constants and the density, respectively. Equation (9) is an 
eigenvalue problem which for each direction has three solutions for the slowness, sa , 
(a = qP,qSl,qS2) corresponding to quasi-P and quasi-shear waves. If the direction ei is 
varied, the varying slowness vector components s" - saei can be plotted, yielding three 3-D 
slowness surfaces for a = qP,qS 1,qS2. 
Figure 2 shows a plot of the cross-section of the slowness surfaces for waves 
propagating in the X1-X3 plane in austenitic steel, where the xg-axis is an axis of material 
symmetry. The slowness of the qP-wave is always less than two quasi-shear waves and the 
qP-wave surface is always isolated from the quasi-shear wave surfaces. Also, it can be shown 
that the qP-wave surface is always convex [10]. In contrast, the two quasi-shear waves can be 
either concave or convex and they can touch or cross, as shown in Fig. 2. 
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Figure 2. Slowness surfaces in /vs/mm for austenitic steel in the X1-X3 plane. 
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There are a number of ways to describe the slowness surfaces that are useful for 
obtaining the material parameters needed in the multi-Gaussian beam model. As shown in [5] 
we can approximate each slowness surface, using slowness coordinates in the neighborhood 
of a given fixed ( y3 -) direction, in the form 
y = S'twi)=Jo + + Qi W + (10) 
As shown in [5-8] by sampling a small patch of the slowness surface near the y;-
direction N times will give rise to an Nx5 over-determined system of equations that can be 
solved by a least squares method to compute the five unknown parameters and 
(Cn,C22,Cl2 j. This method, while it is rather time consuming, is quite general since it is 
applicable to any type of anisotropic material. Minachi et al. [5] have also shown that 
because a transducer beam is not completely unidirectional, as assumed by a paraxial model 
such as the multi-Gaussian beam model, it may be better to use such best-fit values taken 
from a small beam spread about the central ray in the solid rather than simply computing the 
values of these parameters on the central ray itself. We will show that there is also another 
way to obtain these parameters that is more direct than this fitting method. Consider first the 
group velocity. It is well known [9] that the group velocity components, c", in a general 
Cartesian coordinate system are given by 
<  =  ( i i )  
Since the aijkl are usually given in a set of material {xvx2, x, ) coordinates that reflect any 
material symmetries present, this is a convenient expression since one can also solve Eq. (9) 
for the slowness components and the polarization components in those same coordinates and 
thus obtain all the terms that appear in Eq. (11). Let cf^'be the values obtained for the group 
velocity in such material coordinates. If we let transformation from slowness coordinates 
( Ji, v2 7 >'a ) to these material coordinates be expressed as 
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(12) 
then the corresponding group velocity components in slowness coordinates, c"'^ , are given 
by 
(13) 
Using Eqs. (8) and (13) for £=1,2 then gives 
( M = 1,2) (14) 
Of course, one could also obtain the material constants, slowness components, and 
polarizations directly in slowness coordinates and then use Eq. (11) directly. 
Equation (11) is a well-known result for anisotropic materials. However, one can 
show that there is also a direct way to obtain the curvature parameters (Cn,C22,C12). In the 
first part of this two part study we showed that these curvature terms were related to the time 
derivative of the M-1 matrix through the relationship [1] 
^ = -2v„ 
dt 0 
1 X 
D
" ~ 2 Sr% 
(15) 
where Dn-Cn,D22 - C22, Dn =Cnl2 and /, J here range over the values (1,2) only and the 
My1 components in Eq. (15) are measured in the slowness coordinates ( y,, >'2, >'3 ). However, 
Cerveny [11] has shown that the time derivative of these same slowness coordinate 
components of M"1 can be expressed in terms of the group velocity and its derivatives as 
measured in a set of fixed, 3-D Cartesian coordinates (xl,x2,x3 ), where 
dt ' " " 
'km (16) 
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Here the group velocity components, cam^, are given by Eq. (11) and the Hij matrix is the 
coordinate transformation matrix of Eq. (12). In Eq. (16), the I, J subscripts again range over 
the values (1,2) only while the m, n subscripts range over (1,2,3). Since Eq. (15) and (16) 
are two expressions for the same quantity, equating the two expressions and solving for the 
curvature parameters, Du, we find 
/ Lj + -
1 
2s, a MK 0 
(17) 
To make Eq. (17) useful, however, we must have an efficient way of explicitly 
determining the derivatives of the group velocity that appear in that equation. Fortunately, 
Cerveny [11] has also shown that it is possible to obtain such an explicit expression, given by 
Z k„ + y,dyZfâd! + d?df) (18) 
All the terms appearing on the right side of Eq. (18) are calculated in the fixed (xvx2,x3) 
coordinates, which is usually taken as a set of special material coordinates along which the 
material possesses certain symmetries. The explicit dependency of the right-hand side terms 
in Eq. (18) on these x-coordinates is not shown simply for economy of notation. Equations 
(11) and (18) are general expressions for the group velocity and its derivatives in terms of the 
fourth order tensor elements CijkI, (i, j,k,l = 1,2,3). However, in real implementation the 
reduced elastic constants C i p  ( i , j  =  1,2,...6) are used. Therefore it is necessary to write these 
expressions in terms of the reduced elastic constants. The Appendix of this paper presents the 
explicit expressions for the group velocity and its derivatives in terms of the reduced elastic 
constants. 
Although the expression appearing in Eq. (18) is rather complex, it contains many of 
the same parameters appearing in Eq. (11). One difference between Eq. (11) and Eq. (18) is 
that the latter equation requires one to know the slowness values and polarizations for other 
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than the given surface under consideration. This means that when evaluating Eq. (18) for 
either quasi-shear wave the denominator term (s^ — s2^ can vanish at points where the shear 
surfaces touch or cross. As seen in Fig. 2, this can easily happen for common anisotropic 
materials. However, we will see that in spite of this apparent difficulty Eqs. (17) and (18) 
provide as useful a method for determining (CIPC22,CI2) as does Eq. (14) does for finding 
(ÂÂ).  
Figure 3 illustrates the use of this method for the austenitic steel whose slowness 
surface was given in Fig. 2. Specifically, we show the curvatures Cu and C22 for the two 
quasi-shear waves in the - x3 plane. Note that for this example because of the material 
symmetry the parameter C12 is zero for both the qSl and qS2 waves. Plotted in Fig. 3 are the 
both the results of using Eqs. (17), (18) and the fitting method described earlier, where a very 
small angular region (1° ) about each direction was used so that the results could be compared 
to the direct method. There was no discernable difference between the two results on the 
scale of Fig. 3 so that only a single set of curves for both methods appear in that figure. One 
remarkable feature of the direct method is that even though the expression in Eq. (18) 
formally becomes invalid when two of the slowness values are identical, as mentioned 
earlier, there is no hint of such behavior for all angles 6 in Fig. 3, where 6 is the angle of the 
» 0.6 
t 
E 
0)' 0.2 
20 30 40 50 
, degrees 
20 30 40 50 60 
6, degrees 
(a) 
Figure 3. (a) Curvatures of the qSl wave for austenitic steel in the x{-x3 plane, (b) 
Curvatures of the qS2 wave for austenitic steel in the xt - x3 plane. 
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slowness direction with respect to the xi-axis. This occurs, in spite of the fact that there are 
two points in Fig. 2 {6 = 26° and 9 = 90°) where the shear wave surfaces touch or cross. We 
have found this same behavior for the direct method in other cases considered as well. 
Apparently Eq. (17) can be used at points on the slowness surface even very close to where 
Eq. (18) formally fails. Since the parameters |CU,C12,C22 j are smoothly varying functions of 
location on the slowness surface, this means that for all practical purposes Eq. (17) can be 
used to obtain these parameters for the entire slowness surface. 
4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
In this section we will illustrate the beam skewing effects caused by the 
parameters and the beam distortion effects of the (CU,C12,C22) terms in a specific example. 
We will also discuss briefly the focusing/defocusing effects of a curved interface. The 
configuration we will consider is a V2 inch (12.7 mm) diameter, 5MHz planar transducer 
radiating at normal incidence into an anisotropic solid through a fluid-solid interface. In all 
cases the fluid is water, and the propagation distance in the water was fixed at 18 mm. The 
normal to the interface pointing into the solid was taken here to lie along the y3 -axis. 
Case I. Beam skewing 
Beam skewing is a well known phenomena in anisotropic materials so we will only 
discuss it here briefly for the transducer radiating through a planar water/austenitic steel 
interface. First, the symmetry axis of the material is aligned with the y^-axis. For this case, 
Aj = A} - 0 so the group velocity is along the y^-axis which is coincident with the direction 
of the slowness vector. Figure 4 (a) shows the beam profile for the qP-wave propagating in 
the austenitic steel as predicted by the MG beam model. As expected there is no beam 
skewing. Next, the austenitic steel was rotated so that the symmetry axis formed a 10° angle 
with the y^-axis. In this case A, = -0.37, Â2 = 0. As a consequence of these non-zero values 
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Figure 4. Beam profiles of qP wave propagating in austenitic steel: (a) the grains of the 
material are aligned with the yg-axis, (b) the grains of the material are rotated 10° from the 
y3-axis. 
the transducer beam was indeed skewed from the normal direction to the group velocity 
direction, as can be seen in the beam profile of Fig. 4 (b). 
Case II Effects of curvatures of the slowness surface 
To study the effects of the (Cn,C12,C22) curvature parameters we again considered 
the setup where the symmetry axis of the austenitic steel was along the y3 -axis. Figure 5(a) 
shows a cross-sectional beam profile of the qS2 wave for this case. The slowness of the qS2 
wave in this direction was 0.2512 /as/mm , and the slowness surface parameters for the qS2 
wave were Âl=A2=0,Cl2=0, Cn = C22 = 10.88 mm/ /JS . In order to see how the slowness 
curvature parameters by themselves affect the characteristics of the propagating beam, we 
artificially changed the C -parameters continuously from Cn - C22 -10.88 mm/jus to 
Cu -C22 = 0 mini /us with C12 =0 in all cases, holding all the other material and geometry 
parameters fixed. Beam profiles of the qS2 wave corresponding to such changes are 
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Figure 5. Studies of 2-D beam profiles of the qS2-wave generated by a 5MHz, 6.35 mm 
radius planar transducer radiating directly into austenite. Slowness curvatures for both Cn 
and C22 are 10.88mm/fis , 9.0mm//is , 1.0mm/fis, 5.0mm/fis , 3.0mm//us , 1.0mm/jus , and 
0.0 mm/jus for Figure (a)-(g) respectively (ci2 = o). 
illustrated in Figures 5 (a)-(g) where values for Cu = C22 were taken to be 10.88mm/ fis, 
9.0mm/fis, 1.0mm/fis , 5.0mm/fis , 3.0mm/fis , \.0mm/fis , and 0.0mm/fis , respectively. 
Note that Cn = C22 = 0 corresponds to an isotropic material. It can be seen from Fig. 5 that 
as the C -parameters decrease the transmitted beam first moves away from the interface but 
then for the last two cases (the 1.0 mm/fis and 0.0 mm/fis values) the beam appears to be 
drawn closer to the interface. Clearly, something is changing between the 3.0 mm/fis and 
1.0 mm/fis cases. What is happening can be seen by expressing the slowness surface locally 
near the central ray as 
Sj — s0 + + Âjs2 + (CH —1/250)Cl2sxs2 + (C22 ~ 1/2^)s2 (19) 
where we have used Eq. (10) and the relationship s 3  = s js 2  -  sf  -  s i  and expanded it to 
second order. From Eq. (19) we see that the second order terms in this expansion vanish 
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when Cn = C22 - l/2s0, which for our present case gives Cn = C22 =1.99 mm/(j,sec. This 
value is located between the two cases just considered where the beam behavior changes. 
When Cn = C22 = l/2s0,Cn =0 are placed into Eqs. (2) and (5), we find 
M£(D2) = M?(0) (20) 
so the Gaussian beam does not change its width or wave front curvature at all in the solid. It 
is likely that this behavior is not physically correct and that the second order expansion of 
Eq. (19) is simply not sufficient. However, to analyze this special case properly one would 
have to compare this paraxial Gaussian beam model result with a more exact beam model. 
This is beyond the scope of the present paper. 
The initial outward movements of the beam in Fig. 5 seem to be similar to the beam 
changes seen due to geometrical defocusing. However, if we examine the magnitude of the 
central on-axis velocity of the transducer for the first four cases just considered, we see that 
there are some significant differences between geometrical defocusing and these material 
effects. In Figure 6(a) it can be seen that the on-axis profiles appear to be simply extended 
out as the C -values decrease. In fact, if we plot the cross-axis profiles for these four cases at 
a distance yg where the on-axis response has its last peak (see Fig. 6(a)) we see that the cross-
axis beam profile is virtually unchanged (Fig. 6 (b)) even though the curvatures of the 
slowness surface have significantly changed. Thus, it is more accurate to describe the effects 
of these curvature term changes in terms of a stretching of the axial beam profile, rather than 
a defocusing type of behavior. 
We also examined the effects of slowness surface curvature changes by considering 
the qP-wave surface of Fig. 2 for the transducer radiating into the austenitic steel along the 
ys-axis (symmetry axis). The slowness of the qP-wave in this direction was found to be 
0.1932 mm/fis, and the slopes and curvatures are A, =À2 = 0, Cn = C22 = -8.9274 mm/fis, 
C12 =0. Fig. 7(a)-(e) show beam profiles of the qP-wave propagating in the austenitic steel 
when the slowness surface parameters Cn and C22 are artificially changed, holding all the 
other beam parameters fixed. Here, we had Cn = C22 range from -8.9274 mm!fis 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 6. (a) Some on-axis responses corresponding to the beam profiles shown in Fig. 5, (b) 
Cross-axis beam profile at a distance y.3 where the on-axis response has its last peak (see Fig. 
6(a)). Solid, dashed, dashed-dotted, and dotted lines are results for curvature values 
(cu = C22) given by 10.88mmI fis , 9.0mm/jus , 7.0mm/jus , 5.0mm/fis , respectively 
(c„=o). 
-20 0 20 
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Figure 7. Studies of 2-D beam profiles of the qP-wave generated by a 5MHz, 6.35 mm 
radius planar transducer radiating directly into austenitic steel. Slowness curvatures for both 
Cn and C22 are -8.9mm/jus, -7.0mm/jus ,-5.0mm/fis , -3.0mm/jus ,-1.0mm/jus for 
Figure (a)-(e) respectively (ci2 = o). 
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Figure 8. (a) Some on-axis responses corresponding to the beam profiles shown in Fig. 7, (b) 
Cross-axis beam profile at a distance y; where the on-axis response has its last peak (see Fig. 
8(a)). Solid, dashed, and dashed-dotted lines are results for curvature values (cu = C22) given 
by -8.93mm/jus, -5.0mm/jus, -1.0mm//is, respectively (ci2 = o). 
to -1.0mm//us . In contrast to the qS2-wave case, for the qP-wave the beam moves towards 
the interface with the decreasing (i.e. more negative) curvatures. Again, this behavior appears 
to be like that of geometrical focusing but as Fig. 8(a), (b) demonstrate these curvature 
changes do not result in the change of the beam amplitude and width. Thus, it is more 
accurate to describe the effects of these curvature term changes in terms of a shortening of 
the axial beam profile, rather than a focusing type of behavior. 
It is also interesting to examine the effect that the slowness surface parameters 
(Cu,C22,C12)have on the behavior of the beam cross section. In this study we will consider 
the same transducer considered previously radiating through a planar water/quartz interface 
whose normal is along the (100) direction in the material coordinate system of the quartz. 
The parameters of the qP-wave along this direction, are Al = A2=0, Cu --l0Amm//Js , 
C12 =17.0 mm//is, and C22 = -4.3 mm//is. The water path length was fixed to be 18 mm. 
Figure 9(a) shows 2-D cross-axis beam profile of the qP-wave in the plane normal to 
the propagation direction at yg =100 mm in the quartz. It can be seen that the beam is tilted 
approximately 45° from the negative yi-axis. This tilting is due to the non-zero slowness 
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Figure 9. Studies of cross section beam profiles of the qP-wave propagating in quartz at 
y3= 100mm. (a) , Cl2=\l mm/jus , (b) Cl2 =-11 mm/jus , (c) Cl2-10 mm/jus , (d) 
C12 = 5.0mm//is, (e) C12 = 0 mm//A. 
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surface parameter C12. This can easily be seen by simply changing the sign on C12. As 
shown in Fig. 9(b) for C12 = -17 mm/fis the beam is now tilted approximately 45° from the 
positive yi-axis, instead of the negative yi-axis. If we artificially decrease C12 from 
17 mm/fis to 10.0 mm/fis, then the beam becomes broader (see Fig. 9(c)). Figure 9(d) 
shows the beam profile of the qP wave when C12 is 5.0 mm/fis . The width of the beam is 
now even broader than the one shown in Fig. 9(c). When the parameter C12 is set equal to 
zero, the beam cross-sectional profile is not tilted, as shown in Fig. 9(e) but it still has an 
elliptical cross-section because C22 >CU. Other studies could be examined but these basic 
ones should give the reader a feel for the effects of changing the (Cn,C22,Cl2 ) parameters. 
Case III Effects of interface curvatures 
In addition to the material effects caused by changing of the curvatures of the 
slowness surface, the geometry of the interface also plays an important role on the beam 
propagation. These effects have been considered previously for isotropic materials [3], [12] 
so we will only examine them briefly here for the anisotropic case. For this study we will 
consider the same transducer and water/austenitic steel interface again but now where the 
beam is radiated through a curved concave or convex interface along the y^-axis at normal 
incidence (see Fig. 10). First, let the axis of symmetry of the austenitic steel be also aligned 
with the yg-axis. For this case Fig. 11(a) shows the beam profile of the transmitted qP-wave 
radiating through a planar water/austenitic steel interface. This beam profile was also shown 
in Fig. 4(a). Then the same transducer was considered radiating through a cylindrical 
interface having a radius of curvature of -50.8 mm (see Fig. 10 for the definitions of positive 
and negative curvatures). Fig. 11(b) shows the beam profile of the qP-wave for this case 
where it can be seen that the beam is focused by a curved interface that has a negative 
curvature. Figure 11(c) shows the corresponding beam profile when the transducer radiates 
at normal incidence through a cylindrical interface with a positive radius of curvature of 50.8 
mm. In that figure we can see the defocusing effect introduced by the positive curvatures of 
the interface. As expected, this behavior is quite similar to the isotropic case. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 10. Cylindrical interfaces with: (a) a negative curvature, (b) a positive curvature. 
yv mm 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 11. Beam profiles of a qP-wave in the yi-yg plane traveling in austenitic steel: (a) 
planar interface, (b) concave cylindrical interface, (c) convex cylindrical interface. The ya 
axis is aligned with the material axis of symmetry of the austenitic steel. 
To examine the effects of geometrical focusing/defocusing of an interface in a more 
general setting for an anisotropic material we let the material axis of symmetry of the 
austenitic steel be rotated 10° from the y^-axis. For this case Figs. 12(a)-(c) show the 
transmitted beam profiles of the qP-wave radiating at normal incidence through a planar, 
cylindrical focusing and cylindrical defocusing interface, respectively. In all three figures we 
see that the anisotropy causes beam skewing but the focusing and defocusing effects due to 
the curved interface are also present. 
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(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 12. Beam profiles of a qP-wave in the yi-yg plane traveling in austenitic steel: (a) 
planar interface, (b) concave cylindrical interface, (c) convex cylindrical interface. The 
material axis of symmetry of the austenitic steel was rotated 10° from the y^-axis. 
5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The very general multi-Gaussian beam model for multi-layered anisotropic materials 
developed in the first part of this two-part study [1] has been implemented here to study the 
radiation of a transducer beam through a fluid/ anisotropic solid interface. It has been shown 
that this beam model requires a knowledge of the properties of the slowness surface in the 
neighborhood of a given propagation direction in addition to the usual geometrical 
parameters found in isotropic media. These properties include the slopes of the slowness 
surface, and the slowness surface curvatures. Two methods for obtaining these parameters 
were discussed - a numerical fitting method and a faster, more direct method. It was shown 
that both methods are in very good agreement. A series of numerical studies were performed 
to examine the effects of the slowness surface properties on the characteristics of the 
transmitted beam. It was found that changes of the (CU,C22) parameters, in particular, 
produced an axial stretching or shortening of the radiated wave field while changes of the 
C12 parameter produced changes in the tilt of the beam cross-section. Examples of the beam 
I l l  
skewing present in anisotropic materials and the focusing/defocusing effects of a curved 
interface were also presented. These results should help one to better understand the behavior 
of ultrasonic transducer beams when inspecting anisotropic materials. 
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7. APPENDIX 
The explicit expression of group velocity of wave type of a given in the material 
coordinates is (see Eq. (11) in the text) 
C sadada 
< = '  (AD 
Expanding Eq.(Al) and replacing the forth order tensor elements Cjjkl, 
1,2,3) by the reduced elastic constants Cqp,(q,p = 1,2,...6) yields explicit 
expressions for the components of the group velocity vector 
pC\ — (Cnj| + Cl6s2 + Cl5s3^jdldl + (2C16s, + Cl2s2 + C66s2 + C56s3 + C14s3)dld2 
+ (2C15.S'j + C56s2 + C14s2 + C55s3 + Cl3s3)dxd3 + (C66.S'1 + C26s2 + C46s3)d2d2 (A2) 
(2C56sl + C25s2 + C46s2 + C45s3 + C36s3 )d2d3 + (C53J'L + C45s2 + C35S3 )d3d3 
pc2 — + C66.s2 + C56s3 )dldi + (CI2.V| + C66sx + 2C26s2 + C25s3 + C46s3)dld2 
+ (C145j + C565[ + 2C46s2 + C45.s3 + C36s3)dxd3 + {C2(ts] + C22s2 + C24s3)d2d2 (A3) 
(Qe)'vi ^25^i 2C24S2 + C44s3 + C23s3)d2d3 + (C45,S'| + C44s2 + C34s3)d3d3 
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and 
pc3 — (C]5.S| + C56s2 + C55s3 )dld1 + (Cl4.s, + C565, + C25s2 + C46s2 + 2C43s3 )dxd2 
+ + CJYS'J + C45s2 + C36.v2 + 2C35.S3 )d{d3 + (C46.v1 + C42s2 + C44.v3 ^ jd2d2 (A4) 
(^-"35^1 ^34^2 C33S^)D3D3 + (C36.S"| + C45.V, + C44^2 + ^23S2 "*™ 2C34 J"3 )TI?2^3 
The derivative of the group velocity is 
9C, 
~~ 
ai,k,Ak d -, +amsi 
\ 
Err-^k., + ^ kd"di(d°d! + d"df ) 
P \SP ~ Sa ) 
(A5) 
In order to make the reduced explicit expressions of the derivative of the group 
velocity be easily handled, Equation (A5) is rewritten as 
P*a 
d-L,(d»)rId%(d',F. (A6) 
where L is a 3x3 matrix for a given value of p, (p = 1,2,3). Terms in Eq. (A6) are given by 
p — 'mpnr ^mrnp )^r 
(A7) 
Note: Aip = Api, and [hp \m = \Lp\m for a given p.  
By using the reduced elastic constants, Eq. (A7) can be expanded to obtain 
A „ = C „kF+ cjdï f + CH (< f + 2C,XY? + 2C„« + 2C36« 
A22 = +C22(<Y + C41(d"f + 2C„« + 2C46« + 2CM« 
A3, = C53 (< F + C„ (< )' + C„ (< f + 2C45« + 2C„« + 2C„« 
A,2=C„(FR+C2.(^R+C«(<R 
+(C«+C,2KX+(C56+CI4XX + (Q + C«K-< 
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A a=C„(d?f+C l 6(dtf+C3 s(d?J 
+(C„+c„ kx + (c35+c„ HX+(c<5+cx Kx 
+(c2s +^'i(,ViI^r+(c45 + c36 Wr t/-*+(c44+c1.yt'ui 
(A8) 
For the terms with respect to L we have for p = 1,2,3 
[L, 
[LI 
[LI 
[L: 
[L, 
[L, 
[L2 
[L2 
[L2 
[L2 
[L2 
[L2 
[L3 
[L3 
[L: 
[L, 
K 
[L, 
= 2(C,^ + W + C.5<) 
= 2(C^ + W + W) 
= 2(C^ + QX + W) 
= 2C i6S)  + (Cl2 + C 6 6 )S 2  + (C14 + C36 ),s3 
= + ( C W + + ( C . 3 +  
= 2C65,S'! + (C46 + C25 ).v2 + (C36 + C45 ).s': 
22 
33 
12 
23 
22 
33 
2 
3 
23 
= 2(CI6<+C«A° + C,6<) 
= 2(C,6< + C22<+C24<) 
= 2(C4,<+C44s2"+C34<) 
= (C«+C]2 )< + 2C,.,;- + (c«+c, )< 
= (C!4 + C,4 )< + 2C46< +(C„,+ C4, K 
= (C2! + C46 )< + 2C24s2 + (C23 + C„ )< 
= 2(CI5< + C,6< + CM<) 
= 2(C46<+C14< + C14<) 
= 2(C3,<+C34< + C„<) 
= (C56 + Ci4).s'i + (C25 + C46).s2 + 2C45.S3 
= (C55 + C13)s" + (C45 + C36)s" + 2C35< 
= (C45 + C36K + (C42 + C23),s" + 2C34s" 
(A9) 
(A10) 
(Al l )  
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CHAPTER 5. THE KIRCHHOFF APPROXIMATION REVISITED -
SOME NEW RESULTS FOR SCATTERING IN ISOTROPIC AND 
ANISOTROPIC ELASTIC SOLIDS 
A paper submitted to the Research in Nondestructive Evaluation 
Ruiju Huang1, Lester W. Schmerr Jr.2'3, Alexander Sedov4, Timothy A. Gray5 
ABSTRACT 
Through a series of numerical studies that compare the Kirchhoff approximation to 
more exact scattering theories it is demonstrated that the Kirchhoff approximation can 
accurately predict the pulse-echo peak-to-peak responses of spherical pores and circular 
cracks in isotropic media over a very wide range of cases that extend well beyond the limits 
normally associated with this approximation. The reason for this good agreement is shown to 
lie in the ability of the Kirchhoff approximation to model accurately the very early time 
response of the flaw. It is also shown that in the Kirchhoff approximation the pulse-echo 
response of an arbitrary traction-free scatterer in an isotropic elastic solid is identical to the 
same response obtained using a scalar (fluid) scattering model. This leads to simple 
analytical expressions for the pulse echo far field scattering amplitude of some canonical 
geometries (circular cracks, spherical voids, cylindrical holes) and to simplified numerical 
expressions for more general scatterers. For general anisotropic volumetric flaws in an 
anisotropic elastic solid, it is shown that a high frequency asymptotic evaluation of the 
Kirchhoff approximation yields an explicit analytical expression for the pulse-echo leading 
edge response of the flaw. Explicit expressions are also given for the pitch-catch response of 
an elliptical shaped flat crack in a general anisotropic solid. 
1 Primary researcher and author 
2 Author for correspondence 
3 Major professor 
4 Visiting professor 
5 Adjoin assistant professor 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In ultrasonic Nondestructive Evaluation (NDE) flaw inspections an ultrasonic wave 
generated by a transducer propagates through a specimen, and interacts with any flaws 
present. The elastic waves scattered from a flaw are then received and converted to electrical 
signals. In order to understand the relationship between the flaw present and these received 
signals it is essential to be able to model the waves scattered from various types of flaws. As 
a consequence, flaw scattering problems have received substantial attention in the past [1-12]. 
To rigorously solve for the waves scattered by a flaw in an elastic solid requires one to solve 
a very complex boundary value problem. Thus, a number of numerical methods have often 
been used. These include Finite Elements [2], Boundary Elements [3-4], Finite Differences 
[5], the method of optimal truncation (MOOT) [6], T-matrix methods [7], and the 
Elastodynamic Finite Integration Technique (EFIT) [8]. Even with modern computational 
resources, however, these numerical methods are limited by the small wavelengths present in 
the incident and scattered waves, forcing one to use very large computational models. The 
inefficiency of these numerical models in conducting parametric studies has led many 
researchers to consider alternative approximate scattering methods such as elastodynamic ray 
theory [9], low frequency expansions [10], the Born approximation [1, 11-12], and the 
Kirchhoff approximation [1, 13-16]. Of these approximate methods the Kirchhoff 
approximation has proven to be the method with the widest range of applicability for both 
ultrasonic NDE and acoustics problems. In this approximation, on that part of the flaw 
surface where the incident wave can directly strike the surface it is assumed that the 
interaction of the incident wave with the surface is identical to that of an incident plane wave 
with a plane interface whose normal coincides locally with the flaw surface normal. On the 
remainder of the flaw surface, it is assumed the elastic wave fields are identically zero. As 
long as the plane wave reflection/transmission coefficients for a plane interface between the 
flaw and host material are known, the Kirchhoff approximation gives the scattering 
properties of the flaw directly, without the need to solve a boundary value problem. 
Although a considerable literature already exists on the Kirchhoff approximation, for 
both vector elastic wave scattering problems and for scalar acoustic scattering problems, we 
have re-examined this approximation and have come up with new and significant findings on 
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the range of applicability of this approximation and have also obtained some new results for 
the scattering of flaws in both isotropic and anisotropic media. 
In the following section, we will outline how the scattering properties of a flaw 
directly affect the measured voltage in an ultrasonic NDE measurement system. We will 
show that for small flaws the scattering quantity of interest is a particular component of the 
vector far-field scattering amplitude of the flaw while for large flaws it is the kernel of the 
integral that defines that scattering component. We will then demonstrate that for the 
Kirchhoff approximation of the pulse-echo response of stress-free scatterers in an isotropic 
elastic solid (such as voids and cracks) this kernel is identical to the simpler kernel found 
when applying the Kirchhoff approximation to scalar acoustic problems. This fact will be 
used to then obtain explicit expressions for the scattering response of three common 
calibration reflectors used in ultrasonic NDE studies - flat-bottom holes, side-drilled holes, 
and spherical pores. 
It is generally stated in the literature that the Kirchhoff approximation is a high 
frequency approximation suitable only for large non-dimensional wave numbers, i.e. kb» 1, 
where k is the wave number and b a characteristic flaw dimension. However, in recent 
ultrasonic benchmarking studies in which the Kirchhoff approximation has been compared to 
more exact scattering results and to experiments, we (and others) have found that the 
Kirchhoff approximation works well in describing the major characteristics of the pulse-echo 
responses received from simple reference reflectors even for small sizes where kb is not large 
[17, 18]. In an earlier study [19] and the most recent benchmarking studies [20] we have also 
found that the Kirchhoff approximation works well in describing the pulse-echo response of 
a circular crack at relatively high angles (& - 45° - 60°) from normal incidence. This appears 
to be at odds with some previous studies that indicate the Kirchhoff approximation is only 
reliable for predicting the pulse-echo response of a crack over a relatively small angular 
range (o° <#<20°-30°) about normal incidence [14]. In section 4 the Kirchhoff 
approximation is compared to more exact scattering theories for both spherical voids and 
circular cracks to understand these differences and to better define the limits of that 
approximation. In that section it is shown that both the non-dimensional wave number (based 
on the flaw size and the center frequency of the measurement system) and the bandwidth 
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must be considered when examining how well the Kirchhoff approximation can predict the 
pulses seen in NDE tests. Specifically, it is shown that the Kirchhoff approximation can 
predict the "exact" scattered peak-to-peak pulse-echo response to within 1 dB of either a 
spherical void or a circular crack at normal incidence for non-dimensional wave numbers as 
low as 1.0 to 1.5 provided that the system bandwidth is sufficiently high. It is also shown in 
section 4 that the Kirchhoff approximation can indeed predict the peak-to-peak pulse-echo 
response of a crack to within 1 dB even at relatively high angles but that this angle is 
dependent on both the non-dimensional wave number and the system bandwidth. 
Most previous applications of the Kirchhoff approximation have been for flaws 
embedded in isotropic materials but the Kirchhoff approximation can also be applied to 
anisotropic materials [21]. In most cases the complexity of the media involved forces one to 
evaluate integral expressions numerically. In section 5, however, it is demonstrated that by 
applying the method of stationary phase to these integral expressions one can obtain an 
analytical expression for the pulse-echo leading edge response of an arbitrary volumetric 
flaw in an anisotropic medium (where the flaw can also be anisotropic). For the pitch-catch 
response of a flat elliptical crack the integrals can also be performed exactly, leading to an 
analytical expression for the flaw response. To our knowledge, the expression for the pulse-
echo leading edge response is the first analytical scattering expression ever obtained for a 
volumetric flaw in a general anisotropic medium and is a result that is significant from a flaw 
detection standpoint since the leading edge signal is often the largest part of the entire flaw 
response. 
2. FLAW RESPONSE IN AN ULTRASONIC MEASUREMENT SYSTEM 
The voltage response,VR{ct)), received by a transducer in a general ultrasonic flaw 
inspection system can be related to the stress and velocity fields on the surface of the flaw by 
using Auld's reciprocity formulation [22] and following the approach outlined by Schmerr 
[1]. The form of this relationship is: 
(1) 
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Here superscripts (1) and (2) denote the wave fields for two cases. In case one, the 
transmitting transducer A is firing with flaw present; while in case two the receiving 
transducer B is firing and the flaw is absent, and v\"l) are stress and velocity fields for 
problems m=l,2 respectively. The quantities ns are components of the outward unit normal 
to the flaw, pf and cf are the density and wave speed of the fluid, SB is the area of the 
receiving transducer B, and Syis the surface of the flaw. The function j3{co) is the system 
efficiency factor which combines the effects of the pulser/receiver, cabling and the 
transducer on the measured signals [1], The terms v"' and Vg2) are the velocities on the 
surface of transducers A and B, which are assumed to act as piston sources. 
The expression for the received voltage in Eq. (1) is quite general. It is valid for both 
isotropic and anisotropic media. For a pulse-echo setup the same transducer is used as both 
the transmitter and receiver, so that we can let = Vy2) = v0, and the received voltage is then 
given by 
and the fields in cases (1) and (2) are now simply the fields present when the single 
transducer is firing and the flaw is present or absent, respectively. 
We will also assume that the incident wave fields over the surface of the flaw can be 
assumed to behave like quasi-plane waves. This assumption is reasonable since the 
ultrasound beams generated by transducers used in ultrasonic testing typically are well 
collimated. Then for problem (2), since the flaw is absent, the total velocity and stress fields 
can be written as a quasi-plane wave incident beam which has the form 
EXP(I^E" - X) (3) 
rf] - —-VaCijkld"e" exp(i£ae" • x) 
Ca 
(4) 
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where ca and ka are the wave speed and wave number of the incident wave of type a in the 
solid, respectively. The unit vector e" is in the phase velocity direction of the incident wave 
velocity amplitude of the incident wave normalized by the velocity amplitude v0 at the 
transducer's surface. This term takes into account both the transmission and diffraction 
effects in the transducer beam. The CijU tensor represents the elastic constants for the solid 
which can be isotropic and anisotropic. For an isotropic material the ultrasonic waves 
typically present are P- and SV-waves so a = P, SV while for anisotropic materials we can 
have quasi-P or two types of quasi-S waves present and a = qP, qS 1, qS 2. 
For problem (1), the transducer is firing with velocity v0 on the surface and the flaw 
is present. The incident wave fields are also given by expressions similar to Eqs. (3) and (4) 
but for a wave of type /? where [3 can take on the same values as a. In this case, however, 
the total fields on the flaw include both the incident and scattered waves. If we let vt and 
be normalized velocity and stress fields due to a plane wave of unit displacement amplitude, 
then the velocity and stress fields for problem (1) can be written as 
Note that neither î7.(1) and are dimensionless. Using Eqs. (2)-(6), we can write the 
received voltage for pulse-echo setup (with a = /?) as 
in the solid, and d" represents the polarization of the incident wave. The term V" is the 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
where 
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A(<y) -
4% 
f„d"n, +5E«vjn, 
C« 
(8) 
is the kernel containing these normalized fields, r is the radius of the transducer, and p and 
ca are the density and phase velocity in the solid, respectively . 
For small flaws, where the variation of the incident ultrasound beam over the flaw 
surface is negligible, the velocity amplitude terms VA can be removed from the integral over 
the surface. In this case the voltage response is proportional to the term [1] 
A(co) = ^A[co)txç{ikaea-x^jdS (9) 
sf 
In problems involving the scattering of elastic waves in solids, one normally defines 
the scattering of a wave of type a from the flaw at many wavelengths away from the flaw 
due to an incident plane wave of type /? in terms of a vector far field scattering amplitude, 
It can be shown that the A[ÛJ) in Eq. (9) is just the scalar component of the vector 
scattering amplitude given by A[co)~ where d" is the polarization vector of 
the incident wave in problem (2). Thus, in ultrasonic NDE tests, it is this component of the 
vector scattering amplitude or the underlying kernel, A, that we need to examine. 
3. THE KIRCHHOFF APPROXIMATION FOR STRESS-FREE FLAWS IN AN 
ISOTROPIC MATERIAL 
In the Kirchhoff approximation, the surface of the flaw is separated into two parts: a 
lit part where the incident wave can strike the flaw surface directly and a shadowed part 
where the fields are taken to be zero. On the lit part of the flaw surface, the total fields are 
taken to be those of the incident and reflected waves that would exist if the incident wave 
(assumed planar) interacts with a planar surface whose normal coincides with the normal to 
the flaw at every point on that lit surface. Thus, once the plane wave reflection/transmission 
coefficients for the flaw and the host material are obtained, the fields on the entire flaw 
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surface are given explicitly. For example, consider the pulse-echo, same-mode (a = /5) 
response for a flaw in an isotropic material. On the lit surface we can write the normalized 
velocity field appearing in Eq. (8) as 
Here d" is the polarization of the incident plane wave traveling in the e" direction, and d"^  
is the polarization of the reflected wave of type m (m=P,SV). Quantity R'"{a is the plane 
wave reflection coefficient at the interface for a reflected wave of type m due to an incident 
wave of type a. The first term in the right-hand side of Eq. (10) corresponds to the incident 
wave, and the second term is the sum of velocity fields due to all the reflected waves. 
If we consider a stress-free flaw, the traction must vanish on the surface of the flaw, 
and we have = 0. Using this fact and substituting Eq. (10) into Eq. (8) yields 
Although Eq. (11) at this stage is quite complex, we will show that it can actually be reduced 
to a very simple form. 
The fourth order elastic tensor CiJkl can be expressed in terms of wave speeds in the 
isotropic medium as [1] 
(10) 
A(o>)=-^-±TcIMrleyl <+ 2 =xp(ity-x)  
4 71 pca |_ m=P,SV J 2 ijkl k N "i 
(H) 
(12) 
Using Eq. (12), the first term in Eq. (11) can be written as 
P°a 
~ ~Tni icpd"d"e" - c]d"d"e" + c\e"] (13) 
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Eq. (13) can be further reduced for a specific wave of type a. For a P-wave, a = P 
and ep = dp ; for an SV-wave a = SV and esv -dsy = 0. In both cases it is easily shown that 
Eq. (13) reduces to 
^ - n (14) 
The second term in Eq. (11) is much more complex and it is difficult to analytically simplify 
this term. However, if we let ea -n = cos 0 this term can be written as a function of (#,v), 
where v is Poisson's ratio for the material surrounding the stress-free flaw. By varying 
Poisson's ratio over the entire range of possible values (0<v<0.5) it has been shown 
numerically that to within one part in approximately 10n we have 
-^C^efn, X RS"d;=cose = t"-n (15) 
Pca m=P,SV 
0.9 
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c a> 
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100 -50 
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Figure 1. Evaluation of terms on the left-hand (solid line) and right-hand (dashed line) sides 
in Eq. (15) for the P-wave. 
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For example, Fig. 1 shows this second term for P-waves in steel (a = P, v = 0.29 ) 
(solid line) and compares it to cos 6 (dashed line). Similar numerical evaluation for a = SV 
also gives the same result. Hence Eq. (15) is satisfied for any wave of type a (a = P,SV ) 
and for any isotropic elastic solid. 
Using Eqs. (14) and (15) in Eq. (11) then reduces it to the simpler form 
This result was first obtained when performing benchmark studies with simple 
reference reflectors [17], [23]. As shown here it is a general result applicable to any stress-
free scatterer in an isotropic elastic solid and can be used in Eq. (7) for general cases where 
the beam variations cannot be neglected over the flaw surface. Equation (16) is identical to 
the results one would obtain by replacing the elastic wave scattering problem by the much 
simpler acoustic (scalar) problem [1], 
When the beam variations over the flaw are negligible, the measured voltage response 
is proportional to the A(<y) in Eq. (9) so that we see that for the pulse-echo response of a 
stress-free scatterer in this case we have 
In NDE testing, simple stress-free scatterers such as side-drilled holes, spherical pores, 
or circular cracks are often used as reference and calibration standards. In all these cases Eq. 
(17) can be evaluated to obtain analytical expressions for A(<y) : 
(1) Planar circular crack 
For a circular crack in an elastic solid, performing the integral in Eq. (17) gives 
ik, (16) 
ik. (17) 
(18) 
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Figure 2. Three canonical scatterers: (a) circular crack, (b) spherical void, (c) cylindrical 
void. 
where b is the radius of the crack, J, is a Bessel function of order one, and 0 is the incident 
angle as measured from the crack normal. A similar expression can also be obtained for the 
more general case of the elliptical crack [1], 
(2) Spherical void 
For a spherical cavity, the integral in Eq. (17) also can be performed exactly, yielding 
where b is the radius of the sphere. 
(3) Cylindrical cavity (side-drilled hole) 
A side-drilled hole is a common calibration reflector used in NDE tests. If we assume 
that the incident wave is normal to the axis of the cylinder, as is commonly the case in 
calibration setups, then computing the integral in Eq. (17) analytically [24] we find 
(19) 2 " 'I ' JY, 
A(v) = ^ [j,(2kab)-iS,(2kab)y-^ (20) 
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Here L is the length of the cylinder, and b denotes the radius of the cylinder. The J\ and S\ 
functions are Bessel and Struve functions, respectively. It can be shown that the measured 
voltage of the side-drilled hole is proportional to the normalized quantity, A[co)/L [23]. 
Even though all of the scattering expressions given by Eqs. (18)-(20) are of very 
simple form and identical to their scalar (acoustic) wave counterparts, recent benchmarking 
studies have shown them to perform very well in representing pulse-echo peak-to-peak 
responses measured in various ultrasonic setups [20]. However, all of these results are based 
on the Kirchhoff approximation. So it is important to define the domain over which that 
approximation is accurate, as considered in the following section. 
4. WHEN IS THE KIRCHHOFF APPROXIMATION ACCURATE? 
As described in the introduction, conventional wisdom would say that we can expect 
the Kirchhoff approximation to be accurate if kb»l . For cracks, it has also been stated that 
the approximation loses accuracy when describing the pulse-echo response at relatively small 
angles (o0 <6 < 20° - 30° )relative to the crack normal, even when kb » 1. We will show in 
this section that this conventional view of the Kirchhoff approximation is misleading and we 
will better define the domain over which the Kirchhoff approximation is accurate. One 
reason for the confusion over when the Kirchhoff approximation does and does not work 
comes from the fact that in NDE experiments, the measured signals are time-domain pulses, 
while many modeling studies are based on single frequency calculations. Here, we will 
examine the Kirchhoff approximation by evaluating it at many frequencies, multiplying it by 
a Gaussian window with a given center frequency and bandwidth, and using an inverse FFT 
to synthesize a time domain response. Also, we need to have a definition of accuracy that is 
reasonable and practical. Since in most ultrasonic NDE measurement systems there are often 
variations of the measured time domain responses of 1 dB or greater due to noise and other 
uncertainties, we will call the Kirchhoff approximation accurate here if it agrees with more 
exact scattering calculations to within 1 dB or less of peak-to-peak values of the time domain 
waveform. In our studies the peak-to-peak amplitudes of time domain responses predicted by 
the Kirchhoff approximation will be compared with the more exact solutions given by the 
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method of optimal truncation (MOOT) for cracks and the separation of variables method 
(SOV) for spherical voids. For some related studies on the accuracy of the Kirchhoff 
approximation for side-drilled holes, see Lopez-Sanchez et al [25]. 
In the first study we examined the effects of center frequency and bandwidth of the 
Gaussian window on the time domain pulse-echo responses of spherical pores and cracks (at 
normal incidence). The non-dimensional wave number, kb, based on the Gaussian window 
center frequency, was varied from 0.5 to 5.0 in steps of 0.1, which covers a range over which 
we might expect the Kirchhoff approximation to fail. The bandwidth of the Gaussian window 
was also varied from 10% to 90% of the center frequency value with a step of 5% for each 
given kb value. This range includes very narrow band responses and wide band responses, 
covering all the bandwidths one would normally find in practice. The peak-to-peak time 
domain response predicted by the Kirchhoff approximation was then compared with a more 
exact solution for each pair of kb value and bandwidth, and the difference in dB of the 
predicted peak-to-peak values was obtained. 
Bandwidth, % 
Figure 3. Bandwidth and wave number combinations comparing the "exact" predicted peak-
to-peak response of a spherical void computed by the method of separation of variables and 
the approximate response given by the Kirchhoff approximation. Shown are the regions 
where those models differ by less than 1 dB (white), where the difference is between 1 dB 
and 1.5 dB (light gray) and where the difference is greater than 1.5 dB (dark gray). 
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Figure 3 shows the results obtained by comparing the pulse-echo response of a 
spherical pore in the Kirchhoff approximation to the "exact" separation of variables result at 
different bandwidths and kb values. The white region shown in Fig. 3 is where the Kirchhoff 
approximation is accurate (differences < 1 dB) while the light gray region is where 
differences were greater than 1 dB but less than 1.5 dB and the dark gray region is where the 
differences were greater than 1.5 dB. It can be seen from Fig. 3 that for kb > 4.5 
approximately, the Kirchhoff approximation is accurate at all bandwidths. In the region 2.3 < 
kb < 4.5 there are some bandwidth effects but the differences are not large (differences < 1.5 
dB) for all bandwidths greater than approximately 20%. It can be seen that below kb = 1.0 
the differences begin to become greater than 1.5 dB regardless of the bandwidth. In Fig. 3 
there appear to be very low frequency values where the Kirchhoff approximation regains its 
accuracy but this result is not reliable since the low frequency behavior of the Kirchhoff 
approximation can be shown to be incorrect and any such agreement is simply the result of 
canceling errors over the bandwidths considered. 
5 ' ' ' 1 = ' 1 1 r_ 
4.5 
4 
3.5 
3 
S 2 5 a, 
Bandwidth, % 
Figure 4. Bandwidth and wave number combinations comparing the "exact" predicted peak-
to-peak response of a crack at normal incidence computed by MOOT and approximate 
response given by the Kirchhoff approximation. Shown are the regions where those models 
differ by less than 1 dB (white), where the difference is between 1 dB and 1.5 dB (light gray) 
and where the difference is greater than 1.5 dB (dark gray). 
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Figure 4 shows similar results at different bandwidths and kb values obtained when 
comparing the pulse-echo response of a circular crack at normal incidence in the Kirchhoff 
approximation to a more accurate numerical solution obtained with the method of optimal 
truncation (MOOT). It can be seen that for kb > 2.5 the Kirchhoff approximation is accurate 
for all bandwidths. For 1.8 < kb <2.5 there are some bandwidth effects, but only for 
bandwidths less than 20%. Below approximately kb = 1.4, the differences are generally 
greater than 1.5 dB regardless of the bandwidth. 
These results show that for while formally the Kirchhoff approximation is a high 
frequency approximation where kb »1, for spherical pores and circular cracks at normal 
incidence the approximation can remain accurate to much smaller wave numbers, allowing 
this approximation to be used accurately for those scatterers over a very wide range of 
frequencies and flaw sizes. 
Another issue that we will examine is how well the Kirchhoff approximation models 
the pulse-echo scattering of cracks at oblique incidence. It is well know that a flat crack is a 
highly specular reflector, i.e. the response is large at normal incidence but rapidly becomes 
much smaller at obliquely incident angles. A number of studies in the literature have stated 
that the Kirchhoff approximation is only able to accurately model this specular behavior over 
a relatively small angular range from normal incidence. For example, in a paper by Chapman 
and Coffey in 1984 [14], it is stated that: 
" Kirchhoff theory is reasonably accurate near normal incidence, out to about the first 
two side lobes but becomes totally misleading beyond this region; this is as expected. Similar 
behavior occurs in the corresponding behavior of the penny-shaped crack..." 
This would suggest that the Kirchhoff approximation is only applicable to about 20-
30 degrees from normal incidence. However, an experimental study by Gray et al. [19] found 
that the Kirchhoff approximation accurately predicted measured peak-to-peak responses of 
an artificial crack up to angles as large as 60 degrees from normal incidence. In more recent 
ultrasonic benchmark studies the Kirchhoff approximation was also found to work well at 
relatively high angles [20]. The reason for this apparent inconsistency is that bandwidth 
effects play a major role in how well the Kirchhoff approximation can predict the time-
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Figure 5. The maximum incident angle where the peak-to-peak response predicted by the 
Kirchhoff approximation differs by less than 1 dB from the exact result plotted versus the 
bandwidth for kb = 5. 
domain signal of the crack. If one compares the Kirchhoff approximation to more exact 
theories at a single frequency or synthesizes pulses with narrow band functions, one will 
obtain the highly restrictive conditions found by Chapman and Coffey. However, if one 
simulates wider bandwidth responses and compares them to either exact models or 
comparable wide-bandwidth experiments, the Kirchhoff approximation works well at much 
higher angles. To study this issue we compared the pulse-echo time domain responses of 
cracks at oblique incidence with the same results obtained using the method of optimal 
truncation (MOOT). Again we used a Gaussian window function and used as our accuracy 
criterion a 1 dB difference between the two theories, as considered previously. Unfortunately, 
we found that the precise manner in which the angular range of accuracy varies with 
bandwidth also is highly dependent on the wave number, even for kb values where the 
adequacy of the Kirchhoff approximation is not in question from a size/frequency standpoint. 
Thus, we cannot easily display comprehensive results over a wide range of both kb and 
bandwidth values, as in the previous study, but we can demonstrate convincingly the 
bandwidth effects at a given kb value. Figure 5 plots the maximum incident angle (for a case 
where kb = 5) where differences of the peak-to-peak pulse-echo responses of the Kirchhoff 
approximation and MOOT simulations remain less than 1 dB for a circular crack. We can see 
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from that figure that for very small bandwidths the Kirchhoff approximation is accurate only 
at angles less than 15 degrees from normal incidence but this angular range becomes as large 
as 55 degrees for very wide bandwidth systems. This same behavior is also true at other kb 
values but the precise way the maximum incident angle varies with bandwidth may be quite 
different. For very low bandwidth (10-20%) system, we can say that the Kirchhoff and the 
MOOT results generally agree to a maximum angle of about 20 degrees while for wider 
bandwidth (50%) systems the Kirchhoff approximation remains accurate to angles of 45-55 
degrees. 
For volumetric flaws the reason that the Kirchhoff approximation works so well over 
a much wider range of frequencies and/or sizes than one would initially expect is that this 
approximation models the very early time response of the flaw, called here the leading edge 
response, exactly [1], Since this leading edge response is the largest response present in the 
entire scattering signal for many flaws the Kirchhoff approximation can often accurately 
predict the measured peak-to-peak responses. This fact makes the Kirchhoff approximation 
very useful for flaw detectability studies. 
The leading edge response of an arbitrary inclusion can be obtained from Eq. (9) by 
evaluating that integral with the method of stationary phase. For a convex volumetric flaw 
with only one stationary point on its lit surface the pulse-echo leading edge response for 
either P-waves or S-waves is given by [1] 
A(ù/) = ^ ^^(0°)exp(-i2^) (or = P,S) (21) 
where R{ and R2 are principal radii of curvature of the flaw surface at the stationary phase 
point. This stationary point is located on the lit surface where the incident wave direction and 
the normal to the flaw surface are parallel. The term (o°) is the plane wave reflection 
coefficient at normal incidence, and d is the distance in the normal direction from the 
coordinate origin to a tangent plane that touches the flaw surface at the stationary phase point. 
For the spherical void we considered previously, ^ R}R2 = b with b the radius of the 
sphere, and ^,";"(o°)= -1 so that Eq. (21) reduces to 
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(22) 
This leading edge response of the void corresponds to the first term in Eq. (19). 
Figure 6 plots the magnitude of the "exact" frequency domain response predicted by the 
method of separation of variables for the void (solid line) and compares it to the leading edge 
response of Eq. (22) (dashed line). We can see that the leading edge response on the average 
models the exact response reasonably well down to approximately kb = 1, which agrees 
qualitatively with our previous study. The oscillations of the exact solution arise from the 
interference of the frequency components of the leading edge response and a creeping wave 
[1], but this small creeping wave does not significantly affect the peak-to-peak value of the 
main time domain signal, which is controlled by the leading edge response except for small 
frequencies or flaw sizes where kb < 1. 
For the crack at normal incidence, Eq. (18) for the Kirchhoff approximation reduces 
to 
(23) 
0.7 
0 0 5 10 15 20 
kb 
Figure 6. The frequency domain response of a spherical pore predicted by the separation of 
variables approach (solid line) and the leading edge response (dashed line). 
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Figure 7. The frequency domain response of a circular crack predicted by MOOT (solid line) 
and the Kirchhoff approximation (dashed line). 
The magnitude of the expression given by Eq. (23) is plotted in Fig. 7 and compared 
to the corresponding method of optimal truncation (MOOT) solution. As in the void case, the 
Kirchhoff and "exact" theory agree well on the average for approximately kb >1 , which is 
qualitatively consistent with our previous results, except for some small oscillations that the 
MOOT solution contains that are not present in the Kirchhoff solution. These oscillations are 
due to the presence of Rayleigh waves generated on the crack surface that are not predicted 
by the Kirchhoff approximation. For kb < 1, the low frequency Kirchhoff approximation and 
the exact solution differ significantly so that one can expect correspondingly large peak-to-
peak time domain differences, as found in our previous study. These low frequencies 
differences cannot be readily seen on the scale of Fig. 7, but they are easily shown to be 
present. 
At normal incidence, if Eq. (23) is inverted into the time domain one obtains the 
derivative of a delta function (a "doublet") [1]. The MOOT solution in the time domain also 
contains this early time doublet and some later arriving Rayleigh waves, but these surface 
waves are small so again it is because the Kirchhoff approximation predicts the early time 
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response correctly for the crack, which is the major portion of the response, that it can give 
accurate results. 
At oblique incidence, the pulse-echo response of the crack in the Kirchhoff 
approximation is given by Eq. (18). If one inverts this frequency domain result into the time 
domain one obtains an antisymmetrical signal consisting of two "flashpoint" responses [1]. 
The first flashpoint signal coincides when the incident plane wavefront first touches the crack 
edge while the second flashpoint occurs when the wave front last touches the edge. Although 
one could extract these individual flashpoint signals by the method of stationary phase, this is 
not necessary since in the Kirchhoff approximation the flashpoints always occur in pairs, and 
these are the only terms present in Eq. (18). However, it is interesting to note that even at 
extremely high angles = 75°) the Kirchhoff approximation continues to accurately predict 
the first arriving flashpoint. This is shown in Fig. 8 where a crack time domain response is 
simulated by evaluating both the Kirchhoff or MOOT solutions over a very wide bandwidth 
(0< kb< 10, approximately) and then inverting those results into the time domain. It can be 
seen that even at this angle the first flashpoint signal from the Kirchhoff approximation 
agrees reasonably well with the same part of the signal as predicted by MOOT. Overall, 
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Figure 8. A very wide band pulse-echo time domain response of a crack predicted by the 
Kirchhoff approximation (dashed line) and MOOT (solid line) for an angle of incidence of 75 
degrees from the crack normal. 
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however, the peak-to-peak response modeled by Kirchhoff approximation will not be 
accurate at this very high angle since the MOOT solution predicts a larger second flashpoint 
signal and other later-arriving signals, as seen in Fig. 8. This shows that as in the normal 
incidence case the reason that the Kirchhoff approximation can work well for large angles in 
pulse-echo is that the approximation accurately models the early time flaw response well. It 
is only when the second flashpoint signal becomes larger than the first flashpoint and/or 
when the later arriving waves (which include surface waves and other interactions) begin to 
dominate the signal that the Kirchhoff approximation fails. Of course, at high angles the 
Kirchhoff approximation must ultimately fail since it predicts that the total pulse-echo 
response goes to zero at 6 = 90° whereas the exact solution remains finite. 
5. THE KIRCHHOFF APPROXIMATION FOR ANISOTROPIC MEDIA 
5.1 Pulse-echo leading edge response of a flaw 
Equation (9) for the pulse-echo scattering amplitude component, A(<y) , is also 
applicable to a flaw in an anisotropic elastic solid. The only difference from the isotropic 
case is that in an anisotropic solid, three wave types can propagate: quasi-P (qP) waves, and 
two quasi-shear waves (qSl and qS2 waves). The Kirchhoff approximation for the 
normalized velocity on the lit surface is then (see Eq. (10) for the corresponding isotropic 
case): 
v, exp[,*Xef-%)]-iw ^^%expkXe%.%)] (24) 
m=qP,qS\,qS2 
where I and R indicate incident and reflected wave quantity. Both and m denote the type 
of the incident and reflected wave, respectively. The term R™2,/3 is the plane wave reflection 
coefficient for a reflected wave of type m due to an incident wave of type /? , ef is a unit 
vector in the direction of the incident wave, and e^ is a unit vector in the direction of a 
reflected wave of type m . Similarly, the stresses on the lit surface of the flaw are given by 
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T „ = Q J it/% =xp[it,(ef.x)]+ expkfc". x)f (25) 
m=qP,qS\,qS2 
Note that since the phases of all the waves must match, we have 
(26) 
Substituting Eqs. (24)-(26) into Eq. (9) for a pulse-echo, same mode response (a  =  /3 )  gives 
A M = J A C X P  [ 2 I M E " - X ) .  (27) 
where 
A = C, ijki i k j f â+  ZWRfdZe ,  
m=qP,qSl,qS2 
Rl < + Rj 
m=qP,qSl,qS2 
(28) 
and where e" = e" and d = d" are the propagation and polarization directions for solution 
(2). Since the waves scattered from the flaw to the receiver travel oppositely from the waves 
incident from the transducer in solution (2), we can write these expressions also in terms of 
scattered propagation directions and polarizations, e™ and d", respectively, where d"j = -d" 
and e"j - -e". 
Expanding Eq. (28) then we find 
A = - K'RS"CvdM<l°nl - ik?RS"Cmd£e%dln, 
(29) 
where yl and yl denote the two wave types that are different from type a. 
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As in the isotropic case we can evaluate Eq. (27) by the method of stationary phase. For a 
pulse-echo setup, the stationary phase point is the point on the surface where the propagation 
direction of the incident wave is parallel to the normal to the interface at that point so we 
have n, = < = eaSi = -e"\. 
Thus, at the stationary phase point Eq. (29) can be expressed as 
A = " <RS"C,iud»e%e%dl 
-iKRnCiltld°,ke",Adi -
(30) 
Although Eq. (30) contains a complex series of products of propagation directions and 
polarizations, we can simplify this expression by using Christoffel's equation [26], which can 
be written as 
rn = ^ ,^1,^2 (31) 
Multiplying both sides of Eq. (31) by d'", we obtain 
= ^ , m = gf, 4SI, 9^2 (32) 
We can use both Eqs. (31) and (32) in Eq. (30) to obtain 
A = -i2%%% (33) 
But for our pulse-echo case we also have daSj - d^, so we obtain simply 
A = -i2W:% (34) 
When we evaluate Eq. (27) by the method of stationary phase, it is precisely the value of A 
given by Eq. (34) that is needed. Thus, assuming that we have a convex flaw with only one 
stationary phase point on the lit surface, the stationary phase approximation gives [1] 
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(35) 
where R"{P (o" ) is the plane wave reflection coefficient at normal incidence for an incident 
and scattered wave of type a, Rx and R2 are principal radii of curvature of the surface at the 
stationary phase point, and d is the distance in the normal direction from the coordinate 
origin to a tangent plane that touches the flaw surface at the stationary phase point. 
Equation (35) is our final pulse-echo leading edge response of a volumetric flaw. 
Both the host material and the flaw properties can be those of general anisotropic material. 
To our knowledge, Eq. (35) is the first such analytical result for scattering of a general flaw 
in a general anisotropic medium. Comparing Eq. (35) with Eq. (21) we see that the 
anisotropic case is identical in form to the isotropic case. The reflection coefficient in Eq. 
(35), of course, must be obtained for the appropriate anisotropic materials involved for the 
flaw and host material. In our discussion of the Kirchhoff approximation for isotropic media 
we saw that the primary reason that the Kirchhoff approximation worked so well in that case 
was that it contained the leading edge response of the flaw. Thus, we might expect that Eq. 
(35) will be as useful for accurately describing the response of flaws in anisotropic materials. 
Proof of this will require comparisons with more exact scattering theories and with 
experiment. 
5.2 Response of a crack 
Cracks are also an important type of flaw in anisotropic media such as composites. 
Here will demonstrate how the Kirchhoff approximation gives an explicit result for a crack in 
an anisotropic solid for a general pitch-catch setup. Since the crack is stress free, placing the 
condition zyz, = 0 in Eq. (8), we find, for the kernel function, A, 
A{Q)) - -
4 ml 
exp • x  (36) 
where 
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(37) 
m=qP ,qS\,qS2 
and 
cp 
a\P\ a\P 
for an incident wave of type /? traveling in the ef direction and a scattered wave of type a 
in the e" direction. The unit vector, e";/?, is determined by the wave speeds and these 
incident and scattered wave directions. 
If the crack is small enough that the incident fields do not vary significantly over the 
flaw surface then as shown previously the measured flaw response depends on a particular 
component of the vector far field scattering amplitude, A(<y), of the flaw. For a flat crack in 
an anisotropic medium we have 
For a planar elliptical crack with semi-major axes ai, a^ along the unit vector 
directions u, and u2 respectively, the integral in Eq. (38) can be calculated analytically [1] 
and we find 
(38) 
with = C,,w/z,Dfd"gS. ijki'H'-'i sk si 
(39) 
with r"'p - -Ja\ (e"'^ • u{ f + al (ea:/? • u2 )2 , and /, is a Bessel function. 
The form of Eq. (39) is very similar to the isotropic case. For a pulse-echo setup 
where a = /?, d" = -d", and e" = -ef, the quantity is given by 
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Again, yi and y2 are the two modes that are different from the mode a under consideration 
for the incident and scattered waves in pulse-echo. 
For the isotropic case we can use Eq. (12) to obtain 
)] 
+ 
+ 
(41) 
+ . 
In the coordinate system shown in Fig. 2(a), the normal to the crack is n = (0,0,l). 
Considering the P-wave, for example, a = P. Let yl = SV and y2 = SH , then we have the 
following expressions for the propagation and polarizations directions of both the incident 
and reflected waves: ef = df = (0,sin/9,-cos<9) , = (o,- cos 0SR, sin 6^ ) , and 
ef = df = (0,sin <9, cos#) with 9 the incident angle as measured from the crack normal. The 
angle 0R is the corresponding reflected angle of the SV-wave and we note the reflection 
coefficient for a reflected SH-wave is zero. Then Eq. (41) reduces to 
Fp'p/pc2p = - cos 6 - cos Q (•4 c2 /c2p sin2 6 -1 ) 
r , / o (42) 
+Ri2,P sin 6sr+2 cl/c2p (sin 6 cos 6 cos 0SR - sin2 /9sin 0R J 
When the reflection coefficient expressions are placed into Eq. (42) and the equation 
evaluated numerically, as expected from our previous discussion this expression reduces to a 
result identical to the scalar case, namely 
F^//X?:=-2COSE (43) 
so that for the pulse-echo response of a planar circular crack of the radius b, Eq. (39) 
becomes 
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A(0,) = ikFb*-CQseJ'{2k-b™e) (44) 
^ ^ ' 2^6sin^ 
which is identical to Eq. (18) for the case a = P . A similar reduction to Eq. (18) occurs for 
the case of an incident shear wave. 
6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
The Kirchhoff approximation for the pulse-echo elastic wave scattering of stress-free 
scatterers (voids, cracks, etc.) in isotropic media has been shown to be identical to the 
Kirchhoff approximation for an equivalent scalar problem. This result has been used to 
express the responses of three important canonical flaw shapes (circular cracks, spherical 
voids, cylindrical voids) in very simple terms. This result can also be used to obtain the 
response of more complex scattering shapes in an isotropic solid in a very efficient manner. 
We have also shown that the Kirchhoff approximation is a very versatile 
approximation whose range of validity for spherical voids and circular cracks in isotropic 
media extends well beyond the size/frequency and angular ranges commonly assumed for 
this approximation. We have demonstrated that the reason for this success of the Kirchhoff 
approximation is that it accurately models the early time responses of these flaws, a part of 
the total flaw signal that is often the largest response present. We have also obtained this 
early time leading edge response explicitly for the pulse-echo scattering of an anisotropic 
volumetric flaw in an anisotropic solid. The form of this leading edge response is identical to 
the isotropic case and to our knowledge is the first such analytical expression available for 
the scattering of an anisotropic inclusion in a general anisotropic solid. Finally, we have 
shown that the Kirchhoff approximation for the pitch-catch response of a flat, elliptical crack 
in an anisotropic medium is also identical in form to the isotropic case. 
All of these results demonstrate that while the Kirchhoff approximation has been used 
for many years for a variety of vector and scalar scattering problems, there is still much about 
this approximation that we can better understand and that new and significant results can be 
obtained with it. 
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CHAPTER 6. A MODIFIED BORN APPROXIMATION FOR 
SCATTERING IN ISOTROPIC AND ANISOTROPIC ELASTIC SOLIDS 
A paper submitted to the Journal of Nondestructive Evaluation 
Ruiju Huang1, Lester W. Schmerr Jr.2'3, Alexander Sedov4 
ABSTRACT 
A new modified Born approximation (MBA) is presented that significantly extends 
the range of validity of the Born approximation to include the pulse-echo responses of 
strongly scattering inclusions in an elastic solid. The MBA also improves on the doubly 
distorted Born approximation (DDBA), a similar modification of the Born approximation 
that has been recently developed. These improvements are demonstrated by comparing the 
MBA , the Born approximation and the DDBA with the exact separation of variables solution 
for spherical inclusions in isotropic media. Furthermore, it is shown that the form of the 
MBA remains valid even for the pulse-echo scattering of an anisotropic inclusion in a general 
anisotropic elastic medium so that it is potentially applicable to a wide class of flaws and 
materials. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Elastic wave scattering by inclusions is a problem that has been widely studied in the 
field of ultrasonic nondestructive evaluation (NDE) [1-10]. In ultrasonic NDE knowledge of 
the flaw scattering process is important since it is fundamental to understanding the 
relationship between the flaw signals that are measured and the nature of the flaw present. 
There are a few exact elastic wave scattering solutions of inclusions that can be obtained 
using the method of separation of variables (SOV). Ying and Truell, for example, developed 
1 Primary researcher and author 
2 Author for correspondence 
3 Major professor 
4 Visiting professor 
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the SOV solution for the longitudinal wave scattering by uniform spherical inclusions [1]. 
Later, Einspruch et al. obtained the SOV solution to the shear wave scattering of spherical 
inclusions [2], Except for the spherical inclusion, however, most elastic wave scattering 
problems cannot be solved exactly. Thus one is forced to use either numerical or approximate 
methods. Numerical methods like finite elements, boundary elements, finite differences, T-
matrix methods, and the elastodynamic finite integration technique (EFIT) have all been used 
to consider more general scattering shapes, but these methods are inherently limited in NDE 
applications by the computational costs of dealing with propagating waves having very small 
wavelengths [3-7]. Approximate methods that have been considered for inclusions include 
low frequency approximations [8-9], the Kirchhoff approximation [10-11], and the Born 
approximation. Here our focus will be on the Born approximation. Gubernatis et al. 
developed the Born approximation for the scattering of elastic waves by flaws in materials 
[12-13]. Since then the Born approximation has been applied to a variety of direct and 
inverse scattering problems in isotropic elastic solids [14-18], For anisotropic solids, the 
Born approximation has been mainly used in geophysics problems to model the energy 
scattered from small perturbations in the slowness and density of an elastic medium [19-21]. 
Some authors have also applied the Born approximation to the scattering of elastic waves by 
inclusions in anisotropic solids [22-23], However, compared with its use for isotropic 
materials, the application of the Born approximation in anisotropic media has received much 
less attention. 
The Born approximation generally assumes that the flaw material properties differ 
only slightly from the host material and approximates the fields inside the flaw by the 
incident wave fields. With this assumption scatterers of complex shapes are easily treated, 
bypassing the need to solve a complex boundary value problem for the scattered waves. 
Unfortunately it can be demonstrated that the Born approximation only works well at very 
low frequencies and for very weak scatterers. For the types of inclusions that might be found 
in NDE tests the Born approximation generally predicts incorrect scattered wave signals. 
Recently a modification of the Born approximation, called the doubly distorted Born 
approximation (DDBA), has been developed to try to improve the scattering results for 
inclusions in isotropic solids [24]. However the DDBA itself has remaining deficiencies. The 
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method does improve on the scattering amplitude predictions of the ordinary Born 
approximation but it still retains some amplitude errors for relatively strong scatterers and 
also generates an incorrect arrival time for the first arriving signal from the flaw. 
This paper will examine the Born approximation for both isotropic and anisotropic 
media. The study will show that some simple phase and amplitude modifications can be 
applied to the DDBA that lead to a significantly improved model for both weak and strong 
scatterers. This modified Born approximation (MBA) will be compared with exact scattering 
solutions obtained with the method of separation of variables (SOV) for spherical inclusions 
in an isotropic elastic solid [25-26]. It will be shown that the MBA corrects some errors of 
the ordinary Born approximation in the weak scattering limit and also improves the accuracy 
of the early time flaw response (which is often the largest signal present) for strongly 
scattering flaws, in comparison to the ordinary Born approximation and the DDBA. It will 
also be shown that the simple form of the MBA remains valid for anisotropic elastic solids 
and anisotropic flaws. 
2. BORN APPROXIMATION 
In a general pitch-catch ultrasonic immersion testing setup, a sound beam from a 
planar transducer A radiates into a solid through a fluid-solid interface, and is scattered by a 
flaw in the solid. The response is then received by a transducer B. Using Auld's reciprocity 
relationship [27], the frequency components of the received voltage, VR (co), can be written in 
terms of the velocity and stress fields on the surface of the flaw [16] as 
Here superscripts (1) and (2) denote the wave fields for two cases. In case (1), transducer A 
is firing with flaw present; while in case (2) transducer B is firing and the flaw is absent. The 
variables r^m) and vjm) are the stress and velocity fields for cases m = 1,2 respectively. Also, 
nt are the components of the outward unit normal to the flaw, pf and cf are the density and 
(1) 
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wave speed of the fluid, and SB is the area of the received transducer B while Sf is the 
surface of the flaw. The factor /3{co) is the system efficiency function which combines the 
effects of the pulser/receiver, cabling and the transducer on the measured signals [16]. 
Finally, and v^2) are the velocities on the surface of the transducers A and B when those 
transducers are firing in cases (1) and (2), respectively, where it is assumed that both 
transducers act as piston sources. Equation (1) is a very general result that depends primarily 
on assumptions of the linearity and reciprocity of the ultrasonic system. This equation for the 
received voltage is valid for both isotropic and anisotropic media. 
Equation (1) can be expressed in terms of a volume integral by use of the divergence 
theorem, which gives 
Vf S BVA VB Vf 
Since the flaw is present for problem (1) and absent for problem (2), the stresses for 
both problem (1) and (2) satisfy the equations of motion = -p{)û)Lu{.) and tfj = -paTuf], 
where p0 and p are the density for the flaw and host materials respectively. In what follows, 
the time dependency factor exp(-ititf) of the wave fields is suppressed. Using these 
equations of motion and the relationship between the velocities and displacements 
v.m) = -iœu\m), m = 1,2 in Eq. (2) yields 
P f f ^ B A  V B  v f  
where Ap  =  p a -p .  
For a general anisotropic solid 
(4) 
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with ACiJkl - C,°H - Cijkl, where C"H and C,yH are the fourth order stiffness tensors of the flaw 
and host materials, respectively. 
Applying Eq. (4) to Eq. (3), the received voltage then reduces to 
V>)=2i^f(fv'V" jMvf'v»' - AC#„v:>»]rfV (5) Z.IUJ/J ft fd BV A Vg 
Note that this is an exact volumetric integral representation for the received voltage 
applicable to an arbitrarily shaped volumetric inclusion in a general anisotropic medium. 
Since an ultrasonic transducer typically generates a well collimated beam that travels 
in a given direction, it is reasonable to assume that the incident wave fields behave like 
quasi-plane waves [16]. Then for problem (2) with the flaw absent, the total velocity field 
can be written in the quasi-plane wave form 
v'2> = vfvad°exp[i£fze" • x] (6) 
where ka is the wave number of the incident wave of type a in the host material, e" is a 
unit vector in the propagation direction and d" are the components of a unit vector in the 
polarization direction of the incident wave. The term Va is the velocity amplitude of the 
incident wave normalized by the velocity amplitude at the transducer's surface. This 
term takes into account both the transmission and diffraction effects in the transducer beam 
[16]. For an isotropic solid both compressional (P ) waves and vertically polarized shear (SV) 
waves are generally present so we can have a = P,SV while for anisotropic solids a quasi-
compressional (qP) wave and two types of quasi-shear (qSi, qSz) waves can exist so we can 
have  in s t ead  a  = qP ,  qS ] ,  qS 2 .  
For problem (1), the transducer is firing with velocity on the surface and the flaw 
is present. The incident wave fields are also given by the form identical to Eq. (6) but for a 
wave of type of /?, where /? can range over the same values as a. In this case the total fields 
in the flaw include both the incident and scattered waves. If we let be normalized 
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velocity fields due to plane wave of unit displacement amplitude at the flaw, then the velocity 
and stress fields for problem (1) can be written as 
(i) (?) 
-i co 
Here the term V^has a similar meaning as V" but for a wave of type of [3. Note that is 
not dimensionless. 
Substituting Eqs. (6) and (7) into Eq. (5) we obtain 
v« (®) = fv'v" exp[i*„e" • x][iApof^ d" + AC '^X*? (8) 
i\copfcfbB ^ 
For small flaws, i.e. where the variations of both Vp and V" over the flaw can be 
neglected, these terms can be taken out of the integral in Eq. (8). The term that remains in the 
volume integral is then proportional to a scalar quantity which we will designate as Aa'^. 
This scalar quantity is a component of the well-known plane wave vector far-field scattering 
amplitude, of the flaw given by the relationship A";/3 = Aa;/? -(-d"), where recall d is 
the polarization of the incident wave in problem (2) [16]. Since normally the scattering 
amplitude is given in terms of scattered rather than incident wave quantities, we can define 
scattered wave propagation and polarization directions, e" and d" , in terms of the 
corresponding quantities for the incident wave in problem (2) by e" = -e" and d" = -d". 
Here the subscript S is used to explicitly indicate that these are scattered wave quantities. 
Then the scalar scattering amplitude term, Aa'^, can be written as 
-1 }[- lc* ]exp[-%«; • x]jV (9) 
The received voltage for the case when the beam variations over the flaw can be 
neglected is then given by 
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y* (6/) = fy^  
—ik a S B  PfCf  
(10) 
Equation (10) is the form of the ultrasonic response that is pertinent to all our 
subsequent studies of the Born approximation. This equation shows that the measured 
ultrasonic voltage is proportional to the scalar scattering amplitude component, Aœ,p, so we 
will concentrate all our remaining discussions on the behavior of this component. 
The Born approximation assumes the material properties of the flaw are only slightly 
different from those of the host material and so replaces the field in problem (1) by simply 
the incident plane wave (of type /3 ) that travels in the host material when the flaw is absent. 
The normalized displacement components of this incident wave are given by 
M;(1) = dft exp[i&/?ef -xjwith the subscript / indicates an incident wave quantity. Then the 
normalized velocity components appearing in Eq. (9) are also 
(11) 
Placing Eq. (11) into Eq. (9), Aa'p can be written in the form 
(12) 
where 
(13) 
and 
(14) 
with g";/? = —ef -e". 
cR 
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Figure 1. Geometry of an ellipsoid with semi-major axes (a,,a2,a3) along the 
(uj,u2,u3) directions. For a pulse-echo setup a unit vector in the incident wave direction is 
e" and the unit vector in the scattered wave direction, e" = -e" , is given by e" = -e" . 
The term /(e";ef ) is called the material coefficient, and G(e";ef ) is a geometry shape 
function. The material property changes are all contained in this material coefficient and 
enter via Ap and ACijkl, while the geometry shape function integral shows how the shape 
and size of the flaw affect the overall flaw response. 
Equation (12) gives the Born approximation for a weakly scattering anisotropic flaw 
in a general anisotropic medium. Even though it is in a very simple form it is applicable 
(assuming the weak scattering assumptions are valid) to both complex flaw shapes and 
material types. For general flaw geometries the volume integral in Eq. (14) must be done 
numerically. However, for some simple flaw shapes, this shape function can be evaluated 
analytically. For example, the scattering amplitude component for a volumetric ellipsoidal 
f l a w  ( s e e  F i g .  1 )  w i t h  s e m i - m a j o r  a x e s  a x ,  a 2 ,  a n d  a 3  i n  t h e  d i r e c t i o n s  u , ,  u 2 ,  a n d  u 3 ,  
respectively, can be written as 
A"-'(15) 
K\ 8 Ye 
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where /, is a spherical Bessel function and re -^jaf(eq -ii,)2 + a\( e q  -u 2f + a](ef/ -u^ , with 
e a unit vector in the g";/? direction. The quantity re is the distance in the tq direction from 
the origin of the ellipsoid to a plane tangent to the ellipsoid surface, where the plane is also 
perpendicular to eq. This distance, re, is referred to as the equivalent radius of the ellipsoid 
in the e direction [16]. For the special case of a spherical inclusion of radius a , 
&\ — &2 — — & • 
An important special case of Eqs. (12) and (15) that we will consider is the pulse-
echo, same mode (a = fi) case. For this type of setup we have d" = -d",e" = -e" and also 
ga'a = 2e", re = ija? (e" -u,) + <22 (e" -u2) + a3 (e" -u3) . For an ellipsoidal flaw the pulse-
echo scattering amplitude component, Aa,a (co), is then given by 
)*1*243 sm 2^r, - 2^r, cos 2&„r, 
4 r 2^^ 
(16) 
with 
y ( _ e « . e » ) =  ^ \ k  e i l  d a  e i j  I  c a  
P 
(17) 
If we use an inverse Fourier transform and invert Eq. (16) into the time domain, we 
obtain the pulse-echo impulse response of the flaw in the Born approximation, aœa (t), given 
by 
d^d  2^3 
8/ 
r  2 r ^  
+ S 
f  2r/ C „  / 2r, 2r 1 S t + — t ——U — ,—; t  
I J C a )  2 r„ V ca J 
(18) 
where S is the delta function and U (-r /ca,re Ica\l) is a box-like function that is unity for 
-r /ca <t < re/ ca and zero otherwise. 
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Equation (18) is in a form that is identical to that for the pulse-echo response of an 
isotropic inclusion in an isotropic material [16]. The material coefficient/(e";ef ) in Eq. (17), 
which is valid for a general anisotropic flaw in an anisotropic medium, reduces to the 
isotropic case expressions given in [16]. The Born response of Eq. (18) for the ellipsoid 
predicts a delta function leading edge response when the incident wave front first touches the 
flaw surface, followed by a constant response as the wave passes over and through the flaw, 
and finally predicts another delta function trailing edge response (of equal amplitude to the 
first) when the incident wave front last touches the flaw surface. 
Unfortunately, the weak scattering assumption of the Born approximation is a very 
strong assumption that renders this approximation of limited use for NDE flaw scattering 
problems where the inclusion material properties may not be very similar to those of the host 
material. This can be seen by considering the pulse-echo response of spherical inclusions for 
isotropic media and comparing the Born approximation to "exact" separation of variables 
(SOV) results. We performed such comparisons in the time domain by calculating the 
frequency response of inclusions over a frequency range of 0 - 10 MHz and then tapered the 
frequency response values smoothly to zero over the 10-20 MHz range with a sine function 
window. These frequency values were then inverted into the time domain with a Fast Fourier 
Transform (FFT), generating a very wide-band pulse-echo response. Figure 2(a) for example, 
compares the Born approximation and SOV solutions for the pulse-echo P-wave time-
domain response of a 1 mm radius spherical inclusion in steel where both the density ratio 
and wave speed ratio of the inclusion to the host material were taken to be 1.1. Both the 
leading and trailing edge delta functions are clearly visible in both the Born and SOV 
solutions, as is the intermediate constant response predicted by Eq. (18). As indicated in Fig. 
2(a) and all subsequent figures the black arrows present represent the correct arrival times for 
the front and back surface delta functions. We have included those arrows to help the reader 
see the time of arrival errors present (if any) in the models discussed. The Born 
approximation models the early arriving delta function well for this case but overestimates 
the amplitude of the trailing delta function and predicts the arrival time of that delta function 
incorrectly. Also, as expected, the SOV solution in Fig. 2(a) contains other later arriving 
waves that are not predicted by the Born approximation. As shown in Figs. 3(a), 4(a), for 
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both density and wave speed ratios of 1.5 and 2.0, respectively, the differences between the 
Born approximation and the SOV solution grow even larger, with the Born approximation 
now overestimating significantly the amplitude of the first arriving delta function, and with 
even larger differences in the amplitude and arrival time of the trailing delta function (see the 
arrows in Figs. 2(a) - 4(a)) that locate the correct arrival times of these delta functions). The 
differences between the Born approximation and SOV solution in predicting the peak-to-
peak values of the waveforms shown in Figs. 2(a) - 4(a) are given in the first row of Table I. 
It is evident that the Born approximation quickly loses its ability to model the overall 
amplitude of the scattered wave forms for the stronger scattering flaws and even for the 
relatively weak scattering case of Fig. 2(a) there are significant time of arrival and amplitude 
errors in the Born approximation's prediction of the trailing delta function. Thus, it is 
necessary to consider ways in which we might improve on the Born approximation while 
retaining its simple form. 
3. DOUBLY DISTORTED BORN APPROXIMATION 
The doubly distorted Born approximation (DDBA) has been recently developed to try 
to remedy some of the deficiencies of the Born approximation outlined in the previous 
section [24]. In the DD Born approximation, the normalized velocity field in the flaw is taken 
to have the plane wave form 
where k^0 is the wave number of the wave of type /3 for the flaw material. Comparing Eq. 
(19) with Eq. (11) one can see that the only difference is that the wave number for the 
host medium in Eq. (11) is replaced by the wave number kfi0 for the flaw material in Eq. 
(19). In the DDBA the host material properties in the external coefficient of in Eq. (9) 
are also replaced by those of the flaw and the wave number, ka, appearing explicitly in the 
integrand is replaced by ka0. With all these replacements Eq. (9) is changed to 
(19) 
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4W, 
V J[-i®A/M'X + Aq„v«X>-/c„0]exp[--x^V (20) 
Substituting Eq. (19) into Eq. (20), we then obtain the reduced form of the scattering 
amplitude component in the DDBA as 
*"=74-/(«?;«f)G(e?;ef) (21) 
with now 
/ (c" ' cf ) = + &Cjjki dfkendsiesj lcaocpo ^2) 
Po 
G(e";ef ) = jexp[zl„0g":/? • x]rfV (23) 
and = ^-ef-e^. 
c po  
For the case of a pulse-echo, same mode response of an ellipsoidal inclusion the 
DDBA gives 
^.^^a^sin2^/;-2^/;cos2^r, ^ 
""
CaOre 4r/ 2LnC 
with 
/(- e°;e° ) = AP + ^Cmd>nd>°Jclo (25) 
A) 
Inverse Fourier transforming Eq. (24) then we obtain the pulse-echo impulse response 
of the ellipsoidal inclusion as 
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a 
a;a 
= /(-„? ;e?P 
8 r 
<t +^ 
+ Ô 
/ 2r/ 
-
c
- ^u  
f 2 re 2r S t — 
V Ca0 J V Ccc0; 2re V Ca0 C„o J 
(26) 
Comparing Eq. (26) with Eq. (18), it can be seen that they are of identical forms. Both 
the Born and DDBA predict two delta functions and a U function response, but the 
amplitudes of these components in the DDBA differ from the Born approximation as well as 
their time of arrivals. To see how the DDBA improves the ordinary Born approximation we 
made wide band time domain comparisons of the DDBA with the method of separation of 
variables, following the same approach discussed in the last section. Figure 2(b) shows a 
comparison of the SOV solution and the DDBA for the P-wave pulse-echo response of a 
1mm spherical inclusion in steel where the ratios of both the density and wave speed between 
the flaw and host materials are again 1.1 as considered in Fig. 2(a). In this case the Born 
approximation and the DDBA predict about the same amplitudes. The DDBA Born 
approximation does now correctly predict the relative time of arrival of the second delta 
function (with respect to the first delta function), but from Fig. 2(b) we now see that the 
absolute arrival time of the first delta function is now incorrect, while it was correct for the 
original Born approximation (Fig. 2(a)). 
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Figure 2. P-wave pulse-echo response of a 1 mm spherical inclusion in steel obtained by (a) 
the Born approximation and the SOV method, (b) the DDBA and the SOV method. The 
density ratio and wave speed ratio are both 1.1.The arrows indicate the correct arrival times 
of the front and back surface delta functions. 
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Figure 3. P-wave pulse-echo response of a 1 mm spherical inclusion in steel obtained by (a) 
the Born approximation and SOV method, (b) the DDBA and the SOV method. The density 
ratio and wave speed ratio are both 1.5. The arrows indicate the correct arrival times of the 
front and back surface delta functions. 
If we increase the ratios of both the density and wave speed to 1.5 the P-wave pulse-
echo responses for both the SOV and the DDBA are plotted in Figure 3(b). Again, the DDBA 
approximation predicts the correct relative arrival time of the second delta function but now 
it also predicts an amplitude for the first delta function that is closer to the SOV result than 
that of the ordinary Born approximation (compare Fig. 3(b) to Fig. 3(a)). As the density and 
wave speed differences become even larger, the DDBA continues to model the amplitude of 
the first arriving delta function much better than the Born approximation, as can be seen from 
Fig. 4(b). The second row in Table I summarizes the peak-to-peak differences between the 
SOV solution and the DDBA for the three cases of Figs. 2(b) - 4(b). Comparing the DDBA 
to the Born approximation results in that table we see that the DDBA has made a significant 
improvement over the Born approximation in the ability to model the amplitude of the 
scattered waves, particularly for those inclusions that are not weak scatterers. 
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Figure 4. P-wave pulse-echo response of a 1 mm spherical inclusion in steel obtained by (a) 
the Born approximation and the SOV method, (b) the DDBA and the SOV method. The 
density ratio and wave speed ratio are both 2.0. The arrows indicate the correct arrival times 
of the front and back surface delta functions. 
Table I Differences between the SOV solution for the peak-to-peak amplitude P-wave 
pulse-echo responses of spherical inclusions and those predicted by the Born approximation 
and the DDBA. 
Radius of the spherical inclusion 1mm 
Ratio of the wave speed and 
density 1.1 1.5 2.0 
Born approximation 5.5% 31.4% 68.1% 
DDBA -3.6% -10.7% -12.6% 
Why does the DDBA predict significantly better pulse-echo amplitudes than the 
ordinary Born approximation? The reason lies in changes that the DDBA makes to the 
behavior of the material coefficient factor, /(-e";e"). For the case of isotropic materials, it 
has been previously shown that in the weak scattering limit the / factor in the ordinary Born 
approximation for the pulse-echo response of a flaw is given by 
/(-e^;er)/4 = ^ ^(0°) (27) 
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where Ra'a (o° ) is the plane wave reflection coefficient at normal incidence for the host and 
flaw materials. For the first arriving delta function of the ellipsoidal inclusion in the Born 
approximation we then have from Eq. (18) 
(28) 
It is remarkable that we can also obtain Eq. (28) for the early time response of an inclusion 
by considering the high frequency stationary phase approximation of the Kirchhoff 
approximation for the ellipsoid [16]. Since the Kirchhoff approximation is suitable for 
treating strongly scattering flaws, this suggests that by making the /(-e";e" )/4 factor better 
approximate the plane wave reflection coefficient appearing in Eq. (28) for both weak and 
strong scatterers the amplitude predictions of the Born approximation will be significantly 
improved. This is precisely what happens with the DDBA since as Fig. 5 shows, the factor 
f/4 for the DDBA does track the behavior of the reflection coefficient much better than the 
same factor obtained with the ordinary Born approximation. 
4. A NEW MODIFIED BORN APPROXIMATION 
The results of the last section suggest that there is another simple way to improve 
upon the pulse-echo amplitude predictions of the DDBA while also fixing the time of arrival 
errors contained in this approximation. Consider first the spherical inclusion case. By 
applying a simple phase compensation of the form exp[2ika0a(l - ca0/ca )] to the DDBA one 
can obtain correct arrival times for both the leading and trailing delta functions. Also, by 
replacing the DDBA factor, f/4 by the exact plane wave reflection coefficient as given in Eq. 
(27) we expect the amplitude predictions will also be improved. With both of these changes 
the pulse-echo response of the spherical inclusion becomes 
A"* = -a exp[2;*„Xl " A* )]#""" k ) ^  ^ 
2ka0a 
(29) 
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0.7 
0.3 
0.2 
Figure 5. A comparison of the factor f / 4  contained in the Born approximation (dashed 
line), the same factor in the DDBA (solid line) and the exact reflection coefficient (dot-dash 
line). The density ratio, pQ!p, and the wave speed ratio, cp0/cp , are varied such that 
PolP ~~ cP O / C P  •  
We will call this approximation the modified Born approximation (MBA). Figure 6 
shows wide bandwidth P-wave pulse-echo responses of a spherical inclusion in steel 
simulated in the same fashion as described for the Born approximation and DDBA. The radii 
of the spherical inclusions are 1.0 mm for Fig. 6 (a) - (c), and 2.0 mm for case (d). The ratios 
of both the density and wave speed for Fig. 6 (a), (b), and (d) are 1.1, 1.5, and 2.0 
respectively. In Fig. 6(c) the ratios of the density and wave speed are 2.0 and 1.5. In all 
figures, the solid lines represent the response predicted by the MBA and the dashed ones 
denote the SOV solution. It can be seen from Figs. 6 (a) - (d) that the MBA predicts the 
amplitude of the first arriving delta function for all the cases considered and obtains correctly 
the arrival times of both delta functions. Like the Born approximation and the DDBA, the 
MBA often severely overestimates the amplitude of the second delta function and does not 
include any of the later arriving waves present from the SOV solution. Similar results were 
obtained with the MBA for the pulse-echo SV-wave responses of spherical inclusions in steel, 
as shown in Figs. 7 (a)-(d). For first three cases 7(a), 7(b) and 7(c) the radii of the spherical 
inclusions are 1.0 mm, 2.0 mm, and 4.0 mm respectively, and the ratios of both the density 
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and wave speed are 1.1, 1.5 and 2.0. For Fig. 7(d), the radius of the sphere is 4.0 mm; the 
ratios of the density and wave speed are 1.5 and 2.0 respectively. 
(a) (b) 
I 
J\ 
— MBA 
SOV 
J i /V"',: > \ .». -
1 
1 
M |Y-*- II- - V s 
, 
-0.5 0 0.5 
Time, us Time, us 
(C) (d) 
Figure 6. P-wave pulse-echo response of a spherical inclusion in steel obtained by the MBA 
(solid line) and the SOV method (dashed line). The radii of the spherical inclusions for (a), 
(b), and (c) are 1.0 mm, and 2.0 mm for (d). The ratios of both the density and wave speed 
are 1.1, 1.5 and 2.0 in (a), (b) and (d) respectively. For (c) the density ratio is 2.0 and wave 
speed ratio is 1.5. The arrows indicate the correct arrival times of the front and back surface 
delta functions. 
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(c) (d) 
Figure 7. SV-wave pulse-echo response of a spherical inclusion in steel obtained by the 
MBA (solid line) and the SOV method (dashed line). The ratios of both the density and wave 
speed are (a) 1.1, (b) 1.5, and (c) 2.0. The radii of the spherical inclusion for three cases are 
1.0 mm, 2.0 mm, and 4.0 mm respectively. For (d) the radius of the inclusion is 4.0mm, and 
the ratios of the density and wave speed are 1.5 and 2.0. The arrows indicate the correct 
arrival times of the front and back surface delta functions. 
Since the first delta function is often the largest arriving signal in the inclusion 
response the MBA should give peak-to-peak responses values that are much closer to the 
exact SOV solution than either the Born approximation or the DDBA for both strong and 
weak scattering flaws. This fact is confirmed in Table II which summarizes the peak-to-peak 
amplitude differences between the MBA and the SOV solution for the P- and SV-wave 
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pulse-echo cases considered in Figs. 6 (a)-(d) and 7 (a)-(d). The predicted peak-to-peak 
amplitude difference is less than 5.0% in all of these cases. 
Table II Differences of the MBA and the SOV solution for the peak-to-peak pulse-echo P-
and SV-wave responses of spherical inclusions. 
Radius of the spherical 
inclusion (mm) 
Ratio of the 
density 
Ratio of the 
wave speed 
Peak-to-peak amplitude 
difference (%) 
p-
wave 
1.0 1.1 1.1 0.7 
1.0 1.5 1.5 3.3 
1.0 2.0 1.5 3.1 
2.0 2.0 2.0 2.4 
SV-
wave 
1.0 1.1 1.1 -0.3 
2.0 1.5 1.5 1.6 
4.0 2.0 2.0 4.2 
4.0 1.5 2.0 4.1 
Like the DDBA the MBA is a rather ad-hoc approach but as our results have shown it 
can significantly extend the range of applicability of the Born approximation in predicting 
correctly the early time pulse-echo response of even strong scattering inclusions. The MBA 
also improves the results for weak scattering flaws as a comparison of Figs. 2(a) and 6(a) 
demonstrates. The results we have shown previously in this section were all for the spherical 
inclusion. For the more general pulse-echo response of an arbitrary shaped inclusion the 
MBA gives 
Aa'° = ^  =xp [2Zt„0r„ ( 1 - C„0/c„ )] R°;" (G" ) G ( -e? ; ) (30) 
a0 
where 
G ( - < ; < ) =  J e x p [ 2 ika0e"-x\dV 
vt 
and re is the distance in the e" direction from the origin of the coordinates (usually taken at 
the "center" of the flaw) to the incident plane wave front when it first touches the flaw 
surface. It should be noted that for very small flaws where ka0b < 1 over the entire bandwidth 
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of the ultrasonic NDE measurement system the early time delta function and the later 
arriving waves will merge together and it cannot be expected that the MBA will then give 
accurate results. However, this type of limiting case is likely to be rarely encountered in 
many NDE applications. 
All the explicit results discussed for the MBA to this point have been for an isotropic 
material. However, as shown in the Appendix for an anisotropic flaw imbedded in a general 
anisotropic medium, the normal incidence plane wave reflection coefficient in the weak 
scattering limit is identical in form to the isotropic case, namely 
appearing in the DDBA for an anisotropic flaw in an anisotropic solid is also given in the 
weak scattering limit by 
so that combining Eqs. (31) and (32) we see that Eq. (27), which forms the basis of the MBA, 
also holds for the general anisotropic material case as well. This suggests that the MBA given 
by Eq. (30) should also be applicable to weak and strong scattering flaws in anisotropic 
materials as well, provided that one replaces the weak scattering form of the reflection 
coefficient by its exact value, as was done in the isotropic case. More definite proof of the 
validity of Eq. (30) for strongly scattering flaws in anisotropic media, of course, must involve 
comparisons of that equation with a more exact flaw scattering model and with experiment. 
Ra,a + (3D 
for all mode types a  =  ( q P , q S \ , q S 2 ) . Also, as shown in the Appendix the /(e";-e") factor 
(32) 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
A new modified Born approximation (MBA) has been developed that significantly 
improves the validity of the Born approximation for modeling the pulse-echo response of 
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both weak and strong scattering inclusions in an elastic solid. Like another modification of 
the Born approximation, called the doubly distorted Born approximation (DDBA), the MBA 
involves a series of ad-hoc "fixes" of the ordinary Born approximation. Also, like the DDBA 
the MBA does not model the entire inclusion response accurately but relies instead on its 
ability to model the very early time response of the inclusion more accurately than the Born 
approximation. However, it is shown by comparing the MBA responses of spherical 
inclusions in an isotropic solid with exact separation of variables solutions that the MBA 
predicts the overall amplitude response of inclusions better than the DDBA and, unlike the 
DDBA, also correctly models the times of arrival of the front and back surface responses of 
the inclusion. Furthermore, it has been shown that the simple form of the MBA remains valid 
even for anisotropic flaws in an anisotropic medium so it is likely that the MBA can predict 
the major scattering properties of a wide range of complex-shaped inclusions in complex 
materials. 
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7. APPENDIX 
The reflection and transmission problem at an interface separating two anisotropic 
media has been studied by Rokhlin et al [28]. Here we will simplify it to the normal 
incidence case since it is this reflection coefficient at normal incidence that appears in the 
MBA (see Eq. (30)). The material properties of the first medium are assumed to be only 
slightly different from those of the second medium. Under this condition Eq. (27) will be 
shown to be valid. 
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The normal to the interface is taken here along the xs-axis. In generally there are three 
reflected waves (qP, qSl ,qS2) in the first medium and three transmitted waves (qP, qSl ,qS2) 
traveling into the second medium. Since we wish to obtain the reflection coefficients 
ultimately here for a pulse-echo setup we can assume the slowness vectors of the reflected 
waves are in the negative xg-axis direction, and in the positive xg-axis direction for the 
transmitted waves. For this type of propagation the xi and X2 components of the 
corresponding slowness vector, sl and s2, reduce to zero and the corresponding wave 
number reduces to k = <y|s3|. The displacement of the incident wave of type y is given by 
(Ai) 
where the subscript I indicates a incident wave quantity; Uj is the amplitude of the 
displacement; d, is a unit vector along the polarization direction and k] =û^f3| is the 
wavenumber of the incident wave. Similarly the displacements can be written as: 
< = , (OR = GF,*S1,*S2) (A2) 
for the reflected waves and 
< = = gf,^l,^2) ^3) 
for the transmitted waves. Here the subscript R and T denote the reflected and transmitted 
wave, respectively; U% is the displacement amplitude of the reflected wave of type a ; daR is 
^^3 is the wave number of the reflected a unit vector in the polarization direction and k% = <y|j 
wave. The quantities Uj , d.f , and k{j = co | are the corresponding notations for a 
transmitted wave of type /?. 
At the interface, the displacements and tractions must be continuous, so we have the 
boundary conditions 
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<+ " 2X 
a=qP,qS\,qS2 fl=qP,qSl,qS2 
< 3 +  Z ^ 3 =  (  =  1 , 2 , 3  
a=qP,qSl,qS2 /3=qP,qSl,qS2 
The stress components for the wave of type a are given by 
where 
(A4) 
cr" = (A5) 
D° = <(c,3]3< + C23]3< + C„„<) 
d" = <(C2,„< + C2323< + C3323<) (A6) 
d° = <(C33I3< + C3323< + C3333<) 
For a propagation direction along the xg-axis, the first two components of the slowness vector 
reduce to zero and Christoffel's equations Cijkls"s"d" - pd" become 
S3 
(cl3l3<+C23]3<+c33l3<)= 
r(c23,3f + c2323< + C3323<)=M"/< (A7) 
(c33„< + c3323< + c3333<)=/</< 
Therefore we have 
Df = 
D:' = /*("/•»•' (A8) 
D» - ^ 3°/< 
Using these expressions for the displacements and stresses, Eq. (A4) gives a system of six 
equations which can be written in matrix form as 
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d f ,  < ~ df 
< -df2  -dqS2 ~df2  
< - d f  
< 
4' ^R 3 
,^2 AR3 < 
-v< 
1 AT 3 
,^2 
-%:2 
^73 
d q P  UR 2 
4 
d q S l  R2 
„qs 1 ,^2 
R3 
d q P  
y ^ 2 
< 
y ^ 2 
^73 
d q S 2  
< 
< 
< 
^R3 AR3 sf „gs 1 ^7 3 ^73 
1 1 
1 
rRqp-.r - -<2 
ftqsi;r -<3 
J^QS2\Y 
— vr sn 
T<lSl;r 
J"lS2-,Y <3 
1 1 
(A9) 
with v = p2/yOj where px and p2 are densities of the first and second materials, respectively. 
The reflection coefficient Ra,Y and transmission coefficient Tp'y are defined here as the 
r a t i o s  o f  d i s p l a c e m e n t s  g i v e n  b y  R a , r  =  U R / U J  a n d  T p ' y  =  U j  / U j  .  
Since the first and second components of the slowness vanish and the magnitude of 
the third component is the reciprocal of the phase velocity, we can rewrite Eq. (A9) as 
z/"/' 
~R q P ' Y  '  -d rn 
dqP dqSl  U R 2  R 2  4:' — dq  2 — df2  -dqS22  j^qs\\r -<2 
dqP dqSl  R3 UR 3 -  d f  -  d f 1  ftlS2-,y -<3 
dqPrqP r!qSlrqSX UR 1 U/?1 j,&2 ,52 UR\ LR jqP\Y 
jqP rqP qs\ U R 2 C R  R 2 C R  jg&2 g&2 R2 CR fj*qS\\Y 
riqPrqP rIqSXrqSX uR3 lR R3 cR X^2 g^2 Ur3 CR 
rj*qS2-,y 
<3^ 
(A10) 
For an incident qP wave, dqRp = -d f. As mentioned earlier, the material properties of 
the two media are assumed here to be only slightly different, then the polarizations of the 
transmitted waves can be assumed to be in the opposite direction of the polarization of the 
corresponding reflected waves, i.e. 
<=-<=<, d?'=-d„ and d^ -d ,52 (All) 
Therefore, Eq. (A 10) becomes 
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- <  4r 4f -d'il 4f 
1 ftiP-.qP 
- dqP 
~dn -df2  4:' 4r ftqSl\qP ~df2  
-< 4:' 4f ~d% 4:' 4f j^qSl\qP ~ d'n 
rqS\ qSl UR\ CR 
iqS2 qS2 UR\ LR rj*qP\qP 
-dqPcqP iqS\ qSl UR2 jqSl qS2 U R 2  C R  rj^qSl\qP 4%' 
-dqPrqP dqSlrqSl  U I 3  U R 3 U R  
jqS2 qS2 UR3 lR 
rj^qS2\qP 
_4^r 
Then the reflection coefficient for a qP wave is given by 
(A12) 
RlP-.qP _ A. 
A, (A13) 
Where 
A , =  
-dqP dqSl  UI1 UR\ 4r - dqP 4f 
- d q P  d q S X  UI2 R2 4r ~ d q 2 4:' 
- <  <  4f -4f 4:' 
dl'cf <'cf jqS2 qS2 UR\ LR 
r}qPrqP r!qSXrqSl  
u I 2 l I  u R 2 l R  
iqS2 qS2 
UR2 LR 
r!qPrqP /JqSirqS{  U I 3  I  U R 3 C R  jqS2 qS2 UR3 CR 
4f 
4r (A14) 
and 
- dqP 4r - dqP 4r 
- dqP 4:' 4:' - d q P  4:' 4:' 
-4f 4f - dqP 4:' 4f 
2  
~ d f c f  d ' ï ' c f  d f ' c f *  v d ' ^ c f  - v d f ' c f  - v d f X "  
-d%cf dffcf df2cf2  vdgcf -vd£cf -vdf2cf2  
-d%cf « df2cf2  ui%cf -vdgcf -vdlfcf 
Subtracting the i-th (i = 1,2,3) column from the (i+3)-th column in A, we obtain 
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-  d f  0 0 0 
4" 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
jqS\ qS\ 
UR\ CR +  c f )  -<2(<2 +  c f )  
jqS\ qS\ 
UR2 CR 
^^2 ,&2 UR 2  <~ r <{<-<) +  c f )  -dfi(vcf 
iqS\ qS\ 
UR3 CR 
rqS2 qS2 
UR3 CR <(< -cf) -df;(vcf +  c f )  -<«2 + f :  
(A16) 
Equation (A 16) can then be reduced to 
< 
2 
< 4:' (A17) 
< 4:' 
By similar algebra manipulation we also have 
df < 
2 
A, = - ( ^ + c r X ^ r + ^ r X ^ f )  (A18) 
< 
Thus, using Eqs. (A 17) and (A 18) in Eq. (A13) the reflection of the qP wave due to a qP 
wave incidence is given by 
R q P ,q P  =  v c f - c f  =  p2cf -pxcf 
v c f  +  c f  p 2 c f  +  P f f  
In terms of density and wave speed differences we have 
Acf - - (A - ) 
where Ap  -  p 2 -  p ^ ,  Acq P  = cf -  cf . 
Keeping the terms to the first order of the Ap and AcqP, Eq. (A20) reduces to 
(A19) 
(A20) 
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p2cf - pxcf = Apcf + p2Acf (A21) 
We also have for the approximation for the denominator in Eq. (A 19) 
PlCT + PlC1 — ^•PlC. qP •,<lP (A22) 
Combining these results the reflection coefficient can finally be approximated as 
R qP\qP _ HlL 
p2&c'P + Apcf 1 f Ap A cqP 
2-P2C qP ' vr 
- + -
A 
,'ip 
-T y 
(A23) 
Similar calculations (not shown here) for y-qS\,qS2 give the same result, so that 
for a = (qP, qSl,qS2)we have 
R a\a Ap | Ac" 
VA Cr y 
(A24) 
If the first and second media are taken to be the host and flaw materials as denoted in 
the text, respectively, then Eq. (A24) becomes 
Ra a  = 1 V , Ac* 
. Po Ca0 J 
(A25) 
where Ap- pG- p and A ca = ca0 - ca with p and ca of the density and wave speed in the 
host and p0 and ca0 of the corresponding terms in the inclusion material. 
Equation (A25) is the approximation of the reflection coefficient of a plane wave at 
normal incidence provided that the properties of the two materials do not differ significantly 
from each other. This equation is identical to the isotropic case [16]. 
Now consider the material coefficient in the DDBA which is given by 
/( c a - c a )  =  ^  + ^ ijkl^ ,ke 11 e,j/Cg0 
Po 
(A26) 
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Since 
AC,,A>X4/<4 = C°„d°eïdfâ/cl„ - C^dfâdfâ/c, 2 aO 
for the weak scatterers, we can approximate this expression as 
A /, aO 
where the subscript 0 denotes the flaw quantity. 
But Christoffel's equation can be written as 
m = qP, qSl, qS 2 
so the first term in Eq. (A28) reduces to 
VytiM0/te;0Za0iC0;7 Ca0 ~ ^0 
and the second term in Eq. (A28) becomes 
=  / x ^ / =  ( / ) ( , -  -  A c *  Y/c 
with Ap = p{) - f) and Aca = ca0 - ca . 
Keeping only the first order of the differences Ap and Aca gives rise to 
^ijkA!ke 11^-he!j /Ca0 — PQ~ 2/9 ( )AC a /c f f 0  ~ Ap 
Placing Eqs. (A30) and (A32) into Eq. (A28) we have 
^^ijkl(^IkeilC^Iieij /Ca0 ~ ^ Po^Ca/CaO ^P 
Then the material coefficient defined by Eq. (A26) can be approximated as 
/(-<;<) = 2 / A ^ + A ç , X  
A C eO / 
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Comparing Eq. (A25) and Eq. (A34), it is easy to see that with the weak scattering 
assumption we have 
/(-E^) = 4/R" (A35) 
This result is identical to Eq. (27) in the text so that it is valid for both isotropic and 
anisotropic media. 
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CHAFER 7. GENERAL SUMMARY AND SOME 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
A multi-Gaussian (MG) beam model has been developed for both isotropic (Chapter 
2) and anisotropic (Chapter 3) media to efficiently model the interaction of an ultrasonic 
transducer beam with complex geometries. Earlier studies have shown that the multi-
Gaussian (MG) beam model is a very effective tool to simulate the wave field generated by a 
commercial ultrasonic transducer in a fluid or solid medium. However this model becomes 
very complex as the number of media considered increases. In Chapter 2 it has been shown 
that for isotropic media the propagation of the beam and its interaction with curved interfaces 
can be described explicitly in terms of A, B, C, D matrices. These matrices need only be 
multiplied together appropriately to generate the terms needed to describe the transducer 
beam even after it has interacted with multiple interfaces. This model is very suitable for 
modeling the beam radiation through multiple media since all the elements included in the 
expression of the wave field can be obtained in a highly modular manner. 
The numerical simulation examples presented in Chapter 2 have shown that this 
modular MG beam model is computationally efficient. Those examples have also shown that 
the modular MG beam model is general in that it does not require the plane of incidence to be 
aligned with one of the principal planes of curvature of a given interface. 
In Chapter 3, the modular MG beam model developed in Chapter 2 for isotropic 
media was extended to model the ultrasonic beam interactions in anisotropic media. Again, 
modular A, B, C, D matrices were used to describe the propagation of the beam and 
transmission/reflection at interfaces. It was also shown that by using slowness coordinates 
the MG model for anisotropic media retains the simple structure found for isotropic media, 
even though the material properties that need to be considered for anisotropic media are 
much more complex. For instance, the slope and curvature of the slowness surface in a given 
propagating ray direction appear as new terms in anisotropic media that need to be 
considered. However, when expressed in slowness coordinates these parameters only modify 
slightly the A, B, C, D building block matrices, leaving the final expressions for the Gaussian 
beam wave field unchanged from its form for isotropic media. Several ways to calculate 
these slowness surface parameters were described in Chapter 4. One method involves the 
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evaluation of the slowness surface at multiple points in the vicinity of the propagating ray 
direction and then fitting those values numerically to a quadratic approximation of the 
slowness surface that contains the group velocity and curvature terms needed in the Gaussian 
beam model. A second method involves the use of explicit forms for the group velocity and 
curvatures including a new expression for the curvatures of the slowness surface. This new 
expression is computationally less expensive than the numerical fitting method and 
considerably more convenient to use. This new expression does become singular for a 
direction where the slowness vectors of two quasi-transverse waves coincide, but numerical 
experiments have shown that the expression remains numerically accurate even at very small 
deviations from the singular direction. 
Chapter 4 has also presented a number of examples for the radiation of ultrasonic 
beams through a general curved interface into an anisotropic solid. It was observed that the 
beam behavior in the anisotropic solid is determined by both the properties of the slowness 
surface and the interface geometry. The slope of the slowness surface determines the tilt of 
the beam (beam skewing), while the deviations of the curvatures of the slowness surface 
from the isotropic case produce beam distortions, including a convergence or divergence 
effect on the beam similar in nature (but different in detail) to the focusing or defocusing 
effect caused by curved interfaces. 
In Chapters 2-4, only circular planar piston transducers have been modeled using the 
modular multi-Gaussian beam model. However, this remarkably simple model is also 
capable of modeling more general transducer-geometry interactions such as those involving 
rectangular piston transducers and spherical or bi-cylindrical focused transducers. The 
examples presented in those three chapters show only a small fraction of the potential that 
this beam model has for conducting complex ultrasonic simulations. In the studies presented 
the modular MG beam model was not compared numerically to other beam models or to 
experiments. However, this model has been used recently in both model-based and 
experimental benchmark studies for isotropic media [77, 89] where such comparisons have 
been made for single interface problems with very good results. Similar studies will need to 
be conducted in order to validate the modular MG model for anisotropic media. 
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As shown in Chapters 2-4, our modular MG beam model is a very powerful 
simulation tool that can be used in many of the common ultrasonic NDE inspection problems 
found in practice. However, this beam model is based on the paraxial approximation so one 
must be aware of the limits of this approximation. For example, the paraxial approximation 
can lose accuracy for a very tightly focused transducer where the waves do not all travel in 
nearly parallel directions. Also, since the Gaussian beam in this paraxial model is only 
affected by the interface curvature at the point where the central ray of the Gaussian beam 
hits the interface, the model may be inaccurate for interfaces having a curvature that changes 
rapidly over the "footprint" of the beam on the interface. Also, the model may lose accuracy 
when transmitting/reflecting from interfaces near critical angles or at high (grazing) angles 
since in the paraxial approximation it is assumed that the transmission/reflection coefficient 
varies slowly from its value along the central ray of the Gaussian beam and this requirement 
is violated in both of the previously mentioned conditions. It has been shown in one case [28] 
that near critical angles the multi-Gaussian beam model still works well if one replaces the 
central ray transmission coefficient by a value that is an average taken over a bundle of rays 
in the ultrasonic beam but further studies still need to be conducted to examine the accuracy 
of this replacement. 
There have been no systematic studies to date of how the accuracy of the multi-
Gaussian beam model for anisotropic media depends on the properties of the slowness 
surface. As shown in Chapter 4 there are cases where the second order expansion of the 
slowness surface may not be sufficient so that case in particular needs to be examined with 
more general beam models. Also the MG beam model developed in Chapter 3 might be 
inaccurate at other points on the slowness surface. For example, when the wave propagates 
along an acoustic axis [90] a conical point exists and the rays bend sharply near the conical 
point [90-93], Thus, there is a need to perform more systematic studies of the validity of the 
multi-Gaussian beam model at such points (and possibly others) on the slowness surface. 
It was shown in Chapter 2 and 3 that the expression of a Gaussian beam interacting 
with multiple media can be simplified to an equivalent single medium expression. However, 
this simple expression was only partially used in our calculations since currently there is no 
known way to evaluate correctly the square root of the complex-valued amplitude that 
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appears in that expression. Further studies may help to find a way to make that evaluation 
possible. 
Ultrasonic wave scattering problems have been studied in Chapter 5 and 6 by using 
the Kirchhoff and Born approximations, respectively. Although both approximations have 
been broadly studied in earlier work, it was found in these two chapters that new findings and 
some significant extensions of these approximations could be obtained. In Chapter 5 it has 
been shown that the Kirchhoff approximation for the pulse-echo response of stress-free 
scatterers in isotropic media is identical to the Kirchhoff approximation for the equivalent 
scalar case. This result has been used to obtain explicit scattering expressions for three 
important canonical flaw shapes (circular cracks, spherical pores and cylindrical voids) that 
are commonly used as reference scatterers. Comparisons of the Kirchhoff approximation 
with more exact scattering models for the pulse-echo response of a circular crack and 
spherical void have shown that the range of validity of the Kirchhoff approximation for those 
two types of flaws is much wider than is commonly assumed. The reason why this fact was 
not appreciated previously lies in the key observation that the accuracy of the Kirchhoff 
approximation depends on both the normalized frequency/size (kb value) and the bandwidth 
of the ultrasound system. For example, although the Kirchhoff approximation is formally a 
high frequency approximation that assumes kb» 1, for spherical voids it was shown that the 
Kirchhoff approximation remains accurate in predicting peak-to-peak pulse-echo amplitudes 
of the void down to kb = 1 provided that the system bandwidth is sufficiently large. 
Similarly, for the pulse-echo response of a crack at normal incidence the Kirchhoff 
approximation remains valid for kb values down to approximately 1.3, provided that the 
system bandwidth is sufficiently large. It was also found that at oblique incidence bandwidth 
effects also play a crucial role. While previous studies of Chapman [70] concluded that the 
Kirchhoff approximation can only predict the pulse-echo response of a circular crack at 
angles up to 20-30 degrees from the crack normal, we have shown that this conclusion came 
from the simulation of narrow band system responses and that for wide bandwidths the 
Kirchhoff approximation can in fact remain accurate for angles up to approximately 55 
degrees. This result has been demonstrated experimentally both by Gray [62] and by recent 
benchmark studies [75]. 
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In Chapter 5, the Kirchhoff approximation has also been used to obtain explicit 
analytical expressions for the pulse-echo leading edge response of an anisotropic volumetric 
flaw and the pitch-catch response of an elliptical crack, both in general anisotropic media. It 
was found that these expressions were identical in form to those found for isotropic media. It 
should be noted that the expression of the leading edge response is, to our knowledge, the 
first simple explicit expression for the scattering of an anisotropic volumetric flaw in an 
anisotropic material. Since in many NDE inspections for isotropic materials the leading edge 
response has been found to be the largest part of the flaw signal, it might be expected that the 
same holds true for anisotropic media. Thus, we believe this new expression for the leading 
edge response in an anisotropic media is a very significant result. Of course, both the pulse-
echo leading edge response of a volumetric flaw and the pitch-catch response of an elliptical 
crack in anisotropic media need to be evaluated in future numerical and experimental studies. 
Even though we have shown that the Kirchhoff approximation models accurately a 
wide range of cases, it is inaccurate when the non-dimensional wave number kb is too small 
(,kb<l) or for cases where creeping, Rayleigh or other waves dominate the response. 
Therefore, it is necessary to develop other flaw scattering models that can predict the flaw 
scattering response in those cases. 
In Chapter 6, the Born approximation was described. It was demonstrated as a direct 
scattering model this approximation is only accurate for very weak scatterers, which severely 
limits its use in practical NDE problems. It was also shown that a recently developed 
modification of the Born approximation, called the doubly distorted Born approximation 
(DDBA), is able to improve the Born scattering response by simply replacing the wave speed 
and density of the host material in the Born approximation factor by the corresponding 
parameters of the inclusion. However, amplitude and phase errors still remain in the DDBA, 
especially for strong scatterers. In Chapter 6, a new modified Born approximation (MBA) 
was developed that accurately predicts the pulse-echo peak-to-peak response of both weak 
and strong scattering inclusions in elastic solids. The MBA greatly extends the validity of the 
Born approximation for modeling the pulse-echo response of inclusions while still retaining 
its simple form. Comparisons of MBA to the exact SOV solution for spherical inclusions in 
an elastic solid have shown that the MBA predicts correctly the amplitude of the front 
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surface (leading edge) response of the inclusion and predicts the correct arrival time of the 
responses from both front and back surfaces. In many cases the early time leading edge 
response of a scatterer is of great interest since it is often the largest part of the flaw signal 
present. Thus, the MBA should be a very useful approximate scattering model. It has also 
been shown that the MBA remains valid for an anisotropic flaw in a general anisotropic 
media, potentially making this a very useful approximation for a wide range of complex 
materials. Future studies, however, do need be conducted to evaluate the accuracy of the 
MBA for isotropic and anisotropic media by comparing it to more exact scattering models 
and to experiments. 
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